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Nowadays distributed energy resources (DER) can provide cer-
tain reactive power flexibility for voltage support in alternat-
ing current power systems. Besides local voltage support at the 
distribution level, the DER can also provide reactive power flex-
ibility at the transmission-distribution (T-D) interface, which 
can improve the reactive power grid adequacy of the distribu-
tion level. The term reactive power grid adequacy describes the 
compliance level of a distribution grid with a predefined reac-
tive power range at the T-D interface. However, a challenge in 
grid planning procedures is the consideration of the usually in-
termittent reactive power flexibility potential by the DER. This 
study aims to develop practicable grid planning procedures for 
advanced reactive power management at the T-D interface by 
making use of controllable reactive power sources at the distribu-
tion level, like DER and distributed reactive power compensators. 
The study is performed for a real German distribution grid section 
with very  high-distributed  generation.
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Abstract
The study aims to develop practicable grid planning procedures for an advanced reac-
tive power management at the transmission-distribution (T-D) interface by making use
of controllable reactive power sources at the distribution level, like distributed energy
resources (DER) and reactive power compensators. In Germany, also the high voltage
level is mainly considered as a part of distribution grid, and the T-D interface is deter-
mined at the interface between high voltage and extra high voltage level. A predefined
reactive power range at the T-D interface is considered and the term reactive power
grid adequacy is subsequently used, to describe the compliance level of the distribution
level with the predefined reactive power range at the T-D interface. For this reason, the
applicability of common methods in (active power) grid adequacy studies on research
questions in reactive power grid adequacy studies are analyzed and discussed. The
reactive power grid adequacy study is performed for a real German distribution grid
section with very high distributed generation.

In a first step, two different assessment approaches are developed, with a tech-
nical assessment, based on detailed annual power flow simulations, and a theoretical
assessment, based on an analytic assessment of coincident measurement data at the
T-D interface and the distributed generation. In a next step, the active and reactive
power transfers at the T-D interface and the underlying substations are analyzed and
relevant impact factors, correlations and dependencies are identified. Based on this
assessment, the reactive power demand of the underlying distribution grid is charac-
terized and an estimate on the future reactive power demand at the distribution level
is provided. In a next step, transparent and practicable performance indicators for
DER reactive power support at the T-D interface are developed and applied. The pro-
posed performance indicator can be used to identify interesting DER types and DER
reactive power capability characteristics for an advanced reactive power management
at the T-D interface. Finally, a techno-economic assessment tool for the additional
reactive power compensation demand at the distribution level is developed. The tool
bases on a detailed assessment of the annual duration curve of the reactive power trans-
fer at the T-D interface with or without DER reactive power support and enables a
comprehensive sensitivity analysis of different cost and simulation assumptions.

For the investigated case study, a relevant DER reactive power support potential
at the T-D interface is determined and DER reactive power support could relevantly
reduce the additional reactive power compensation demand at the distribution level.
Nevertheless, the effectiveness of DER reactive power support is highly sensitive on
the applied case study and depends among other things especially on the applied
requirements at the T-D interface. The developed planning approaches can be adjusted
for different requirements at the T-D interface and are applicable for different case study
areas.
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Definitions

Reactive power grid adequacy

Reactive power grid adequacy of a transmission-connected distribution section is a
measure of the ability of a distribution system to maintain their steady-state operation
at their connection point(s) within a reactive power range specified by the relevant
TSO considering standard conditions.

Terminology of active and reactive power flow direction

The terminology in this thesis follows the common terminology in relevant regulatory
frameworks, such as the Demand Connection Code ([1], applied terms: importing and
exporting active and reactive power) and the German Requirements for Generators
([2], [3], applied terms: underexcited and overexcited operation). In case not otherwise
specified, the consumer frame convention is used (see appendix A.1).

P export Describes an active power generation of a distribution grid section.
For the T-D interface, this corresponds with a ’reverse’ active power
flow from distribution to transmission level.

P import Describes an active power consumption of a distribution grid section.
For the T-D interface, this corresponds with a ’normal’ active power
flow from the transmission to the distribution level.

Q export Describes a capacitive reactive power consumption or overexcited op-
eration of a distribution grid section at the T-D interface, similar to
a shunt capacitor. The term is applied for grid sections.

Q import Describes an inductive reactive power consumption or underexcited
operation of a distribution grid section at the T-D interface, similar
to a shunt reactor. The term is applied for grid sections.

overexcited Describes a capacitive reactive power consumption of a grid element,
similar to a shunt capacitor. An overexcited operation of a grid ele-
ment increases the voltage magnitude at the point of interconnection.
The term is usually applied for generators, storage units or consumers.

underexcited Describes an inductive reactive power consumption of a grid element,
similar to a shunt reactor. An underexcited operation of a grid element
decreases the voltage magnitude at the point of interconnection. The
term is usually applied for generators, storage units or consumers.
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Reactive power capability characteristics of generators

In this thesis, different reactive power capability characteristics of the generators are
considered. A detailed definition of the applied generator reactive power capability
characteristics provides section 2.4.1.

PF fix Describes a reactive power capability of a generator, which is specified
by a minimum applicable power factor.

Q fix Describes a reactive power capability of a generator, which is for a wide
operational range independent of the generator active power feed-in.

STATCOM Describes a reactive power capability of a generator, which is indepen-
dent of the generator active power feed-in.

Performance indicators for DER Q support

The performance indicators in this thesis focus on the availability and reliability of
DER Q support in reactive power grid adequacy studies. A detailed description on the
developed and applied performance indicators is provided in chapter 4 and appendix
C.

Reactive flexibility hour
RFH

The reactive flexibility hour describes the sum of annual
hours of DER Q support potential within defined oper-
ational ranges, such as full-range or partial-range Q sup-
port capability. The performance indicator is adopted from
Kreutziger et al. [4] (in German "Reaktivstundenzahl").

Reactive capacity credit
rCC (normalized value)
RCC (absolute value)

The reactive capacity credit is an indicator for the contri-
bution of DER Q support to the reactive power grid ade-
quacy of a grid section. It describes the expected DER Q
support capability for the time of the year with the highest
undesired Q exchange at T-D interface (import or export).

Reactive energy credit
rEC (normalized value)
REC (absolute value)

The reactive energy credit is an indicator for the contribu-
tion of DER Q support to the reactive energy adequacy of
a grid section. It describes, to what extend the unserved
reactive energy at the T-D interface (import or export) can
be reduced by DER Q support.

Reactive power avail-
ability use case
qflex (normalized value)
Qflex (absolute value)

The reactive power availability describes the probability
of DER Q support capacity for relevant grid planning use
cases.
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Abbreviations

BMWi German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
CAPEX Capital expenditure
COPT Capacity outage probability table
CPF Cumulative probability function
DCC Demand Connection Code
DER Distributed energy resources
DSO Distribution system operator
EEG German Renewable Energy Source Act
EHV Extra high voltage
ELCC Effective load carrying capability
ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators for Elec-

tricity
HV High voltage
Hydro DER Distributed energy resources of type hydro power plant
IEA International Energy Agency
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IQR Interquartile range
LOLE Loss of load expectation
LV Low voltage
MV Medium voltage
NCP Network connection point
NERC North American Electric Reliability Corporation
OHL Overhead line
OLTC On-load tap changer
OPEX Operational expenditure
PI Performance indicator
PMF Probability mass function
Pump DER Distributed energy resources of type hydro pump storage plant
PV DER Distributed energy resources of type photovoltaic power plant
rCOPT Reactive capacity outage probability table
RES Renewable energy sources
T-D interface Transmission-distribution interface
Thermal DER Distributed energy resources of type thermal power plant
TSO Transmission system operator
UC Use case
VR Voltage regulator
Wind DER Distributed energy resources of type wind power plant
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Symbols

Symbol Unit Description

cfee EUR/Mvarh Relative reactive power penalty fee for unserved reactive
energy at the T-D interface

Cinv EUR Investment costs for additional compensators
cinv EUR/Mvar Relative investment costs for additional compensators
clcomp EUR/MWh Relative loss costs of additional compensators
clDER EUR/Mvarh Relative reactive power procurement costs DER
C ′

line nF/km Capacitance of line element per km
Cx EUR Cash flow of a cost factor x
devQ Mvar Reactive power deviation to the requested reactive

power range at the T-D interface
Efee Mvarh Annual unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface
Ecomp Mvarh Annual reactive energy provided by additional compen-

sators
EQ,DER Mvarh Annual reactive energy provided by DER
fcomp - Expected future growth factor of annual unserved reac-

tive energy at the T-D interface
fmain - Maintenance factor for additional compensators
fSQ - Sensitivity factor of DER reactive power provision
FOR - Forced outage rate (probabilistic reliability model)
h - Auxillary value for power factor calculation
i - Discount rate for future cash flows
lline km Length of line element
L′

line H/km Inductance of line element per km
loading % Loading of a grid element
LOQRE h/year Loss of reactive power requirements expectation (prob-

abilistic reliability model)
mgen Mvar/MW Slope of derived generation curve
mload Mvar/MW Slope of derived load curve
N years Lifetime of additional compensators
n - Number of DER units
NPV EUR Net present value
P , p MW, pu Active power
Pnat MW Natural power of a line element
Ploss MW Active power losses
PF - Power factor
plcomp MW/Mvar Relative losses of additional compensators
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Symbol Unit Description

PrVEQ EUR/Mvarh Present value of total reactive energy dependent cash
flows

PrVfee EUR Present value of the reactive power penalty fee for un-
served reactive energy at the T-D interface

PrVlcomp EUR Present value of compensator loss costs for additional
compensators

PrVlDER EUR Present value of DER reactive power specific loss costs
PrVmain EUR Present value of maintenance costs for additional com-

pensators
PrVQ EUR/Mvar Present value of total reactive capacity dependent cash

flows
PrVx EUR Present value of a cost factor x
Q, q Mvar, pu Reactive power
QC,line Mvar Total charging reactive power of line element
Q′

C,line Mvar/km Charging reactive power of line element per km
Qout,s Mvar Reactive power outage capacity for a system outage

state s (probabilistic reliability model)
Qres Mvar Reactive power reserve (probabilistic reliability model)
Q′

self,line Mvar/km Reactive power consumption of line element per km
Qself,trafo Mvar Reactive power consumption of power transformer
Qx Mvar Additional reactive power compensation capacity
r - Pearson correlation coefficent
RMSE % Root mean square error
s - System outage state (probabilistic reliability model)
t h Time step in hours
tQo h/year Annual level of non-compliance at the T-D interface

without additional compensators (Qx=0)
tQx h/year Annual level of non-compliance at the T-D interface

with additional compensators Qx

treq h/year Annual compliance target level at the T-D interface
tservice h/year Annual in service hours of a generator
Tyear h/year Sum of annual hours
V , v kV, pu Voltage magnitude
y - Year (for the start year 2014, y = 1)
Yout Mvar Random reactive power capacity outage (probabilistic

reliability model)
Z0 Ω Surge impedance
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Subscripts

Category Indicies Description

Scenarios

Base For a baseline scenario. The term is used in case S0 is
not the reference scenario.

S0 For reference scenario S0 (without DER Q support)
Sx For any scenario Sx with or without DER Q support
S2.12 For scenario S2.12
S2.11 For scenario S2.11
Sx.QV2 For a scenario Sx with Q(V) limitation curve QV2

Point of
interest

T-Dj For a single transmission-distribution interface j

T-D For all considered transmission-distribution interfaces
HVMVk For a single HV/MV interface k

HVMV For all considered HV/MV interfaces
DERi For a single DER plant i

DER For all considered DER plants
line For all considered line elements
PV For all considered PV power plants

Value
definition

MAE Mean absolute error
min Minimum value
max Maximum value
mean Mean value
median Median
N Nominal value
p0 0th percentile
p2 2th percentile
p5 5th percentile
px xth percentile
req Requested value
sum Aggregated value

Years

y year y

2014 year 2014
2025 year 2025

Additional
compensation
capacity

Q0 No additional compensation capacity (Qx=0)
Qx Additional compensation capacity Qx

Qx,p0 Additional compensation capacity, which achieves
a full compliance at the T-D interface

Qx,opt Additional compensation capacity, which achieves
the highest Net Present Value
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Superscripts

Indicies Description

* Simplified calculation approach
0+ Positive real numbers including zero
export Reactive power export
import Reactive power import
measured Measured data
overexc. Overexcited operation
prob Probabilistic reliability model
target Target value for a RMSE calculation
tech Technical assessment results
theo Theoretical assessment results
underexc. Underexcited operation

Sets

Indicies Description

F Set of factors
I Set of grid interfaces
G Set of generators
L Set of lines
Sout Set of outage states
T Set of time steps
Q Set of Q compensator capacities
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation
"Cost benefit analysis was completed as part of the development of the Demand Con-
nection Code. This supported the universal recognised principle that reactive power
is most efficiently supplied when the distance between production and demand is min-
imised. The analysis concluded that in order to develop the most efficient solutions to
users and an overall equitable approach, transmission and distribution system operators
should seek to balance reactive power (reactive power compensation) in their respective
networks."

This quote is taken from the response of the European Network of Transmis-
sion System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) on the interpretation of article 15
(reactive power requirements) of the European Network Code on Demand Connection
(DCC) [5]. Overall, the DCC emphasizes a stronger participation and contribution of
distribution systems to balance reactive power (Q) in the integrated European power
system. A main motivation for this requirement is the increase of voltage regulation
challenges at the transmission level. In the ENTSO-E response [5] especially a high Q
export from the distribution to the transmission level during low net demand periods,
caused by distribution cables and partly low loaded overhead lines, is identified as a
challenge in transmission system operation.

In addition to the described challenges in [5], the dena Ancillary Service Study
2030 [6], Schnettler et al. [7] and Brückl et al. [8] analyzed the prospective Q com-
pensation demand for the German transmission ([6], [7] and [8]) and distribution level
[8]. The dena Ancillary Services Study [6] highlighted that the overall Q compensation
demand, and also the Q variability, at different grid nodes in the German transmission
system will increase significantly until 2030. Main drivers are the expansion of trans-
mission capacities and increased transport distances. Furthermore, also a large number
of conventional power plants at the German transmission level will be decommissioned
in the coming years, which are nowadays still a major source of controllable reactive
power. In [7] an accumulated additional reactive compensation demand for the Ger-
man transmission system between 2 Gvar and 10 Gvar (inductive compensation) and
between 4 Gvar and 8 Gvar (capacitive compensation) is determined for the years from
2019 to 2023. Brückl et al. [8] identify especially an additional inductive compen-
sation demand of 13.3 Gvar today and 15.1 Gvar in the year 2034 for the integrated
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German power system. A major difference in [6], [7] and [8] is the consideration of the
Q demand in the distribution grid. In [6] and [7] a fixed power factor for the underly-
ing distribution grids is considered. Otherwise, in [8] an uncompensated distribution
level is considered. Additional controllable Q sources according [6] are for example
the installation of additional Q compensators (i.e. Static Var Compensators), the use
of planned high voltage direct current converter stations, the modification of disused
power plants for phase shift operation, or the utilization of distributed energy resources
(DER) connected at the distribution level.

In Germany, 100 % of the installed photovoltaic (PV) capacity (total 40.7 GW),
96 % of the onshore Wind capacity (43.5 GW of 45.2 GW) and 68 % of the capacity
of other renewables (9.2 GW of 13.5 GW) compensated by the German Renewable
Source Act (EEG), are connected to the German distribution level1 [10]. Modern
DER units have the capability to control their Q output based on autonomous control
characteristics and/or based on a remote Q setpoint by the respective Distribution
System Operator (DSO). Hence a relevant DER Q support potential is expected for
the German distribution level.

However, the DSO also faces several new challenges in regards of an active Q
management in his own service area. As an example, Figure 1.1 shows the active
(P) and reactive power (Q) exchange at the T-D interface for the investigated grid
section and for the years 2014 (measured) and 2025 (estimated), in case no additional
measures for an active Q management are applied. The increased cabling in the German
distribution level can lead to higher Q exports at the T-D interfaces especially for times
with low net demand. Otherwise, increased distributed generation and the application
of autonomous DER Q control characteristics for local voltage support, such as fixed
power factor (PF) control or volt-var control, can lead to higher Q imports at the T-D
interface especially for times with high active power exports. Furthermore, the DER
Q support potential depends usually on the DER active power feed-in, and hence for
Wind and PV DER on the current weather conditions and is not always available.
Overall, the application of stricter Q requirements at the T-D interface might lead
to an extensive and costly investment for additional Q compensation devices at the
distribution level.

1In Germany, the high voltage (HV) level with a nominal voltage between 72.5 kV and 125 kV (voltage
range according to [9]) is mainly operated by DSOs and is considered as part of the distribution
level.
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Figure 1.1.: PQ exchange at T-D interface for the investigated grid section for the
years 2014 (measured) and 2025 (estimated) without additional measures
for an active Q management. All values are normalized by the annual peak
demand PT−D,max,2014 of the year 2014.

1.2. Scope
This Section describes the thesis scope in detail, defines the applied term reactive power
grid adequacy (section 1.2.1), specifies the provided contributions (section 1.2.2), and
explains the aim for simplification of the applied simulation and assessment approaches
(section 1.2.3).

1.2.1. Reactive power grid adequacy

The term reactive power management is widely used in the scientific community to
describe measures in power system planning and operation, to purposefully influence,
control or optimize reactive power flows in alternating current power systems. The
main objectives of reactive power management studies can vary by different sources
and can comprises the steady state voltage regulation, the dynamic voltage stability,
the loadability of transmission lines, the minimization of grid losses, or the manage-
ment of Q transfers between different grid zones. The main scope of this study is the
management of the vertical Q transfer at the T-D interface. Two main concepts for
an active Q management at the T-D interface are discussed in literature (see also [11]
and [12]):

1. Maintenance of the Q transfer at the T-D interface within a predefined Q range
specified by the respective TSO (fixed Q target range).
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2. Use case dependent target value for the Q transfer at the T-D interface, depending
on the Q support potential at the distribution level and the Q support demand
at the transmission level (use case dependent Q target value).

The first concept is the common practice, for which the ENTSO-E guidance doc-
ument [13] provides an overview on the Q requirements at the T-D interface in different
European countries. A predefined Q target range at the T-D interface is also requested
in the ENTSO-E DCC (Article 15.1) [1]: “Transmission-connected demand facilities
and transmission-connected distribution systems shall be capable of maintaining their
steady-state operation at their connection point within a reactive power range specified
by the relevant TSO . . . ” . Furthermore, the DCC describes the possibility of an active
Q control at the T-D interface in Article 15.3. The advantages and disadvantages of
the two main concepts are discussed for example in [8], [11] and [12]. The use case
dependent Q target value at the T-D interface can make optimal use of the variable Q
potential of variable DER in grid operation, but does not provide planning security for
the grid operators in long term planning procedures. On the other hand, the fixed Q
target range at the T-D interface can provide planning security for the grid operators,
but might lead to an over compensation in the power system and to costly investments
for additional Q compensators at the distribution level, if the Q target range is set too
strict. In the future, a combination of these two main concepts can provide operational
flexibility and planning security for an active Q management at the T-D interface [12].

The thesis aims to develop grid planning procedures for an active Q management
at the T-D interface by making use of controllable Q sources at the distribution level,
like distributed generators and compensators at the distribution level. Therefore, a
predefined Q range at the T-D interface is considered and the term reactive power grid
adequacy is subsequently used, to describe the compliance level of the distribution level
with the predefined Q target range at the T-D interface. The term reactive power grid
adequacy is so far not widely used in the scientific community and hence the following
definition is suggested:

Reactive power grid adequacy of a transmission-connected distribution section
is a measure of the ability of a distribution system to maintain their steady-state
operation at their connection point(s) within a reactive power range specified by the
relevant TSO considering standard conditions.

The definition is oriented towards the widely applied term (active power) grid
adequacy. A definition of (active power) grid adequacy is for example provided in the
Metis studies by the European Commission [14]: "System adequacy of a power system
is a measure of the ability of a power system to supply the load in all the steady states
in which the power system may exist considering standard conditions”. The following
main research questions are addressed in the reactive power grid adequacy study of
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this thesis:

• What is the Q reserve or the Q deviation to the predefined Q target range at the
T-D interface? And at what times of the year or for which grid conditions are
the most critical values for the reactive power grid adequacy determined?

• What are appropriate performance indicators to assess and compare the DER
Q support potential for reactive power grid adequacy studies? And what is
the Q support potential of different DER types and different DER Q capability
characteristics in the case study area?

• What is the additional Q compensation demand at the distribution level based
on economic criteria or fixed compliance target level for the reactive power grid
adequacy? And to what extent can DER Q support reduce the additional Q
compensation demand at the distribution level?

The reactive power grid adequacy study is considered as part of the long-term
planning process of grid operators. The case study is performed for a real distribution
grid section of the German DSO Bayernwerk Netz GmbH in the south east of Germany.
The investigated grid section covers 9 T-D interfaces2 and achieves an installed DER
capacity of over 200 % of the annual peak load demand.

1.2.2. Contributions

The thesis bases partly on project work in cooperation with the German DSO Bayern-
werk Netz GmbH. The DSO gave impulses for the applied research questions, made
detailed grid and measurement data available, extensively supported the validation of
the developed simulation environment, and provided very helpful discussions, remarks,
and ideas for the developed approaches and methodologies within this thesis. Never-
theless, it should be highlighted, that the author is solely responsible for the content
of the thesis and the correctness of the derived results and recommendations. Further-
more, also the project work and the applied simulation environment was developed in
joint collaboration with Haonan Wang and his planned PhD thesis. Haonan Wang’s
thesis [15] focuses on grid operation aspects and the thesis at hand on grid planning
aspects.

1.2.3. Simplified simulation and assessment approaches

As described in the previous section, the thesis bases partly on joint projects with a
German DSO and besides a comprehensive analysis of the addressed research questions;
also the practical applicability of the developed methodology and simulation approaches
within grid planing procedures will be discussed in the thesis. Therefore, an objective of

2The T-D interface is determined for the case study at the extra high voltage/ high voltage trans-
formers (HV side).
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the thesis is also the simplification of the applied simulation and assessment approaches,
wherever meaningful.

For example, in this thesis also a theoretical approach is applied and discussed
for the assessment of DER Q support within reactive power grid adequacy studies.
Under theoretical approaches, methodologies are subsequently summarized, which do
not require detailed grid simulations. In the theoretical approach the characteristics of
coincident demand and generation data are analyzed and evaluated, furthermore also
the probabilistic of events such as forced outage rates of generators can be considered.
Theoretical approaches are widely applied for (active power) grid adequacy studies
or market studies, where the impact and constraints of the power grid is neglected
(assumption "copper plate"3) or is only partly considered (e.g. consideration of power
transfer limitations). However, in contrast to an active power transfer, the reactive
power transfer over long distances is significantly restricted4 and hence only a regional
assessment for distribution grid sections with only a few neighboring T-D interfaces
might be reasonable. The following research questions are addressed for the theoretical
approach:

• Is the application of a theoretical approach appropriate for reactive power grid
adequacy studies of regional distribution grid sections?

• What are the inaccuracies and constraints of the theoretical approach for the
reactive power grid adequacy study in the applied case study?

Furthermore, an assessment of the additional Q compensation demand in the
investigated grid section based on economic and reliability criteria is performed. The
assessment is based on a detailed analysis of the annual duration curve of reactive
power deviations at the T-D interfaces and has rather low computing requirements
and can analyze a large number of scenarios and sensitivities.

1.3. Structure
Figure 1.2 shows the structure of the thesis. In chapter 2 advantages and disadvantage
of different simulation approaches for reactive power grid adequacy studies are discussed
and the investigated case study area is presented. Furthermore, the applied simulation
approaches and assumptions are explained and validated. In chapter 3 the P and
Q behavior of distribution grids are characterized and an estimation of the future
P and Q behavior of the investigated grid section is provided (without an active Q
management). In chapter 4 performance indicators for DER Q support in reactive

3The term "copper plate" is often used to describe an infinitely strong interconnection or a single
node model (e.g. [16])

4In Brückl et al. [8] a orientation value for the transfer of reactive power of approximately 100 km
in the transmission level is given.
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power grid adequacy studies are introduced and discussed, and the DER Q support
by different DER types in the investigated grid section is evaluated. In chapter 5 the
additional compensation demand at the distribution level is derived based on economic
criteria or based on fixed compliance target level of reactive power grid adequacy at the
T-D interface. Finally, the main findings of the thesis are summarized and an outlook
for Q management studies is presented.

Figure 1.2.: Thesis structure and expected main outputs.
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The reactive power grid adequacy analysis is performed for a distribution grid section
of the German DSO Bayernwerk Netz GmbH. The case study area is characterized by
a very high distributed PV penetration, but also further distributed energy resources,
such as hydro power plants (Hydro DER), thermal power plants (Thermal DER), wind
power plants (Wind DER), and hydro pump storage systems (Pump DER) are located
in the case study area. In this chapter the developed simulation environment, the
defined scenarios, and the main assumptions are described in detail. For the assess-
ment of DER Q support in this thesis two different approaches are developed, with a
theoretical approach based on comprehensive analyses of demand and generation char-
acteristics (theoretical assessment) and a simulative approach based on annual power
flow simulations (technical assessment). The following research questions are addressed
within this chapter:

• What is the impact of DER Q support on relevant grid parameters, i.e. voltage
magnitude, loading of assets and grid losses?

• What are the inaccuracies and constraints of the theoretical and technical ap-
proach for reactive power adequacy studies?

• Is the application of theoretical approaches appropriate for reactive power grid
adequacy studies of distribution sections and what are the limitations?

The chapter is structured as followed: section 2.1 provides an overview on ob-
jectives and simulation methods for reactive power management studies; section 2.2
explains the methodology for the theoretical and technical assessment; section 2.3 in-
troduced the investigated case study area; section 2.4 describes the defined scenarios;
section 2.5 analyzes the impact of DER Q support on different grid parameter, and sec-
tion 2.6 provides a result error estimation for the technical and theoretical assessment
approach. Finally a short summary is provided.

2.1. Overview on simulation approaches for reactive
power management studies

This section provides an overview on objectives and most relevant simulation ap-
proaches for reactive power management studies.
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Snapshot analyses are widely applied in grid planning procedures in the distri-
bution and transmission level. Therefore, usually extreme use cases or a set of relevant
load and generation scenarios, such as peak demand/ low generation or low demand/
peak generation are considered, and i.e. the voltage maintenance at the transmission
level with reactive power support of DER and other compensation devices is analyzed
in detail [6], [8], [12], [17], [18]. The snapshot analysis has rather low computational
requirements and complex and detailed grid models can be considered, such as the
complete German transmission and 110 kV level [8], [17]. Otherwise, this analysis only
covers snapshots in power system operation and provides no detailed information on
frequency of occurrence of events, and hence can only provide limited information on
operational costs of reactive power management concepts. Hinz et al. [17] perform
a techno-economic assessment of DER reactive power support at the German 110 kV
level, here an occurrence frequency for different use cases is assumed. In a previous
publication of Wang and Kraiczy et al. [19] the technical and theoretical DER reac-
tive power flexibility potential at the 110 kV interface was analyzed for relevant grid
planning use cases and for several MV grids in the investigated case study area.

In contrast to snapshot analyses, quasi static time series simulations provide
detailed information on the frequency of occurrence and the duration of events for the
analyzed time period. Typical applications are for example, the test and benchmark
of reactive power control strategies [20]–[23], the assessment of reactive power man-
agement related losses in power systems and compensation devices [24], [25] and a
techno-economic assessment of different compensation technologies [24]–[28]. A chal-
lenge for the application of this study type within the grid planning process is usually
high data requirements and high processing times. The time series based approach
considers complex correlations between different generation units and loads, in case
coincident time series data are applied. In Goergens et al. [29] time series simulations
are combined with a probabilistic approach to forecast the reactive power support
potential at the T-D interface.

The time series simulations usually remodel historic events, i.e. based on co-
incident measurement data. Probabilistic power flow analyses can also provide
information on the probability or the uncertainty of events. This study type is for
example used to determine the time-dependent active and reactive power flexibility at
T-D interface in Gonzales et al. [30] or to model the uncertainties in the planning and
allocation of compensation devices in Liu et al.[31]. However, a challenge of probabilis-
tic power flow simulations are especially the modeling of complex correlations in real
power systems. Furthermore, the approach has rather high processing times for model
development and computation.

Under theoretical approaches, methodologies are subsequently summarized,
which do not require detailed grid simulations. In theoretical approaches the charac-
teristics of coincident power demand and power generation data are analyzed and eval-
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2.1. Overview on simulation approaches for reactive power management studies

uated, furthermore also the probabilistic of events such as a forced outage rate (FOR)
of generators or extreme power ramps, can be considered. Theoretical approaches are,
as far as known by the author, not applied for reactive power management studies. A
main reason is a significantly reduced reactive power transfer capability of power sys-
tems1, compared with an active power transfer. Typical applications are for example
the assessment of flexibility demand in power systems [32], [33], the calculation of loss
of load expectation (LOLE) and calculation of the capacity credit of additional wind
or PV generators [34]–[37]. The theoretical approaches are widely applied in transmis-
sion adequacy planning (i.e. ENTSO-E [14], NERC [38], IEA [39]) and market studies
(i.e. [40], [41]). In theoretical approaches it is assumed, that a power demand can be
provided by any generator connected to the same grid, regardless of the location of
demand and generation. Therefore, grid constraints or grid effects are not (assump-
tion "copper plate"2) or only partly considered (e.g. consideration of power transfer
limitations between different grid zones).

Furthermore, DER reactive power control at the distribution level can have a
significant effect on the voltage stability of a power system. For stability analysis
Root-Mean Square (RMS) models or Electromagentic Transient (EMT) models are
usually applied [43]. RMS models have lower computational requirements and allow
large-scale studies of power systems, otherwise EMT models are identified to be more
accurate in detailed power system dynamic studies [43]. In previous studies by the
author [44]–[48] RMS simulations are performed to investigate unintended interactions
between DER local reactive power control and other voltage regulators at the distri-
bution level. In Van Cutsem [49] and Ajjarapu et al. [50] detailed EMT models are
applied for reactive power planning in power systems to prevent a voltage collapse.
Stability analyses are not in the scope of this thesis, nevertheless the outcome of reac-
tive power grid adequacy studies may provide helpful input data for detailed stability
analysis of power systems.

In reactive power adequacy studies the annual extreme values and also the fre-
quency of occurrence of power transits at the T-D interface are of interest. Furthermore,
also a correct modeling of correlation effects between different generation units and the
reactive power compensation demand is highly relevant for reactive power grid ade-
quacy studies. Therefore, this thesis focuses on detailed annual time series simulations
(technical assessment). However, a significant part of the work within related projects
and this thesis was put in the data preparation and the preparation of the simulation
model for the time series simulations. The accurate modeling of the reactive power
flow can be highly challenging in complex power systems, i.e. the reactive power de-
mand at the distribution level has usually a strong sensitivity to the grid voltage, and

1In Brückl et al. [8] a orientation value for the transfer of reactive power of approximately 100 km
at the transmission level is given.

2The term "copper plate" is often used to describe an infinitely strong interconnection or a single
node model (e.g [16], [42])
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2. Simulation environment

besides accurate information on the active and reactive power behavior of all loads,
generators and underlying grid sections also detailed information’s about voltage reg-
ulation and switching states are required. These high efforts for the preparation of
the time series simulations gave the motivation for the introduction and discussion
of theoretical assessment approaches within reactive power grid adequacy studies. In
theoretical assessment approaches also time series models and probabilistic reliability
models of generators can be combined, which can have a high relevance for reactive
power grid adequacy studies with different types of controllable Q sources, such as
variable generation, dispatchable generation or compensation devices. The application
of probabilistic reliability models of Q sources in the theoretical assessment is applied
and discussed in chapter 4.

2.2. Methodology
In this section the methodology for a theoretical and a technical assessment of DER Q
support is introduced. In the theoretical assessment comprehensive time series anal-
ysis of coincident DER generation data and measurement data at the T-D interfaces
are performed. The DER Q potential and the impact of DER Q support on the PQ
exchange at the T-D interfaces are determined by analytic function, and detail grid
simulations are not required. In the technical assessment a detailed simulation model
of the investigated grid section is implemented and validated. The DER Q potential
and the impact of DER Q support on the PQ exchange at the T-D interfaces are de-
termined by annual quasi-static power flow simulations. The two approaches can have
significant difference, in their informative values, their accuracy of results, their data
requirement, and their processing time. In the theoretical assessment the impact of
DER Q support on grid operation is widely neglected and grid constraints, like voltage
violations, for DER Q support are not considered. Otherwise, the technical assess-
ment enables a detailed study of the impact of DER Q support on grid parameters,
and grid constraints for DER Q support are considered. Nevertheless, the technical
assessment has significantly higher data requirements and processing times compared
with a theoretical assessment.

2.2.1. Theoretical assessment

An overview of the applied methodology for the theoretical assessment is shown in
Figure 2.1. The most relevant steps for the theoretical assessment are explained below.

The time series data: Input data for the theoretical assessment are annual time
series data of the PQ exchange at all T-D interfaces PT−Dj, QT−Dj of the investigated
case study area and the PQ feed-in of all DER PDERi, QDERi considered for an active Q-
support. For the preparation of the time series data a comprehensive data preparation
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Figure 2.1.: Methodology of the theoretical assessment approach.

and validation is required (see appendix A.3).
Scenario Definition Sx: The scenario Sx defines the participating DER for Q

support, the DER Q capability, the DER Q setpoint, i.e. maximum underexcited and
maximum overexcited operation, and the requested reactive power range at the T-D
interface. In the assessment solely a maximum overexcited or maximum underexcited
operation of DER is requested and hence no complex control strategy is required. Sce-
narios S03 is the reference scenario without DER Q support (DER operate with unity
power factor). Section 2.4.3 provides a detailed description of the defined scenarios.

Potential analysis of DER: Based on the active power feed-in PDERi and
the applied DER Q capability, the maximum overexcited or maximum underexcited
operation of a DER unit QDERi,Sx can be determined for each annual hour t. A detailed
description of the considered DER Q capability characteristics can be found in section
2.4.1. An active power reduction with DER Q support is not considered (see eq. 2.1).

PDERi,Sx = P measured
DERi (2.1)

Impact estimation of DER Q support on the Q exchange at T-D inter-
face(s):

In a first step, the change of DER Q provision ΔQDERi,Sx for a DER unit i and
a scenario Sx is calculated by eq. 2.2. In the applied reference scenario S0 the DER

3In the case study area, the HV DER systems are already providing Q support for the distribution
level. For the development of a reference scenario with unity power factor for all DER, the measured
Q provision of the HV DER was subtracted from the measured Q exchange at the T-D interfaces
and a unity power factor of all HV DER is considered in the reference scenario S0 (see appendix
A.3.3).
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2. Simulation environment

operate with unity power factor (QDERi,S0(t) = 0).

ΔQDERi,Sx(t) = QDERi,Sx(t) − QDERi,S0(t) (2.2)

In the investigated grid section all EHV/HV transformers (T-D interface at
HV side) belong to the same Q balancing zone and only the aggregated Q exchange
QT−D,Sx(t) is analyzed in this thesis. Therefore, the set IT−D includes all EHV/HV
interfaces in the investigated grid section.

QT−D,Sx(t) =
∑

j∈IT−D

QT−Dj,Sx(t) (2.3)

In a next step, the impact of DER Q support on the Q exchange at the T-D
interfaces is calculated by eq. 2.4. The set GSx includes all considered DER units for Q
support in the scenario Sx. Furthermore, a sensitivity factor fSQ,Sx can be considered,
which respects the sensitivity of the DER Q provision on the Q exchange at the T-D
interfaces.

QT−D,Sx(t) = QT−D,S0(t) + fSQ,Sx ·
∑

i∈GSx

ΔQDERi,Sx(t) (2.4)

The sensitivity factor fSQ,Sx describes the ratio of the determined change of Q
transfer at the T-D interface ΔQT−D,Sx and the provided DER Q support ΔQDER,Sx for
a scenario Sx. The sensitivity factor can be determined by power flow snapshot analysis
for relevant use cases and grid switching states. In the appendix A.4 the sensitivity
factor is derived for all considered DER units and all T-D interfaces in the investigated
grid section for two relevant grid planning use cases. The results show a sensitivity
factor between 1.0 and 1.02 for the aggregated Q transfer at the T-D interface for all
considered DER units and both grid planning use cases. For the applied theoretical
assessment, fSQ,Sx is simplified to 1. The impact of this simplification on the accuracy
of the theoretical simulation approach is analyzed in section 2.6.

fSQ,Sx =
ΔQtech

T−D,Sx

ΔQtech
DER,Sx

=
Qtech

T−D,Sx − Qtech
T−D,S0

Qtech
DER,Sx − Qtech

DER,S0
≈ 1 (2.5)

Assessment of DER Q support: Finally, several performance indicators for
DER Q support are calculated. The applied performance indicators are described in
chapter 4.

2.2.2. Technical assessment

An overview of the applied methodology for the technical assessment is shown in Figure
2.2. The most relevant steps are explained below.

Preparation of simulation environment: The technical assessment has ad-
ditional data requirements compared to the theoretical assessment. Besides the time
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Figure 2.2.: Methodology of the technical assessment approach.

series data of the PQ exchange for all T-D interfaces PT−Dj, QT−Dj and the PQ feed-in
of all relevant DER PDERi, QDERi, time series data for all underlying MV grid inter-
connections PHVMVk, QHVMVk, and power flow data to all neighboring HV grid sections
(if any) are required. For the preparation of the time series data a comprehensive data
preparation (see appendix A.3) is required. The applied grid model encompasses a sim-
plified EHV level, the EHV/HV interfaces (17 EHV/HV transformers in 9 EHV/HV
substations), the detailed HV level, the HV/MV interfaces (about 190 HV/MV trans-
formers), and a simplified model of the underlying MV grids. Furthermore, operational
strategies of the voltage regulators in the investigated grid section are implemented. A
detailed description of the developed grid model is given in appendix A.2.

Annual load flow simulations: The annual simulations are performed with
the open source software pandapower [51]. In generator models the DER Q(P) capa-
bility and the DER Q(V) capability can be specified. For the potential analysis solely
the maximum overexcited and maximum underexcited operation of DER is requested,
hence no complex operational strategy of DER needs to be implemented for the tech-
nical assessment. Similar to the theoretical assessment, the scenario Sx specifies the
participating DER for an active Q management, the DER Q(P) capability and the
relevant T-D interfaces for the assessment.

Model validation: The simulation model is validated with the PQ measurement
data at the T-D interfaces (see section 2.3.3).
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Assessment of DER Q support: Similar to the theoretical assessment, several
performance indicators for DER Q support are derived in the technical assessment (see
chapter 4). In addition to the theoretical assessment the impact of DER Q support
on grid parameters, such as grid losses, asset loading, or voltage magnitude, can be
studied in detail (see section 2.5).

2.3. Case study area and model validation

2.3.1. Normalization of results

Some of the simulation results and grid information for the case study area are con-
fidential and are only presented in normalized values. For example, the P and Q
exchange at the T-D interfaces is normalized by the annual peak demand for the year
2014 P measured

T−D,max (see eq. 2.6 and 2.7), in case not otherwise specified.

pT−D(t) = PT−D(t)
P measured

T−D,max
(2.6)

qT−D(t) = QT−D(t)
P measured

T−D,max
(2.7)

The DER feed-in is normalized by the nominal DER capacity PN,DER of the DER
systems in the provided grid model (see eq. 2.8 and 2.9), in case not otherwise specified.

pDER(t) = PDER(t)
PN,DER

(2.8)

qDER(t) = QDER(t)
PN,DER

(2.9)

Furthermore, also the nominal capacity of the DER plants PN,DER is normalized,
by the total installed DER capacity in the investigated grid section (see eq. 2.10), in
case not otherwise specified. The set GAll includes all DER systems in the investigated
grid section and encompass the LV, MV, HV/MV, and HV interconnections.

pN,DER = PN,DER∑
i∈GAll PN,DERi

(2.10)

2.3.2. Investigated grid section

This subsection on the investigated grid section was firstly published in Kraiczy et
al. [52]. The investigated distribution grid section of Bayernwerk Netz GmbH covers a
HV grid area (nominal voltage VN=110 kV) and nine transmission-distribution network
connection points (T-D NCPs), which connect the grid section with the transmission
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level (VN=220 kV and 400 kV). The nine T-D interfaces belong to the same Q balancing
zone, and in this thesis, the power exchange at the T-D interface PT−D and QT−D is
shown as an aggregate value for all nine T-D interfaces.

Figure 2.3.: Installed DER capacity in the investigated grid section (values are normal-
ized by eq. 2.10).

Figure 2.3 shows the installed generation capacity in the investigated case study
area. The total installed DER capacity exceeds the maximum peak demand of the
investigated grid section P measured

T−D,max by a factor of two and significant reverse power
flows are already measured at the T-D interfaces (see Figure 2.4). The investigated
grid section is situated in an area which achieves some of the highest PV penetration
rates in Germany. Approximately 80 % of the total DER capacity is installed in the LV
and MV level, with mostly PV installations. Nevertheless, in this thesis, only DER at
the HV level and at the HV/MV interface are considered for an active Q management.
About 15 % of the total DER capacity is installed at the HV level, with six hydro power
plants (Hydro DER), two hydro pump storage plants (Pump DER), two thermal power
plants (Thermal DER), two PV parks (PV DER), and two wind parks (Wind DER).
At the HV/MV interface approximately 5 % of total DER capacity is installed, with
solely PV and wind parks. A detailed list of the generators connected to the HV and
HV/MV interface is given in the appendix A.3.1.

For the investigated grid section, a detailed grid model of the nine T-D interface
(17 EHV/HV transformers), the HV level, and 87 HV/MV substations (about 190
HV/MV transformers) is developed. The transmission level is modeled with a simplified
grid equivalent, while the MV and LV levels are modeled by an aggregated PQ load at
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the MV busbar of the HV/MV substations. Furthermore, the connections to external
HV grids are modeled by PQ loads. The power transfers at the HV/MV transformers
and neighboring grid sections are simulated by the annual PQ measurements at their
respective nodes. The tap controllers of the EHV/HV and HV/MV transformers are
controlled to their fixed nominal target values. A detailed description on the simulation
model preparation provides appendix A.2 and A.3.

2.3.3. Simulation model validation

Figure 2.4.: PQ exchange at the T-D interface for the reference scenario S0 of the
theoretical (top left) and technical assessment (top right). Histogram of
the active (bottom left) and reactive power (bottom right) exchange for
the reference scenario S0.

The simulation model is validated by the measured P and Q exchange at the
T-D interfaces. Figure 2.4 (top) shows the P and Q exchange at the T-D interface for
the measurements and the theoretical (left) and technical assessment (right) for the
reference scenario S0 (without DER Q support). Figure 2.4 (bottom) compares the
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P and Q exchange at the T-D interface in a histogram. The theoretical assessment
bases on the measurement data, hence PT−D fits accurately with the measurements.
For QT−D a small deviation is determined between the theoretical assessment and the
measurements, the reason is the adaption of unity power factor for all HV DER in the
theoretical assessment (see appendix A.3.3).

For the technical assessment, the P and Q exchange shows a good agreement with
the theoretical assessment and the measurement data and the developed simulation
model is valid. However, especially for annual extreme values, deviations between the
technical and theoretical assessment are determined, i.e. the annual peak demand with
ptheo

T−D,S0,max=1.0 pu and ptech
T−D,S0,max=0.91 pu and the annual peak reactive power export

with qtheo
T−D,S0,min= − 0.3 pu, qtech

T−D,S0,min= − 0.27 pu. In addition, section 2.6 provides a
detailed result error estimation for the theoretical and technical assessment with and
without DER Q support.

2.4. Scenario definition

2.4.1. Requirements for generators

So far, several countries require DER reactive power capabilities in their national grid
codes. In Germany, the requirements for generators are specified in the VDE-AR-N
4120 [2] for DER connected at the HV level and in the VDE-AR-N 4110 [3] for DER
connected at the MV level. The grid codes specify, for example, the Q capability of
DER dependent on the active power feed-in PDER (Q(P) capability) and on the voltage
magnitude at the point of DER interconnection VDER (Q(V) capability).

In this thesis, three different Q(P) capability characteristics are considered in the
assessment (see Figure 2.5, left). For the PF fix characteristic, the DER is capable
to provide a minimum underexcited and overexcited power factor. Therefore, the
DER Q support potential strongly depends on the active power feed in PDER. The
PF fix capability is for example the minimum DER reactive power requirement in the
former German medium voltage guideline [53], but it is usually also applicable for older
conventional DER. For the Q fix characteristic, the DER can also operate in partial-
load range (0.2 pu≤ pDER(t) ≤1 pu) with maximum overexcited and underexcited Q
capability Qoverexc.

N,DER and Qunderexc.
N,DER . However, for no or very low feed-in (pDER(t)<0.1 pu)

neither DER with the Q fix nor the PF fix capability can provide any controllable Q
flexibility. The Q fix capability is the DER reactive power requirement in the VDE-AR-
N 4120 (HV level) [2] and VDE-AR-N 4110 (MV level) [3]. Furthermore, some modern
PV DER, Wind DER and also some conventional generators are capable to provide
Q flexibility widely independent from PDER. This enhanced capability is considered
as the STATCOM capability in the assessment. Overall, the parameters for the Q(P)
capability for DER connected to the HV level and HV/MV interface are defined in
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Figure 2.5.: Applied DER Q(P) capability characteristics (left) and applied DER Q(V)
capability characteristic (right) (producer reference frame convention).

Table 2.1.: Parameters of applied DER Q capability characteristics (producer reference
frame convention).

Qoverexc.
N,DER / PN,DER Qunderexc.

N,DER / PN,DER

HV DER 0.41 -0.328
HV/MV DER 0.328 -0.328

Table 2.1, the parameter settings are based on the requirements in VDE-AR-N 4110 for
HV/MV DER and in VDE-AR-N 4120 (option 2) for HV DER. For the pump storage
system, which can either generate or consume active power, the Q(P) capability is
applied regardless of the active power flow direction. In the simulations, the maximum
DER active power feed-in is limited to the nominal DER capacity PN,DER and an active
power reduction with DER Q support is not considered. Furthermore, reactive power
related active power losses in the DER system are not considered.

Furthermore, the DER Q provision is also limited by the local DER voltage
magnitude VDER (Figure 2.5, right). The applied DER Q(V) capability characteristic
(QV1) is based on the capability requirements in VDE-AR-N 4120 (option 2). The
new VDE-AR-N 4120 and VDE-AR-N 4110 also considers a Q(V) limitation curve
(in German: Spannungsbegrenzungsfunktion, QV2), which enables the grid operator
to further limit the DER Q provision. This curve can be applied for an combined
central-local reactive power management in a distribution section. The concept of a
combined central-local reactive power management with Q(V) limitation curve is for
example described in detail by Haonan Wang and the thesis author in [21], [54]. The
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Q(V) capability curve (QV1) is applied in this thesis as the reference DER capability
and the Q(V) limitation curve (QV2) is applied as an additional sensitivity.

2.4.2. Reactive power requirements at the T-D interface

The European network code on demand connection [1] (DCC) specifies a general frame-
work for the reactive power exchange of transmission-connected distribution systems
and highlights a stronger participation of distribution systems in reactive power bal-
ancing in the integrated power system. An overview of reactive power requirements for
transmission interconnections, for different countries is provided by ENTSO-E in [13].
In Germany, the common practice are bilateral agreements between TSOs and DSOs
on the requirements at the T-D interface. The developed approach for the theoretical
and technical assessment can be easily adjusted for different requirements at the T-D
interface. In this thesis, two different characteristic requirements at the T-D interface
are considered (see Figure 2.6). A discussion of the most appropriate requirement at
the T-D interface is not in the scope of the thesis. However, the Q requirements at the
T-D interface should consider the needs at the transmission level and the capabilities
at the distribution level.

Figure 2.6.: PQ exchange at the T-D interface (measurement data, 2014) and two differ-
ent reactive power requirements at the T-D interface. The color indicates
the reactive power deviation devQT−D at the T-D interface.

• Req. 1: A full compensation of the reactive power demand within the distribu-
tion level is requested (see Figure 2.6, left) and the distribution system should
be capable to operate at the T-D interface with unity power factor (QT−D= 0).

• Req. 2: An interpretation of the DCC requirements [1] at the T-D interface
is applied. Here especially article 15(2) can be challenging to obtain for the
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respective DSOs: “The relevant TSO may require that transmission-connected
distribution systems have the capability at the connection point to not export re-
active power (at reference 1 p.u. voltage) at an active power flow of less than
25 % of the maximum import capability (...)” [1]. The Figure 2.6 (right) shows
the considered Q target range at the T-D interface for the applied DCC interpre-
tation. However, the DCC also highlighted, that joint studies between the TSO
and respective DSO may be required, to agree on necessary requirements.

In the investigated case study area, the T-D requirements are defined in bilateral
agreements between the respective TSO and DSO. It should be highlighted, that none
of the investigated T-D requirements corresponds with current requirements for the
investigated case study area.

2.4.3. Overview of scenarios

An overview of the considered scenarios for the technical and theoretical assessment is
shown in Table 2.2. Overall, 49 annual quasi static load flow simulations are performed
for the technical assessment. The focus of the section is an assessment for the different
DER types connected to the HV level and the HV/MV interfaces. DER, which are not
actively participating in an active Q management, operate with unity power factor.
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Table 2.2.: Overview of investigated scenarios (*solely DER at HV level and the
HV/MV interface are considered for an active Q support).

Sx Full scenario name Participating
DER*

DER Q ca-
pability

DER Q setpoint

S0 Reference non non QDER = 0 Mvar

S1.x: DER with PF fix capability

S1.1 S1 PV DER over PV DER PF fix, QV1 Max. overexc.
S1.2 S1 PV DER under Max. underexc.
S1.3 S1 Wind DER over Wind DER PF fix, QV1 Max. overexc.
S1.4 S1 Wind DER under Max. underexc.
S1.5 S1 Hydro DER over Hydro DER PF fix, QV1 Max. overexc.
S1.6 S1 Hydro DER under Max. underexc.
S1.7 S1 Thermal DER over Thermal DER PF fix, QV1 Max. overexc.
S1.8 S1 Thermal DER under Max. underexc.
S1.9 S1 Pump DER over Pump DER PF fix, QV1 Max. overexc.
S1.10 S1 Pump DER under Max. underexc.
S1.11 S1 All DER over All DER PF fix, QV1 Max. overexc.
S1.12 S1 All DER under Max. underexc.

S2.x: DER with Q fix capability

S2.1 S2 PV DER over PV DER Q fix, QV1 Max. overexc.
S2.2 S2 PV DER under Max. underexc.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S2.11 S2 All DER over All DER Q fix, QV1 Max. overexc.
S2.12 S2 All DER under Max. underexc.

S3.x: DER with STATCOM capability

S3.1 S3 PV DER over PV DER STAT., QV1 Max. overexc.
S3.1 S3 PV DER under Max. underexc.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S3.11 S3 All DER over All DER STAT., QV1 Max. overexc.
S3.12 S3 All DER under Max. underexc.

Sx.QV2: DER operate with Q(V) limitation curve QV2 (additional sensitivity)

S2.1.QV2 S2 PV DER over (QV2) PV DER Q fix, QV2 Max. overexc.
S2.1.QV2 S2 PV DER under (QV2) Max. underexc.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S2.11.QV2 S2 All DER over (QV2) All DER Q fix, QV2 Max. overexc.
S2.12.QV2 S2 All DER under (QV2) Max. underexc.
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2.5. Grid impact assessment
The grid impact assessment is an outcome of the technical assessment. The following
assessment focuses on two relevant grid planing use cases:

• Maximum Q import use case at the T-D interface: The 100 time steps
with the highest Q import at the T-D interface in 2014 are analyzed in detail (see
Figure 2.7, top left). For this use case an maximum overexcited DER operation
(S2.11) is requested, to compensate the Q import at the T-D interface.

• Maximum Q export use case at the T-D interface: The 100 time steps
with the highest Q export at the T-D interface in 2014 are analyzed in detail (see
Figure 2.7, top left). For this use case an maximum underexcited DER operation
(S2.12) is requested, to compensate the Q export at the T-D interface.

Figure 2.7 (top right) shows a statistical evaluation4 of the maximum loading of
all EHV/HV transformers (green boxplot) and all HV lines (blue boxplot) for the two
use cases and the applied scenarios (S0, S2.11 and S2.12). The DER Q support effects
the power flows and hence the loading of grid assets in the case study area. In the
use case, the DER Q support is applied to compensate the reactive power flow at the
distribution level. However, in median (red lines in boxplot) the maximum loading of
the more than 450 HV lines is not relevantly effected. For the EHV/HV transformers
a small reduction of the maximum loading is determined in median, with 30.9 % (S0)
to 30.2 % (S2.12) in the Q export use case and 33.3 % (S0) to 33.0 % (S2.11) in the Q
import use case. The partly high outliers (black points) above 100 % can appear for
HV lines, which especially connect DER and no consumers, a temporary overloading
can be acceptable. In conclusion, the DER Q support, which is used to compensate
the Q demand at the distribution level, do not worsen critical loading situations at the
distribution level for the applied case study.

The voltage magnitude at the network connection points of the HV DER (see
Figure 2.7, bottom left) is relevantly affected by DER Q support for the two use cases,
with a median voltage vDER,median of 1.057 pu (S0) and 1.054 pu (S2.12) in the Q export
use case and 1.057 pu (S0) and 1.062 pu (S2.11) in the Q import use case. Nevertheless,
the voltage magnitude remains for all analyzed time steps and for all HV DER within
the requested range of 0.909 pu to 1.118 pu for normal grid operation in the HV level
[2]. Furthermore, the voltage in the underlying MV grids is not effected by DER Q
support, because the on-load tap changer of the HV/MV transformers keeps the voltage
at the MV busbar of the HV/MV substations continuously at 1.04 pu.

Figure 2.7 (bottom right) shows the impact of DER Q support on the grid losses

4In the boxplots the red line specifies the median value, the box specifies the interquartile range
(IQR), the lower whiskers show the lowest value still within 1.5 IQR of the lower quartile, and the
upper whisker the highest value still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile and the black points
show the outliers.
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2.5. Grid impact assessment

Figure 2.7.: Overview on different grid impact criteria by DER Q support for the max-
imum Q import and maximum Q export use case at the T-D interface.

ΔPloss,Sx (eq. 2.11) for the two use cases. The aggregated grid losses Ploss are derived
for all HV lines, HV/MV transformers, EHV/HV transformers in the case study area.

ΔPloss,Sx = 100 % · (Ploss,Sx − Ploss,S0)
Ploss,S0

[%] (2.11)

For the Q import use case the DER Q support (DER maximum overexcited)
lead to an increase of grid losses of 2.5 %. For the Q export use case no impact on
the overall grid losses is determined (ΔPloss,Sx < 0.1 %). In the simulations only a
maximum underexcited and maximum overexcited DER Q support is requested for the
use cases. In case an advanced Q management is applied at the distribution level (i.e.
by an optimal power flow solver [55], [56]), the Q management can prospectively also
reduce the grid losses in the power system.

In conclusion, the DER Q support can have an impact on the grid voltage, asset
loading, and the active power losses in the power system. For the investigated use
cases, no grid constraints are determined for DER Q support under normal operational
conditions.
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2.6. Result error estimation
In this section the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the Q exchange and Q flexibility
potential at the T-D interfaces is derived for the theoretical and the technical assess-
ment. For the theoretical assessment no detailed grid simulations are performed, and
hence grid constraints or additional reactive power consumption of grid assets are not
considered for scenarios with DER Q support. On the other hand, a complex simula-
tion model is developed for the technical assessment, which also comprises inaccuracies
and simplifications, i.e. only the normal switching states of the HV grid is considered
for the entire year. The results in this section are derived for the scenario S0 (reference,
all DER with unity power factor), S2.11 (all DER max. overexcited) and S2.12 (all
DER max. underexcited).

2.6.1. Reactive power exchange at the T-D interface for the
reference scenario

In a first step the RMSE is determined for the reference scenario S0. Here the Q
exchange at the T-D interface of the theoretical assessment Qtheo

T−D,S0 is defined as the
accurate target value Qtarget

T−D,S0. This value bases directly on the measurement data at
the T-D interfaces.

Qtarget
T−D,S0(t) = Qtheo

T−D,S0(t) (2.12)
The root-mean-square error RMSEtech

Q,T−D,S0 describes the accuracy of the simulation
model in the technical assessment for the reference scenario S0 (eq. 2.13), where Tyear

is the sum of annual hours.

RMSEtech
Q,T−D,S0 =

√√√√∑Tyear
t=1 (Qtarget

T−D,S0 (t) − Qtech
T−D,S0 (t))2

Tyear
· 100 %

NormQ,S0
(2.13)

The RMSE value is normalized by the total Q transfer range at the T-D interface in
eq. 2.14.

NormQ,S0 = Qtarget
T−D,S0,max − Qtarget

T−D,S0,min (2.14)
Figure 2.8 shows the Q transfer at the T-D interface QT−D,S0 for the theoretical (green
line) and technical assessment (blue line). Overall, the simulation model represents the
Q exchange at the T-D interface well. Nevertheless, a noticeable deviation in the time
domain between the theoretical and technical assessment is determined (see Figure 2.8,
black line) and a RMSEtech

Q,T−D,S0 of 4.9 % is determined for the technical assessment.

2.6.2. Reactive power flexibility potential at the T-D interface
without grid constraints for DER reactive power support

For scenarios with DER Q support, the technical assessment considers grid constraints
and additional reactive power consumption of grid assets, and describes best the max-
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2.6. Result error estimation

Figure 2.8.: Q exchange at the T-D interface for the reference scenario in the theoretical
and technical assessment.

imum Q flexibility potential at the T-D interface ΔQT−D,Sx in the grid section. Hence,
the outcome of the technical assessment approach ΔQtech

T−D,Sx is defined as the accurate
target value for the Q flexibility potential at the T-D interface (see eq. 2.15 and eq.
2.16).

ΔQT−D,Sx(t) = QT−D,Sx(t) − QT−D,S0(t) (2.15)

ΔQtarget
T−D,Sx(t) = ΔQtech

T−D,Sx(t) (2.16)

The root-mean-square error RMSEtheo
ΔQ,T−D,Sx describes the accuracy of the theoretical

assessment approach to determine the Q flexibility potential at the T-D interface (eq.
2.17).

RMSEtheo
ΔQ,T−D,Sx =

√√√√∑Tyear
t=1 (ΔQtarget

T−D,Sx (t) − ΔQtheo
T−D,Sx (t))2

Tyear
· 100 %

NormΔQ,Sx
(2.17)

The RMSE value is normalized by the maximum Q flexibility potential at the T-D
interface for the respective DER Q support scenario in eq. 2.18.

NormΔQ,Sx = max(|ΔQtarget
T−D,Sx (t) |) (2.18)

In Figure 2.9 (left) the Q flexibility potential at the T-D interface ΔQT−D,Sx is
shown for the technical (blue and cyan lines) and the theoretical assessment (green
and magenta lines). The results show a very good agreement of the technical and
theoretical assessment for all annual time steps, because the DER active power gener-
ation is identical for both approaches and the DER Q potential is not constrained by
the grid voltage (see Figure 2.10). Overall, the theoretical assessment achieves a low
RMSEtheo

ΔQ,T−D,Sx of 0.8 % (S2.11 DER max. overexcited, fSQ,Sx=1) and 0.4 % (S2.11
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DER max. underexcited, fSQ,Sx=1). The deviations between the technical and theo-
retical assessment are caused by the impact of DER Q support on the reactive power
consumption of the grid assets. This effect is neglected in the theoretical assessment
approach with a sensitivity factor fSQ,Sx of one.

Figure 2.9.: Q flexibility potential at the T-D interface with DER Q support in the the-
oretical and technical assessment (left) and determined sensitivity factor
for scenario S2.11 and S2.12 in the technical assessment (right).

The reactive power sensitivity factor fSQ,Sx (see eq. 2.5) describes the ratio of
received Q support at the T-D interfaces and the provided Q support by DER systems
(see Figure 2.9, right) and therefore, also considers the impact of DER Q support on
additional reactive power consumption of grid assets, such as transformers and lines.
In median a fSQ,S2.12 of 1.006 (S2.12, DER max. underexcited) and a fSQ,S2.11 of 0.994
(S2.11, DER max. overexcited) is determined for the technical assessment. Therefore,
an additional DER Q provision of 1 Mvar (underexcited, overexcited) effects the Q
exchange at the T-D interface in median by 1.006 Mvar (DER max. underexcited) and
by 0.994 Mvar (DER max. overexcited). The DER Q support has a rather low impact
on the reactive power consumption of the grid assets and the applied sensitivity factor
of one for the theoretical assessment (see section 2.2.1) describes well the impact of DER
Q support on the Q exchange at the T-D interfaces in the case study area. A detailed
assessment of reactive power consumption of distribution lines and transformers is
provided in appendix B.1.

In Figure 2.10 the operational range of all HV DER in the annual simulation is
shown in a Q(V) diagram (right) and Q(P) diagram (left). The DER Q provision for all
HV DER is not constrained by the local voltage magnitude (Figure 2.10, right), and is
only limited by the Q(P) capability of the generator (Figure 2.10, left). Furthermore,
the voltage in the underlying MV grids is not effected by DER Q support, because the
on-load tap changer of the HV/MV transformers keeps the voltage at the MV busbar of
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2.6. Result error estimation

the HV/MV substations continuously at 1.04 pu. However, the RMSE for the flexibility
potential at the T-D interface of the theoretical assessment may significantly increase,
in case the DER Q potential is constrained by the local DER voltage.

Figure 2.10.: Operational range of all HV DER (excluding pump storage systems) in a
Q(P) diagram (left) and Q(V) diagram (right) for scenario S2.11 (DER
max. overexcited) and S2.12 (DER max. underexcited).

2.6.3. Reactive power flexibility potential at the T-D interface
with grid constraints for DER reactive power support

In this section, the Q(V) limitation curve (QV2, see section 2.4.1) is applied for the
DER systems. With the Q(V) limitation curve (QV2) the Q capability of the DER
systems is significantly restricted by the local DER voltage. The Q(V) limitation curve
(QV2) should avoid that Q setpoints by a central Q control lead to local voltage vi-
olations at the DER systems. Figure 2.11 (left) shows all annual operational points
of the HV DER in a Q(V) diagram with the applied Q(V) limitation curve (QV2).
Here, the overexcited DER Q support is significantly restricted by the Q(V) limita-
tion curve and the underexcited DER Q support is not constrained. The reason for
the constrained overexcited operation are the rather high voltage magnitudes at the
HV level (above 1.04 pu). The EHV/HV transformer voltage setpoints are set in the
grid section between 1.055 pu and 1.077 pu and lower transformer setpoints may avoid
voltage restrictions by overexcited DER Q support. In the grid section the EHV/HV
transformers are operated by the TSO and the DSO can not adjust the transformer set-
points. However, these technical aspects can only be analyzed in technical assessment
approaches with detailed grid simulations.

In the theoretical assessment, grid constraints are not considered and hence the
theoretical assessment clearly overestimates the overexcited Q flexibility potential at
the T-D interface (Figure 2.11, right, magenta line) compared with the technical as-
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sessment (Figure 2.11, right, cyan line). Otherwise, the underexcited Q flexibility
potential at the T-D interface (see Figure 2.11, right, blue and green lines) is not rel-
evantly effected by the Q(V) limitation curve (QV2). As a consequence a significant
RMSEtheo

ΔQ,T−D,Sx of 25 % (S.11, DER max. overexcited) and a small RMSEtheo
ΔQ,T−D,Sx of

0.56 % (S.12, DER max. underexcited) is determined for the theoretical assessment.

Figure 2.11.: Operational range of all HV DER (excluding pump storage systems) in a
Q(V) diagram (left) for scenario S2.11.QV2 and S2.12.QV2 in the techni-
cal assessment and determined reactive power flexibility potential at the
T-D interface for the theoretical and technical assessment (right).

2.7. Summary

In this chapter two assessment approaches for reactive power grid adequacy stud-
ies are developed, with the technical assessment based on annual time series simulations
and the theoretical assessment based on the evaluation of coincident measurement data
in the investigated grid section. Table 2.3 provides an overview on the estimated root-
mean-square error (RMSE) for the theoretical and technical assessment. A challenge
for the technical assessment is to remodel the active and reactive power flow for a
complex power system (investigated grid with 17 EHV/HV transformers and over 190
HV/MV transformers) in annual time series simulations. Therefore, the RMSEtech

Q,T−D,S0

of 4.9 % describes the accuracy of the developed simulation model to remodel the Q
transfer at the T-D interface for the reference scenario S0. Overall, the developed sim-
ulation model remodels the power flows in the grid section with a very good accuracy.
Furthermore, the theoretical assessment can emulate the Q exchange and the Q flex-
ibility potential at the T-D interface with a very good accuracy, in case the DER Q
provision is not limited by grid constraints (see scenarios 2.11, 2.12, and 2.12.QV2 in
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2.7. Summary

Table 2.3). Otherwise, in case the DER Q provision is limited by grid constraints, the
theoretical assessment can become inaccurate and can achieve high RMSE values (i.e.
RMSEtheo

ΔQ,T−D,Sx of 24.5 % in S2.12.QV2).

Table 2.3.: RMSE of Q exchange and Q flexibility potential at the T-D interface for
the technical and theoretical assessment (* target value).

Scenario Technical
assessment

Theoretical
assessment

Comment

RMSEQ,T−D,S0 (Q exchange at T-D interface without DER Q support)

S0 (reference scenario) 4.9 % 0 %* no grid constraints

RMSEΔQ,T−D,Sx (Q flexibility potential at T-D interface with DER Q support)

S2.11 (DER max. overexc.) 0 %* 0.8 % no grid constraints
S2.12 (DER max. underexc.) 0 %* 0.4 % no grid constraints
S2.11.QV2 (DER max. overexc.) 0 %* 24.5 % voltage constraints
S2.12.QV2 (DER max. underexc.) 0 %* 0.6 % no grid constraints

Following, a short summary on the application of the theoretical and the technical
assessment approaches is derived:

• Theoretical assessment: Analyzes the potential of DER systems to provide
Q support at the T-D interface. Therefore, the DER Q capability, the DER
feed-in behavior and a sensitivity factor, which describes the sensitivity of DER
Q support on the Q exchange at the T-D interface, can be considered. How-
ever, possible grid constraints for DER Q support are not considered, and the
theoretical assessment should be accompanied with detailed grid simulations, i.e.
worst-case snapshot analysis.

• Technical assessment: Analyzes the potential of DER systems and the capabil-
ity of the distribution grid to provide Q support at the T-D interface. Therefore,
the DER Q capability, the DER feed-in behavior and also the impact of DER
Q support on relevant grid parameters are considered. The technical assessment
has significant higher data requirements and processing times, compared with
the theoretical assessment. The technical assessment can be applied for detailed
technical and economical analysis in reactive power grid adequacy studies.

Figure 2.12 shows the PQ exchange at the T-D interface with and without DER
Q support for the theoretical (left) and technical assessment (right). The focus of
this thesis is set on the Q flexibility potential by HV and HV/MV DER. However, in
previous studies [19] by the author and Haonan Wang the Q flexibility potential at
the HV/MV interface by MV DER is studied in detail by a theoretical and technical
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assessment approach for several MV grids in the investigated case study area. A short
summary of the study results is presented in appendix A.5.

Figure 2.12.: PQ exchange at the T-D interface for the reference scenario S0, S2.11 and
S2.12 of the theoretical (left) and technical assessment (right).
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3. Active and reactive power behavior
of distribution grids

In this chapter the status quo of the P and Q behavior of the investigated distribution
grid section is analyzed and an estimate on the future P and Q behavior of the inves-
tigated grid section is provided (without an active Q management at the distribution
level). The following research questions are addressed:

• When are the extreme values for the Q exchange at the T-D interface?
• What are relevant impact factors on the Q demand of the distribution section?
• How can the P and Q demand of the underlying MV grids be characterized?

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.1 identifies different impact factors
and dependencies on the P and Q exchange at the T-D interfaces (EHV/HV interfaces).
Section 3.2 characterizes the P and Q demand of the underlying MV grids. Section 3.3
explains the applied modeling approach for a future scenario of the investigated grid
area. Finally, section 3.4 summarizes the presented findings.

3.1. Active and reactive power exchange at the T-D
interfaces

3.1.1. Temporal dependencies

This section provides an overview on different impact factors on the P and Q exchange
at the T-D interface. The analysis is based on the aggregated P and Q measurement
data of the nine EHV/HV substations (HV side) in the investigated case study area.

The focus is set on different temporal dependencies of the P and Q exchange
at the T-D interface, like daytime, season of the year, and day type (i.e. workday or
weekend and holiday). Figure 3.1 shows the scatter plot and histogram and Figure 3.2
shows the boxplots of the P and Q measurement data at the T-D interface for different
time interval. The active power behavior of distribution grids is usually well studied.
The peak demand of the investigated grid appears in the winter season (see Figure 3.2,
top), in the time interval between 9 and 11 am (morning peak) and between 6 and
8 pm (evening peak) and on workdays, which is very typical for German distribution
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Figure 3.1.: Scatter plot and histogram of P and Q exchange at the T-D interfaces
depending on the daytime (top left), the season (top right), the day type
(bottom left), and the year (bottom right).

grids. The maximum active power export (reverse power flow) appears in the summer
season, in the time interval between 12 and 2 pm and on the weekend or holiday, which
is also very typical for distribution grids with a high or very high PV penetration. The
annual peak demand is almost identical for the year 2014 and 2015, but the maximum
reverse power flow slightly increases in 2015, due to a further increase of distributed
generation in the grid section.

In contrast to the active power demand, the reactive power behavior of distri-
bution grids is usually not studied in detail. For the investigated grid section, the
season of the year does not affect the median of the Q exchange significantly (see Fig-
ure 3.2, bottom). Otherwise, the daytime has a significant effect on the Q exchange

1In the boxplots the red line specifies the median value, the box specifies the interquartile range
(IQR), the lower whiskers show the lowest value still within 1.5 IQR of the lower quartile, and the
upper whisker the highest value still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile and the black points
show the outliers.
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3.1. Active and reactive power exchange at the T-D interfaces

Figure 3.2.: Boxplot1of active (top) and reactive (bottom) power exchange at T-D in-
terfaces for different selected time intervals

at the T-D interface. At night-time, with low consumption and no PV generation,
the distribution grid operates strongly overexcited and exports reactive power (3 to 5
am: qT−D,median=−0.2 pu). Around noon the Q exchange can vary significantly, from a
strongly overexcited (12 to 2 pm: qT−D,min=−0.3 pu) to an underexcited operation (12
to 2 pm: qT−D,max=0.09 pu). A high impact factor on the P and Q exchange at the
T-D interface has especially the PV feed-in the grid section (see Figure 3.3, top right).
Furthermore, the day type (workday or weekend /holiday) has a strong significance on
the Q exchange of the investigated grids, and for weekend and holidays a significant in-
crease of Q export is determined (workday: qT−D,median=−0.09 pu, weekend/ holidays:
qT−D,median=−0.19 pu). This is mainly caused by a lower consumption of the loads at
weekend or holidays in the grid section.

3.1.2. DER feed-in characteristics and relevant correlations

In this section, the impact and correlation of DER active power feed-in on the P and
Q exchange at the T-D interface is investigated. Figure 3.3 shows the active power
annual duration curves (left) for all DER connected to the HV level and the HV/MV
interface. The scatter plot (Figure 3.3, right) highlights, for which operation points
at the T-D interface, how much DER feed-in of the respective DER is present. As
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described in section 2.4.1, the DER Q support capability strongly depends on the
DER active power feed-in (exception DER with STATCOM capability). Hence, these
graphs are also very helpful to explain and understand the outcome of the following
DER Q support assessment (see chapter 4). For example, PV is the dominant DER
type in the case study area, therefore PV feed-in is highly available for operation points
with a relevant P export at the T-D interface (reverse power flow). Otherwise, Wind
DER feed-in is especially available for operation points with a mainly low PV feed-in
and Hydro DER have in mean a significant feed-in for all annual operation points.

To assess the relationships of generation units more in detail, a correlation analy-
sis of the P feed-in of all HV DER is provided in Figure 3.4 (left). The most commonly
used metric to assess linear relationships and the complementarity of generators in
power systems is the Pearson correlation [57], [58]. For example, the Pearson correla-
tion is used to analyze the complementarity of solar and wind power in Solbakken et al.
[58] and of solar, wind and hydro power in Canales et al. [59]. A linear correlation co-
efficient, such as the Pearson correlation coefficient, "provide limited information about
the relationship between two variables" [35] and is here used as simplified illustration
of the complex correlations in electric power systems (compare also Keane et al. [35]).
The Pearson correlation coefficient r is calculated for a sample of paired generation
data (x(t), y(t)), ..., (x(Tyear), y(Tyear)) by eq. 3.1 [59], where Tyear is the sum of annual
hours.

rx,y =
∑Tyear

t=1 (x(t) − xmean)(y(t) − ymean)√∑Tyear
t=1 (x(t) − xmean)2

√∑Tyear
t=1 (y(t) − ymean)2

(3.1)

A very strong positive correlation (0.8 ≤ r ≤ 1) is determined between some DER
of the same type in the grid section, i.e. between both PV DER and between both
Wind DER at the HV level. Between Hydro DER units a mainly moderate positive
correlation (0.4 ≤ r < 0.6) and between PV DER and Wind DER a weak negative
correlation (−0.4 < r ≤ −0.2) is determined. Furthermore, also the correlation of
generation and demand is of high relevance in grid adequacy studies. Keane et al.
[35] shows that also the Wind generation can a have relevant correlation with the
demand in power systems. Therefore, the linear correlation coefficient is determined
by deciles and vigiciles of the paired wind and demand data in [35]. Figure 3.4 shows
the correlation between the PV feed-in and the Q exchange at the T-D interface (equal
to Q compensation demand in a Q balanced power system) in the investigated grid
section. The deciles sort the data into ten equal divisions and the vigiciles in 20 equal
divisions (see also [35]) and Figure 3.4 (right) shows the mean values of PV feed-in and
Q exchange at the T-D interface within the vigiciles (red points) and deciles (black
points). As shown in Figure 3.4 (right), high Q exports at the T-D interface appear
especially for time steps with very low PV feed-in (especially at night with low loading
of grid assets) and high Q imports appear especially for time steps with very high
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Figure 3.3.: Annual duration curve (left) and DER feed-in for different operation points
at the T-D interface (right) for different DER types (measurement data
2014, DER data with producer reference frame convention).
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Figure 3.4.: Pearson correlation coefficient r of active power feed-in of all HV DER
(left) and the correlation between PV generation and Q exchange at the
T-D interface (right). Results are based on measurement data for the year
2014.

PV feed-in (high loading of grid assets). A moderate linear correlation coefficient r

of 0.48 is determined for the hourly data and a strong correlation coefficient r of 0.9
is determined for the vigiciles and deciles of PV feed-in and Q exchange at the T-D
interface.

In conclusion, the determined correlations in the power system are complex,
which can be especially difficult to model in probabilistic power flow approaches. The
applied time series based approach fully considers possible correlations between gener-
ation units and also the demand in the investigated grid section.

3.2. Active and reactive power exchange at the
HV/MV interfaces

An introduction on the fundamentals of conduction theory and the reactive power
behavior of different distribution assets, such as overhead lines, transformers and cable
provides appendix B.1. A simplified example in appendix B.1 highlights that the
majority of charging capacitance in the respective DSO grid area is provided by cables
at the medium voltage (MV) level. This charging capacitance of distribution lines
can lead to high Q exports at the T-D interface. In transmission (EHV level) and
partly HV distribution (or sub-transmission) studies, the Q behavior of the underlying
distribution grid sections is sometimes simplified by the application of a fixed power
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factor2. However, the application of a fixed PF may not always represent the Q behavior
of the underlying distribution level accurately. Therefore, the P and Q exchange at
the HV/MV interfaces in the investigated grid section is further characterized in this
section. The developed characterization is used to estimate the future P and Q behavior
of the underlying MV and LV grids in the investigated HV grid section (see next section
3.3).

3.2.1. Characterization of the active and reactive power behavior

In this subsection the Q behavior of the underlying MV grids is analyzed. The analysis
is based on P and Q measurement data of 92 HV/MV transformers (MV side) in the
investigated case study area for the year 2014. The time resolution of the measurement
data is one hour. In a first step, the P and Q exchange of the 92 HV/MV transformers
are aggregated and normalized by the annual peak demand PHVMV,max. Figure 3.5
shows the determined power factor (PFHVMV, top, right y-axis) and a heatmap of the
aggregated annual P and Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces (bottom). The calcu-
lation of h(t) in Figure 3.5 (top, left y-axis) is used to handle the point of discontinuity
at unity power factor (see eq. 3.2 and also [60]).

h(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 , if QHVMV(t) = 0
1 − cos(arctan

(
QHVMV(t)
PHVMV(t)

)
, if QHVMV(t) > 0 (Q import)

cos(arctan
(

QHVMV(t)
PHVMV(t)

)
− 1 , if QHVMV(t) < 0 (Q export)

(3.2)

The equation 3.3 describes the applied power factor convention.

PFHVMV(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

PFHVMV = 1 , if h(t) = 0
PFunderexc.

HVMV = 1 − h(t) , if h(t) > 0 (Q import)
PFoverexc.

HVMV = 1 + h(t) , if h(t) < 0 (Q export)
(3.3)

Overall, the figure shows that the determined PFHVMV of the investigated MV
grids can vary significantly especially for a low active power exchange |PHVMV| < 0.5 pu.
For example, for the interval 0.2 pu ≤ PHVMV < 0.3 pu (see Figure 3.5, top, boxplot at
PHVMV = 0.25 pu) a power factor between one and 0.65 pu (overexcited) is determined3.
The maximum Q export at the HV/MV interface appears especially at low net demand
periods and the solely application of a fixed PF characterizes the Q demand of the
investigated MV grids not sufficiently. Therefore, an advanced characterization of the
P and Q exchange of the investigated MV grids is introduced in Figure 3.5 (bottom).

2For example, in the dena study [6] the Q demand of the distribution level (here: EHV/HV interface)
is simulated with a fixed power factor of 0.95 (underexcited).

3For example, for an active power exchange PHVMV of 0.25 pu, the reactive power exchange QHVMV

can vary between 0 pu with unity PFHVMV and −0.29 pu with a PFoverexc.
HVMV of 0.65.
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Figure 3.5.: Power factor (top, right y-axis) and heatmap of the aggregated annual P
and Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces for the year 2014 (bottom). The
P and Q values are normalized by the maximum aggregated P demand at
the HV/MV interfaces.

Figure 3.5 shows a heatmap of the aggregated P and Q exchange at the HV/MV
interfaces, the determined characteristic load and generation curves and the identified
extreme use cases (UC). For the investigated MV grids, the P and Q exchange at the
HV/MV interfaces can be well described by the load curve (black lines in Figure 3.5),
two generation curves (blue and red lines in Figure 3.5) and the aggregated charging
reactive power of the MV lines. In the following, the determination of the identified
relevant use cases and the derived load and generation curves are described.

• High load/ peak generation case with maximum Q import at the HV/MV in-
terfaces (up triangle in Figure 3.5, intersection point generation curve at high load
(quadratic regression, red dashed line) with QHVMV,p99.75 (99.75th percentile)).

• Low load/ peak generation case with maximum P export at the HV/MV
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interfaces (left triangle in Figure 3.5, intersection point generation curve at low
load (quadratic regression, blue dashed line) with PHVMV,p0.25 (0.25th percentile)).

• Low load/ low generation case with maximum Q export at the HV/MV inter-
faces (down triangle in Figure 3.5, intersection point load curve at low generation
(linear regression, black line) with QHVMV,p0.25 (0.25th percentile)).

• Peak load/ low generation case with maximum P import at the HV/MV
interfaces (right triangle in Figure 3.5, intersection point load curve at low gen-
eration (linear regression, black line) with PHVMV,p99.75 (99.75th percentile)).

Relevant for grid planning procedures at the distribution level are especially
the use cases with peak load/ low generation and with low load/ peak generation,
because these use cases are usually most critical for the voltage regulation and the
congestion management at the distribution level. However, the highest Q exchange at
the investigated HV/MV interfaces are determined for the low load/ low generation
use case (maximum Q export) and the high load/ peak generation use case (maximum
Q import). Therefore, these use cases are especially relevant for reactive power grid
adequacy studies. Similar to the P and Q exchange at the T-D interfaces (see section
3.1), especially the PV feed-in and the day type (workday or weekend/holiday) are
important impact factors on the P and Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces. This
information is used to characterize the P and Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces in
detail.

Load curves at low distributed generation (black lines in Figure 3.5): The
load curve at low generation characterizes the impact of load variations (at low dis-
tributed generation) on the P and Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces. This includes
the Q demand of consumers and the impact of load variations on the Q consumption
of MV and LV grid assets, such as cables, overhead lines and transformers. The load
curves are derived by linear regression (solid black line) and a polynomial regression
(quadratic, dashed black lines) for a set of measurements samples Tload with a very low
PV feed-in (see eq. 3.4), where PPV,sum is the aggregated measurement profile of all
considered PV DER in the investigated grid section.

Tload = {t | t ∈ {1, 2, ..., Tyear} and PPV,sum(t) < 0.1 · PPV,sum,max} (3.4)

Generation curve at high load (red lines in Figure 3.5) and Generation
curve at low load (blue lines in Figure 3.5): The two generation curves characterize
the impact of generation variations on the P and Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces.
This includes the Q behavior of the distributed generators and the impact of generation
variations on the Q consumption of grid assets. The generation curves are derived by
a linear regression (solid lines) and a polynomial regression (quadratic, dashed lines)
for a set of measurement samples Tgen1 and Tgen2 with a relevant PV feed-in and are
distinguished by workdays (Tgen2, high load scenario, eq. 3.6) and weekends/ holidays
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(Tgen1, low load scenario, eq. 3.5).

Tgen1 = {t | t ∈ {1, 2, ..., Tyear} and (PPV,sum(t) ≥ 0.1 · PPV,sum,max)
and (day(t) = holiday or weekend)}

(3.5)

Tgen2 = {t | t ∈ {1, 2, ..., Tyear} and (PPV,sum(t) ≥ 0.1 · PPV,sum,max)
and (day(t) = workday)}

(3.6)

Charging capacitance of grid assets: The charging capacitance of MV lines in
the respective grid sections provides an estimate on the maximum Q export at the
HV/MV interfaces (see Figure 3.7). The charging capacitance shifts the Q exchange at
the HV/MV interfaces to a stronger overexcited operation. The charging capacitance
of grid assets can be determined by a power flow simulation with no load and no
generation conditions (see section 3.2.2).

Figure 3.6.: Heatmap of aggregated P and Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces (MV
side) for selected time samples and derivation of characteristic load and
generation curves. The values are normalized by the maximum annual P
demand of the investigated MV grids.

Figure 3.6 shows the derivation of the two generation curves and the load curve
and also some additional information, such as the slope m and the linear correlation
coefficient r. Overall, the polynomial regression (2nd degree, quadratic) shows a good
agreement with the measurement data. This is because of the quadratic behavior of
the Q consumption of grid assets (see appendix B.1). However, for a good practica-
bility of the approach, the focus is set on the linear regression of the load and gener-
ation curves. Based on the slope of the linear regression (mload = 0.23 (load curve),
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mgen1=−0.088 (generation curve at low load) and mgen2=−0.087 (generation curve at
high load)) the power factor at the HV/MV interfaces by load variation PFHVMV,load and
generation variation PFHVMV,gen can be calculated (see eq. 3.7 and 3.8). An increase
of the load (increased P imports along the load curve) or an increase of the generation
(increased P exports along the generation curve) leads to lower Q exports and higher
Q imports at the HV/MV interfaces. For the generation variations a PFHVMV,gen of
0.996 is determined. In the investigated grid section, no extensive use of DER Q control
is requested by the DSO in 2014 and the DER should mainly operate at unity PF4.
Hence the determined PFHVMV,gen of 0.996 mainly describes the impact of generation
variations on the Q consumption of MV and LV grid assets. Otherwise, for a load
increase a relevant underexcited PFHVMV,load of 0.976 is determined.

PFHVMV,load ≈ cos (arctan (mload)) = 0.976 (3.7)

PFHVMV,gen ≈ cos (arctan (mgen1)) ≈ cos (arctan (mgen2)) = 0.996 (3.8)

3.2.2. Determination of the charging reactive power of MV grids

Figure 3.7 shows the relationship of the charging reactive power of all MV lines
QC,line,sum and the measured maximum Q export at the HV/MV interfaces QHVMV,p0.25

(MV side) for several MV grids5 in the investigated HV grid section. For the mea-
surement data, the 99.75th percentile of the maximum Q export (corresponds with the
0.25th percentile of QHVMV) is used, because extreme outliers should not be considered.
The PQ diagrams of all considered MV grids and further information on the MV grid
properties and MV measurements are shown in the appendix B.2. QC,line,sum is calcu-
lated by eq. 3.9, where LMV is a set of all MV lines in service in the respective grid
section. LV lines do not provide a significant charging reactive power QC,line (see also
appendix B.1) and are not considered.

QC,line,sum =
∑

l∈LMV

V 2
N · ωCline,l (3.9)

Overall, the charging capacitance of all MV lines in a grid section is a good indi-
cator for the maximum Q export at the HV/MV interface (MV side) of the respective
grid section. However, several uncertainties in this analysis should be highlighted. A
no load/ no generation case for a MV grid does not appear under normal grid operation
and a certain loading of MV lines and transformers is always present. Hence, the MV

4In the investigated grid section and the year 2014, no Q control is requested for LV DER and a volt-
var (Q(V)) characteristic is partly applied for MV DER [61]. The applied volt-var characteristic at
the MV level is designed as an over voltage protection for unusual events and should only provide
Q rarely.

5The analysis is only performed for MV grids, where detailed MV grid models are available.
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Figure 3.7.: Maximum Q export at the HV/MV interface (0.25th percentile, MV side)
versus the determined charging capacitance of MV lines for 18 MV grids.

lines will have a lower capacitive consumption then the charging reactive power QC,line

in grid operation. Consumers and generators also at low load and low generation condi-
tions can have a relevant capacitive or inductive consumption. For example, consumers
and generator plants are only considered with a load or generator model at the network
connection point. However, especially large consumers and DER plants6 at the MV
level can have relevant cable networks with a significant charging capacitance, which
are not considered in the applied grid model. Furthermore, only a standard switching
state of the grid model is considered for the calculation of QC,line,sum and the snapshot
of the grid model might not reflect the corresponding measurement data well for all
considered time steps7.

Finally, an optimal linear curve fitting8 is applied for the charging capacitance
of MV lines and the maximum Q export at the HV/MV interfaces, here an optimal
slope m of 0.86 is determined. Hence an additional charging capacitance of MV lines of
one Mvar increases the maximum Q export at the HV/MV interfaces by approximately
0.86 Mvar for the investigated MV grids. The reason for a lower value than one is mainly
that a certain loading of the MV lines is always present and the charging capacitance
of all MV lines is not reached during grid operation.

6This effect is especially expected for older DER. The new German MV grid code VDE-AR-N 4110
constraints the Q export of the DER at the point of interconnection at now or low generation
conditions.

7Attention is paid on a coincident state of the grid model and measurement data (see Table B.3).
8The curve fitting provides the least square fit for a function y = m · x with the start value (0,0).
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3.2.3. Impact of local DER reactive power control

In further studies by the author [44]–[47], [62], [63], the impact of local DER Q control
on the operation of voltage regulators at the MV level and on the Q exchange at the
HV/MV interface are investigated in detail. The results and experience from these
studies are summarized in this section.

Local DER Q control, such as a volt-var control (Q(V) control), a power factor
watt control (PF(P) control) or a fixed power factor control (fixed PF control) are
requested in many grid codes worldwide (see for example Kraiczy et al. [64]). The
local DER Q control can support the voltage regulation at the distribution level, and
can avoid or delay grid reinforcement measures, which are especially induced by an
increase of distributed generation (i.e. [65] and [66]). However, local DER Q control
can also effect the reactive power exchange and the operation of voltage regulators at
the distribution level. In Kraiczy et al. [63] the impact of different local Q control
strategies of PV systems at the LV level on the Q exchange at the HV/MV interface is
investigated. The simulations are performed for the Smart Grid Region Seebach, which
is located in a rural area in the south of Germany and achieves some of the highest PV
penetration rates in Germany. For the simulations in [63] a fully integrated MV and
LV grid model of the grid section was developed (see Figure 3.8, left). The detailed
assumptions for the applied case studies are described in [63]. In the study, different
penetration scenarios for an active DER Q control are considered, whereas 0 %, 25 %,
50 %, 75 %, and 100 % of installed PV capacity in the LV level are applied with a
local Q control characteristic. Furthermore, only an underexcited operation of DER Q
control is applied, to prevent overvoltages at high PV generation. The remaining DER
operate at unity power factor. The simulations are performed for a clear sky summer
day and a summer day with highly variable solar irradiation. Figure 3.8 (right) shows
the P and Q exchange at the HV/MV interface (MV side) for a clear sky summer day
and for the 50 % local PV control scenario with different Q control strategies. Overall,
the following main findings and recommendations are derived from the study Kraiczy
et al. [63]:

• The local DER Q control can significantly increase the Q import at the HV/MV
interface and can further increase the bandwidth of Q transits at the HV/MV
interface. The Q exchange at the HV/MV interface can vary significantly over
the day, with high Q exports at night-time (charging capacitance of MV cables)
and high Q import around noon with high PV generation and local PV Q control.

• A significant increase is especially determined for a fixed PF control (0.9 and
0.95 underexcited) and the PF(P) control. For these control strategies the PV Q
provision dependence solely on the PV active power feed-in.

• The applied Q(V) characteristic leads only to a small increase of the Q import
at the HV/MV interface. With the Q(V) control, Q support is only provided at
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Figure 3.8.: Integrated MV and LV grid model Seebach (left) and PQ exchange at the
HV/MV interface (MV side) for a clear sky summer day and for the 50 %
local PV control scenario (right) (results from [63]). The background shows
the heatmap of the P and Q measurement data at the HV/MV interface.

grid nodes and for times, when and where voltage support is required.
• The application of local DER Q control and reactive power adequacy planning

should be coordinated. In distribution grids with high distributed generation a
system wide application, especially of a fixed PF control (0.9 and 0.95 under-
excited) or a PF(P) control, can lead to an additional demand of compensators
at the upstream HV and EHV level. In this case, a voltage dependent Q(V)
control for DER is recommended, to avoid unnecessary additional Q flows at the
distribution level.

• In detail, the results of the study depend on the detailed configuration of the DER
Q control characteristics, the overall voltage regulation scheme in the MV and
LV level (i.e. control of the on-load tap changer transformers), the grid topology
and several other factors.

In [45] and [63] the impact of local DER Q control on the reactive power ramps
at the HV/MV interface in the grid region Seebach are investigated. The results show,
that local DER Q control can lead to an increase of reactive power ramps and reactive
power variability at the HV/MV interface. This can affect the operation of voltage
regulators, i.e. the local DER Q control lead to a relevant increase or decrease of
tap operations of the on-load tap changer (OLTC) transformer (see also Kraiczy et
al. [44]–[47], [62], [63], and summary in the appendix B.3). Furthermore, this can
also impact the planning and operation of additional reactive power compensators at
the distribution level, with the increased reactive power variability at the distribution
level, also a growing need for variable compensation is expected.
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3.3. Expected future active and reactive power
exchange at the T-D interfaces

This section explains the preparation of a future grid scenario and the estimation of
future P and Q transits at the T-D interfaces, in case no additional measures for an
active Q management at the distribution level are applied. The focus is set on the
target grid model of the year 2025 of the respective DSO. The following input data is
provided by the DSO for the 2025 grid model:

• A detailed 110 kV grid model of the investigated grid section for the year 2025,
which considers all planned grid reinforcement and expansion measures at the
HV level.

• Forecast of installed DER capacity for PV, Wind and Bio DER for the HV/MV
substations in the 2025 grid model. Overall, the installed DER capacity increases
about 60 % compared with the installed DER capacity in the year 2014 (see
Figure B.7 in the appendix for detailed information).

• Estimate on the allocation of the additional DER to the different voltage level:

– Additional PV DER: 95 % PN,DER at LV level, 5 % PN,DER at MV level.
– Additional Wind DER: 10 % PN,DER at HV level, 50 % PN,DER at HV/MV

interface and 40 % PN,DER at MV level.
– Additional Bio DER: 100 % PN,DER at MV level.
– No changes for Hydro DER, Pump DER, and Thermal DER considered.

• Estimate on the additional charging capacitance of MV lines for the HV/MV
substations in the year 2025 grid model, based on planned expansions and rein-
forcements at the MV level. Overall, an additional charging capacitance of MV
lines of 5.3 % compared to the peak load demand in 2014 PT−D,max is considered
in the applied simulation model.

Figure 3.9 shows the modeling approach of the HV/MV substations in the devel-
oped 2025 grid model. The HV level is modeled in detail and is not shown in Figure
3.9. In the 2014 grid model, the HV/MV substations are modeled with the substation
transformer, generator models of the HV/MV DER (if existing for this substation) and
a residual load model, which includes all the generation and consumption of underly-
ing MV and LV grids (see appendix A.2 for detailed information). Additional DER at
the HV level and HV/MV interface in the 2025 grid model, are modeled as individual
generators and are actively controlled by a central Q controller. Otherwise, additional
DER at the MV and LV level are simulated by an aggregated generator model at the
MV busbar, distinguished by primary energy source. For these aggregated generators
a local DER Q control, such as a fixed PF control can be applied. The majority of
additional DER installations are connected to the MV and LV level, where 100 % of the
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Figure 3.9.: Modeling of HV/MV substations in the 2025 grid model.

additional PV and Bio DER capacity and 40 % of the additional Wind DER capacity
are connected. Section 3.2.2 shows that the additional charging capacitance of the MV
lines provides a good estimate of the additional maximum Q export at the HV/MV
substations. Therefore, the additional charging capacitance of MV lines is modeled as
a fixed reactive power offset (overexcited) at the HV/MV substations in the 2025 grid
model. If the installed DER capacity at the HV/MV substation exceeds the nominal
power of the substation transformer, additional transformers are implemented in the
substation. In the applied 2025 grid model, a change in the residual load demand is
not considered, hence similar time series data are applied for the residual load at the
HV/MV substations in the 2014 and 2025 grid model.

For the time series simulations of the year 2025, the base year 2014 is remodeled
under the grid conditions of the target year 2025. Hence, coincident time series data
from the year 2014 are applied and modified for the simulation of the additional DER
in the year 2025. For example, for the additional PV DER an active power profile is
generated for the planned PV DER location from satellite irradiation and temperature
data in the year 2014 and the PV model developed in Al Fakhri [67]. A detailed
description on the data preparation and the simulation assumptions for the 2025 grid
model is provided in appendix B.4. In the reference future scenario (S0 2025), all HV
and HV/MV DER are operated at unity power factor and additional aggregated DER
at the MV and LV level are simulated with a power factor of 0.996 (underexcited),
which should consider the impact of additional DER feed-in on the Q consumption of
the MV and LV grid assets (see section 3.2.1).

Figure 3.10 shows the P and Q exchange at the T-D interface for the reference
scenarios S0 (no active DER Q control) for the 2014 and 2025 grid model and no
additional measures for an active Q management in the grid section are applied. The
annual peak demand decreases slightly in 2025 (no change in load demand considered in
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Figure 3.10.: P and Q exchange at the T-D interface for the reference scenarios S0 (no
active DER Q control) for the 2014 and 2025 grid model. The values are
normalized by eq. 2.6 and 2.7.

2025 model), because the additional Bio DER provide a base generation for the entire
year and reduce the peak consumption in the grid. Otherwise, the active power export
(reverse power flows) at the T-D interface increases significantly from −0.68 pu in 2014
to −1.23 pu in 20259. With the higher distributed generation the maximum Q import
at T-D interface increases from 0.09 pu in 2014 to 0.22 pu in 2025. In case a local DER
Q control, such as volt-var or fixed PF control is applied for the additional DER in the
grid section, the maximum Q import at T-D interface can further increase. Otherwise,
also the maximum Q export at the T-D interface increases from −0.3 pu in 2014 to
−0.33 pu in 2025. The charging capacitance of additional HV and MV lines is partly
compensated by the inductive consumption of additional HV/MV transformers and
the slightly underexcited operation of the additional aggregated DER at MV and LV
level (PF = 0.996, underexcited). Overall, the range of Q exchange at T-D interface
increases from 0.38 pu (2014 grid model) to 0.54 pu (2025 grid model), in case no
additional measures for an active Q management in the investigated grid section are
applied.

9For the futures scenario the provided values are also normalized by the peak load demand of the
grid section in 2014 PT−D,max,2014 (see eq. 2.6 and 2.7).
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3.4. Summary
In this chapter, the status quo of the P and Q exchange at the T-D interface is in-
vestigated. In the grid section, a maximum Q export of −0.3 pu at the T-D interface
appears especially at night times and at low net demand periods. The maximum Q
import of 0.09 pu appears especially in the summer season between 12 to 2 p.m. and
especially for time steps with significant PV generation. Furthermore, the weekday
type (workday or weekend/holiday) has a significant impact on the Q exchange at the
T-D interface. The high Q export at the T-D interface is mainly caused by the charging
capacitance of MV and HV cables.

Furthermore, also the P and Q behavior of the underlying MV and LV grids is
analyzed. The results show, that the application of a fixed PF do not well represent
the Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces especially for low net demand periods with
maximum Q exports. The P and Q exchange at the investigated HV/MV interfaces
can be characterized by a Q(P) load curve, by Q(P) generation curves and a fix Q
offset (capacitive consumption), which represents the charging reactive power of MV
lines. The developed characterization is used to estimate the future P and Q behavior
of the underlying MV and LV grids in the investigated HV grid section.

A detailed study of the integrated MV and LV grid model Seebach shows that
also the application of local DER Q control, such as fixed PF control, PF(P) control or
Q(V) control, can have significant impact on the Q exchange at the HV/MV interface.
Here especially, a wide-ranging application of a fixed PF control or PF(P) control
can lead to a significant increase of the maximum Q import at the HV/MV interface
and can lead to an additional Q compensation demand at the upstream voltage level.
Otherwise, the applied Q(V) control leads only to a small increase of the maximum Q
import at the HV/MV interface, while still supporting the local voltage control. Among
the analyzed local DER Q characteristics, the Q(V) control is especially advisable for
power systems where both local voltage control and reactive power grid adequacy are
major challenges. Furthermore, local DER Q control can also increase the Q variability
and Q ramps at the distribution level, which can affect the operation of other voltage
regulators at the distribution level, such as the on-load tap changer of the HV/MV
transformer.

Finally, also a simulation environment for a future 2025 grid model is devel-
oped. The simulations of the 2025 grid model show, that either the maximum Q
import (due to increased distributed generation) and the maximum Q export at the
T-D interface (due to additional HV and MV lines) further increase in the investi-
gated grid section. Overall, the maximum Q range at the T-D interface increases from
0.38 pu (QT−D,2014,min = −0.3 pu, QT−D,2014,max = 0.09 pu) to 0.54 pu (QT−D,2025,min =
−0.33 pu, QT−D,2025,max = 0.22 pu), in case no additional measures for an active Q
management are applied.
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4.1. Introduction
This chapter introduces, describes, and discusses the application of different perfor-
mance indicators for DER Q support in reactive power grid adequacy studies. In lit-
erature, the performance indicators: cost of reactive power provision (i.e. [56],[8],[68])
and sensitivity of DER Q support on the grid voltage (i.e. [69], [4]) are especially dis-
cussed and analyzed. This performance indicators are highly relevant for an advanced
Q management within the transmission and distribution level. Nevertheless, this indi-
cators do not address a main research question in reactive power grid adequacy studies:
When is DER Q support available, and is it available when required? This research
question becomes especially relevant in power systems with a high share of variable and
distributed generation, where the Q demand and also the DER Q support potential
can strongly vary with external conditions, i.e. weather conditions. The performance
indicators in this chapter focus on the availability and reliability of DER Q support in
reactive power grid adequacy studies. The derived performance indicators can consider
regional differences in Q support demand and Q support potential, and can provide a
common and transparent criteria for reactive power grid adequacy studies. The per-
formance indicators are applied for Q support by different DER types. However, the
application for other Q sources, such as mechanically switched compensators, is also
discussed in this chapter.

The chapter focuses on the theoretical assessment approach and a time series
based model. Furthermore, a probabilistic reliability model of the generators is con-
sidered. Therefore, the section 4.2 describes the applied time series model and proba-
bilistic reliability model of the generators. In the following sections, the performance
indicators for DER Q support are analyzed and discussed:

• Reactive flexibility hours (section 4.3)
• Reactive capacity credit (section 4.4)
• Reactive energy credit (section 4.5)
• Availability of reactive power support for relevant grid planning use cases (ap-

pendix C.3)
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The performance indicator reactive flexibility hour was introduced in Kreutziger
et al. [4] and the performance indicators reactive capacity credit and reactive energy
credit are widely adopted from active power grid adequacy studies. Additionally, an
availability assessment of DER Q support for relevant grid planning use cases, which
was introduced by Kraiczy et al. in [70] and [52], is performed in appendix C.3. Section
4.6 compares the outcome of the technical assessment (annual time series simulations)
and the theoretical assessment approach (without detailed grid simulations) for the
different performance indicators and scenarios. Finally, section 4.7 summarizes and
discusses the main findings. The assessment is performed for a fully compensated
distribution grid requirement at the T-D interface (see section 2.4.2) for the year 2014,
and the defined scenarios in section 2.4.3.

4.2. Times series model and probabilistic reliability
model of generators

In active power grid adequacy studies, time series models and probabilistic reliability
models of generators are widely applied. For example, in a proposed methodology by
the IEA [39] the capacity credit (for detailed information see section 4.4) of renewable
energy source (RES) is derived by a time series based approach. For the calculation of
the capacity credit, the RES feed-in is modeled as a negative demand and is subtracted
from the annual demand in the time domain. Conventional generation is usually mod-
eled by a probabilistic reliability model and by their nominal capacity and a forced
outage rate (see for example the IEEE reliability test systems [71], [72]). Therefore, it
is assumed, that conventional generators are capable to provide their nominal capacity,
if needed for the system adequacy, except in case of a forced outage.

However, several differences between active power and reactive power provision
by generators have to be considered. For instance, the controllable Q provision by
generators is usually a by-product of active power generation, that means that dis-
patchable (conventional) generators at the distribution level may not ramp or start
up in order to meet local or regional reactive power demands, except for an voltage
induced redispatch. Furthermore, some modern Wind DER and PV DER can have a
STATCOM capability and can provide Q support fully independent from active power
feed-in and external weather conditions. Hence, the application of a times series or a
probabilistic reliability model is less a question of the DER type, but more a question
of the considered DER Q support capability. Both models have advantages and disad-
vantages, which are discussed in the following subsections. Furthermore, the following
differences between active and reactive power grid adequacy studies are considered:

• In active power grid adequacy studies, the adequacy of the grid without and
with additional generation units are compared. In the applied reactive power
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grid adequacy study, the adequacy of the grid without and with reactive support
of existing generation units are compared.

• An active power inadequacy of a power system usually requires load shedding,
and a very high reliability target level is applied, i.e. a loss of load estimation
of 1 day in 10 years [35]. In the applied reactive power grid adequacy study,
a reactive power inadequacy of the distribution level leads to an undesired Q
exchange at the T-D interface and several measures are usually in place to resolve
this inadequacy, such as a Q provision by available Q sources at the transmission
level, a grid reconfiguration or an adjustment of voltage regulator tap positions,
an active power curtailment of generators, or load shedding at the transmission
or distribution level. Therefore, a lower compliance target level for reactive power
grid adequacy studies might be reasonable, i.e. a compliance target level of 98 %
of annual values.

This chapter focuses on the assessment of DER Q support potential for different
DER types with different DER Q(P) capability characteristics (time series model) and
the probabilistic reliability model. Hence either a time series model or a probabilistic
reliability model of Q sources is applied in this chapter. Furthermore, also a combina-
tion of a time series model for selected Q sources and a probabilistic reliability model
for other selected Q sources is possible. In appendix C.2.2, a combination of a time
series model for PV and Wind DER and probabilistic reliability model for conventional
generators, such as Hydro DER, Hydro Pump Storage, and Thermal DER, is applied
in reactive power grid adequacy studies.

4.2.1. Time series model

In the time series model, the Q support of all DER types is modeled as a negative Q de-
mand (underexcited or overexcited operation depending on which support is required)
of the distribution level (see methodology theoretical assessment 2.2.1). The Q support
potential of DER is derived from the considered DER Q capability (see section 2.4.1)
and the DER active power measurement data, which already include, forced outages,
scheduled maintenance intervals and active power operational strategies (i.e. market
operation). This approach is especially useful for generators, where the DER Q sup-
port potential depends on the DER active power feed-in. Furthermore, this approach
can consider complex correlations between Q support potential of different DER units
and the Q support demand in the case study area, because coincident feed-in data is
applied. The time series approach is rather simple to apply. Otherwise, this approach
only emulates the grid adequacy for a specific year or scenario and several years of anal-
ysis are required to derive robust results [73]. The time series model can be applied
for all DER types and is especially recommended for DER with variable Q support
potential (PF fix and Q fix capability). For the DER with STATCOM capability a
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perfect reliability is assumed (full Q potential for all annual hours).

4.2.2. Probabilistic reliability model

In active power grid adequacy studies conventional generation units are usually modeled
with their installed capacity and a forced outage rate (FOR). The FOR is a "measure
of the probability that a generating unit will not be available due to forced outages" [74].
The FOR values are derived from historical data of generation units and is calculated
by eq. 4.1 [74].

FOR = forced outage hours
forced outage hours + service hours (4.1)

For example, in the IEEE reliability test systems [71], [72] the FOR of conven-
tional generation units range from 0.01 (Hydro power plant) to 0.12 (nuclear power
plant). Similar in reactive power grid adequacy studies, some Q sources can be mod-
eled with their nominal Q capacity (underexcited or overexcited) and a forced outage
rate. However, this approach has the following relevant simplifications:

• a two state model1 of the Q sources is applied (QN,DER or zero),
• possible correlations of forced outages between Q sources are not considered,
• possible correlations of forced outages of Q sources with the Q compensation

demand in the grid section are not considered.

Section 3.1.2 shows partly complex correlations between DER feed-in behavior and also
the Q exchange at the T-D interface. Hence, the DER Q support potential with PF
fix or Q fix capability, which depends on DER active power feed-in, can have relevant
correlations. Furthermore, for a relevant share of annual values, only a partial range Q
support potential (below the nominal Q capacity) is expected for most DER with PF
fix and Q fix capability. Therefore, the time series model of Q sources is advised for
DER with PF fix and Q fix capability and no voltage induced redispatch potential. The
described probabilistic reliability model is considered as appropriate for the following
Q sources:

• DER with STATCOM capability,
• DER systems which can ramp up/down the active power generation in order to

provide full Q support, if needed (voltage induced redispatch potential),
• compensation devices (e.g. mechanically switched compensator).

However, experience values about the FOR of DER Q support are not available
in literature and in this thesis only an exemplary assessment of FOR values for reactive
power grid adequacy studies is applied. For the Thermal DER and the Hydro DER a

1In detail a three state model (Qoverexc.
N,DER or Qunderexc.

N,DER or zero) of the Q sources is applied. However,
for the use case, where either underexcited or overexcited Q support is required, the model can be
considered as a two state model.
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voltage induced redispatch potential with full Q support capability is assumed for all
service hours. The set of all annual service hours Tservice,DERi of a Hydro or Thermal
DER unit i is here calculated by eq. 4.2, where all annual hours with |PDERi(t)| > 0.1 pu
in the DER measurement data of the year 2014 are accounted.

Tservice,DERi = {t|(t ∈ {1, 2, ..., Tyear} and |PDERi(t)| ≥ 0.1 pu)} (4.2)

The sum of annual service hours tservice,DERi is then calculated by the number of
elements in the set Tservice,DERi.

tservice,DERi = |Tservice,DERi| (4.3)

For the assessment, a common FORDER is applied for the two Thermal DER and the six
Hydro DER and the FORDER is calculated by the average service hours tservice,DER,mean

for all DER plants of the specified type in eq. 4.4.

FORDER = Tyear − tservice,DER,mean

Tyear
(4.4)

Therefore, a FORDER of 0.01 for Hydro DER and of 0.07 for Thermal DER is
derived from the measurement data in 2014 and the applied assumptions in eq. 4.2
to eq. 4.4. For Pump DER, Wind DER, and PV DER a STATCOM capability (or
phase shift capability) is assumed in the probabilistic reliability model, and the DER
can provide Q support independent of the active power feed-in. For the two Pump
DER a FORDER of 0.05 is considered, which is the applied FOR for a hydro pump
storage in [75]. Pfaffel et al. [76] analyze the reliability and performance of Wind
turbines in different international publications. A time-based availability of the Wind
turbines close to 95 % is identified in most of the analyzed publications. The time-
based availability describes the share of time where a generator "is operating or able
to operate in comparison to the total time" [76]. In Tjengdrawira and Richter [77]
the time-based availability is analyzed for 41 PV power plants and a mean time-based
availability of 98 % is identified for the analyzed plants. For Wind and PV DER the
FORDER is considered as the determined typical or mean time-based unavailability
((100 %− time-based availability)/100 %) in [76], [77] and a FORDER of 0.05 for Wind
DER and of 0.02 for PV DER is applied.

Overall, the applied FOR values base on reliability and availability information
for the generator active power feed-in. Reactive power support of DER is an ancillary
service and eventually additional reliability aspects have to be accounted. In example,
besides general outages of a generation unit, also Q control outages, or communication
outages for Q dispatch signals can be relevant for reactive power grid adequacy studies.
Therefore, further studies are required to identify appropriate FOR values of Q source
for reactive power grid adequacy studies.
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Table 4.1.: Applied FORDER for different DER types.

PV DER Wind DER Hydro DER Pump DER Thermal
DER

FORDER 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.07

Source Based on
availability
data in [77].

Based on
availability
data in [76].

Based on
measure-
ments and
eq.4.2 to 4.4.

Based on
FOR in [75].

Based on
measure-
ments and
eq.4.2 to 4.4.

4.3. Reactive flexibility hours
In Kreutziger et al. [4] the term reactive flexibility hour RFH (in German "Reaktivstun-
denzahl") is introduced as performance indicator for the assessment of DER Q support
availability. The reactive flexibility hours describe, how many hours per year the DER
can provide Q support within defined operational ranges.

4.3.1. Description

The reactive flexibility hours are derived from the annual DER active power feed-in2

(see also DER annual duration curve in Figure 3.3) and the applied DER Q capability
characteristic (see Figure 4.1). The following reactive flexibility hours are defined in
Kreutziger et al. [4]:

• reactive flexibility hour RFH: sum of annual hours with any DER Q support
potential,

• partial-range reactive flexibility hours RFHpart: sum of annual hours with
Q support potential above zero and below the nominal DER Q support capability,

• full-range reactive flexibility hours RFHfull: sum of annual hours with nom-
inal DER Q support capability.

The DER Q support potential in the time series model bases on active power
measurement data of the DER units and therefore, includes forced outages and also
planned outages of the units (for PF fix and Q fix capability). For the STATCOM
capability a full-range flexibility is assumed for the complete year. For the proba-
bilistic reliability model, the annual full-range reactive flexibility hour RFHprob

full can be

2The active power feed-in is normalized by the nominal active power PN,DER of the DER systems
in the provided grid model. The maximum DER active power feed-in is limited to the nominal
DER capacity PN,DER and an active power reduction with DER Q support is not considered (see
section 2.4.1).
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Figure 4.1.: Specification of nominal and partial-range Q support potential for the PF
fix (left) and Q fix (right) capability characteristic.

calculated by eq. 4.5, where Tyear is the sum of annual hours.

RFHprob
full = (1 − FORDER) · Tyear (4.5)

The annual partial-range reactive flexibility hour RFHprob
partial for the probabilistic relia-

bility model is zero, because a two state model is applied (QN,DER or zero).

4.3.2. Assessment for different generation types

Table 4.2 shows the reactive flexibility hours for the different DER types in the case
study area. For the time series model, the mean value RFHmean over all DER units of a
DER type is derived. With PF fix capability, DER can provide full-range reactive power
flexibility only rarely, i.e. RFHfull,mean of 413 h (Thermal DER), 137 h (Hydro DER)
and 0 h (PV DER). Otherwise, with Q fix capability, the full-range reactive flexibility
hours can be significantly increased, i.e. RFHfull,mean of 7998 h (Thermal DER), 8261 h
(Hydro DER) and 1988 h (PV DER). High reactive flexibility hours RFHmean and high
availability for DER Q support (>6570 h, above 75 % of the maximum value 8760 h) are
especially determined for Hydro and Thermal DER for the PF fix or Q fix capability.
The lowest reactive flexibility hours are determined for PV DER (Q fix and PF fix
capability), i.e. RFHmean of 2687 h (PV DER). However, with STATCOM capability
all DER types can achieve a full-range flexibility for the entire year.

For the probabilistic reliability model the reactive flexibility hours solely depend
on the applied FORDER values (see eq. 4.5) and all DER types achieve high RFHprob

values (>6570 h). However compared with the STATCOM capability (assumption of
a full availability) in the time series model, lower RFHprob are determined for the
probabilistic reliability model, because forced outages are also considered.
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Table 4.2.: Reactive flexibility hours for different DER types.

Q(P) PV DER Wind
DER

Hydro
DER

Pump
DER

Thermal
DER

Time series model

RFHmean PF fix 2687 3987 8655 3373 8144
RFHpart,mean PF fix 2687 3983 8518 3373 7732
RFHfull,mean PF fix 0 4 137 0 413
RFHmean Q fix 2687 3984 8655 3373 8144
RFHpart,mean Q fix 699 1501 394 580 147
RFHfull,mean Q fix 1988 2483 8261 2793 7998
RFHmean STATC. 8760 8760 8760 8760 8760
RFHpart,mean STATC. 0 0 0 0 0
RFHfull,mean STATC. 8760 8760 8760 8760 8760

Probabilistic reliability model

RFHprob FORDER 8585 8322 8672 8322 8147
RFHprob

part FORDER 0 0 0 0 0
RFHprob

full FORDER 8585 8322 8672 8322 8147

4.3.3. Summary
The reactive flexibility hour RFH describes the sum of annual hours of DER Q support
potential within defined operational ranges, such as full-range or partial-range Q
support capability. The RFH does not refer to the Q support demand in the grid
section. Therefore, the RFH is especially of interest, in case it is not further specified,
when DER Q support is required in the grid section.

Figure 4.2.: Overview results for full range reactive flexibility hours.

Figure 4.2 provides an overview on full range reactive flexibility hours RFHfull for
different DER types and Q(P) capability characteristics. Overall, high RFHfull values
are determined for the Hydro and Thermal DER with Q fix capability and for all DER
types with STATCOM capability. The RFHfull for the probabilistic generator model
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are slightly below the STATCOM capability in the time series model, because forced
outage rates of the generators are considered.

4.4. Reactive capacity credit
In this section the transfer of an active power grid adequacy criterion for reactive
power grid adequacy studies is discussed. In literature, several (active power) capacity
value indicators for conventional and variable generators are introduced, analyzed, and
discussed. The terminology, definitions, and methods for the capacity value calculation
may vary widely by different sources [37]. In a nutshell, the capacity value of a generator
is an indicator for the availability of the generator at the time of peak load demand, and
hence describes the contribution of a generator to the grid adequacy of a power system.
Therefore, time series models and probabilistic reliability models of generators are
applied. For example, in the recommended procedure by the IEEE PES Task Force on
Capacity Value of Wind Power [35] the variable renewables are modeled as negative load
(time series model) and conventional generators are modeled by their rated capacity
and by their expected forced outage rates (probabilistic reliability model). As discussed
in section 4.2, the application of a time series model or probabilistic reliability model
of generators in reactive power grid adequacy studies is less a question of the DER
type, but more a question of the considered DER Q support capability.

4.4.1. Description

4.4.1.1. Time series model

In the time series model, the Q support of all DER types is modeled as a negative Q de-
mand (underexcited or overexcited operation depending on which support is required)
of the distribution level (see methodology theoretical assessment 2.2.1). The time series
approach compares the annual duration curve of Q exchange at T-D interfaces with
and without DER Q support. Figure 4.3 shows the annual duration curve of the Q
exchange at all T-D interfaces QT−D for the reference scenario S0 (black line) and with
DER Q support for the scenarios S2.1 to S2.12 (Q fix capability, colored dashed lines:
overexcited DER operation, colored solid line: underexcited DER operation). Overall,
DER Q support can have a significant impact on QT−D in the investigated case study
area.

For grid adequacy studies the annual extreme values are of interest, which are
for the reactive Capacity Credit (rCC) the time steps with maximum Q export (dis-
tribution system operates overexcited and underexcited DER Q support is requested)
and maximum Q import (distribution system operates underexcited and overexcited
DER Q support is requested). However, a high Q export or a high Q import at the
T-D interface is not generally unrequested, hence the rCC is determined on devQT−D,
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Figure 4.3.: Annual duration curve qT−D with DER Q support (Q fix capability, sce-
nario S2.x) and without DER Q support (scenario S0) (left: focus maxi-
mum Q import, right: focus maximum Q export).

which describes the annual Q deviation to the requested Q range at the T-D interface
for all annual time steps (see eq. 4.6 to 4.7).

devQimport
T−D,Sx = sort

(
QT−D,Sx (t) − Qimport

T−D,req (PT−D (t))
)

(4.6)

devQexport
T−D,Sx = sort

(
−

(
QT−D,Sx (t) − Qexport

T−D,req (PT−D (t))
))

(4.7)

With: t ∈ {1, 2, ..., Tyear}
The annual duration curves devQimport

T−D,Sx and devQexport
T−D,Sx are sorted curves with

descending order and are positive for time steps, where QT−D,Sx exceeds the requested
Q range QT−D,req and negative for time steps, where QT−D,Sx is within the requirements.
This has the advantage that the following analytic functions can be applied either for
the maximum annual Q import and Q export deviation.

The rCC can be determined for different compliance target level treq for the Q
exchange at the T-D interface. For example, in Figure 4.4 the rCC is determined for
the 0th percentile (rCCSx,p0), which represents the annual maximum devQT−D for the
respective scenario. For reactive power grid adequacy studies, an exclusive focus on
the annual extreme values and very high compliance target level may not be expedient,
because these extreme values can be caused by rare events and for example, by unusual
switching configurations of the grid section. Furthermore, further measures may be in
place at the distribution and transmission level to resolve a reactive power inadequacy
at the distribution level (see section 4.2). Therefore, further compliance target level
treq (here 2th and 5th percentile of annual time steps) for the rCC are derived. For a
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Figure 4.4.: Methodology for the determination of the reactive Capacity Credit.

better comparability of different DER units or DER types the rCC is normalized by
the total nominal Q capacity QN,DER,Sx,sum of the considered DER systems in Sx.

rCCSx(treq) =
devQT−D,S0(treq) − devQT−D,Sx(treq)

QN,DER,Sx,sum
[pu] (4.8)

RCCSx(treq) = devQT−D,S0(treq) − devQT−D,Sx(treq) [Mvar] (4.9)

Where:

rCCSx,p0 with treq,p0 = 0 · Tyear = 0 h/year
rCCSx,p2 with treq,p2 = 0.02 · Tyear = 175 h/year
rCCSx,p5 with treq,p5 = 0.05 · Tyear = 438 h/year

4.4.1.2. Probabilistic reliability model

In the IEA Expert Group Report on Recommended Practices on Wind/PV Integration
Studies [73] and the IEEE PES Task Force Report on Capacity Value of Wind Power
[35] the application of the effective load carrying capability (ELCC) is recommended
for capacity value calculations of variable renewables, like Wind power. The "ELCC
is based on well-established reliability theory and practice and can be applied to all
generators" [78]. A detailed description of the ELCC calculation is given in [78]–[82].
In this section, the methodology of the ELCC calculation is adopted for reactive power
grid adequacy studies.

In a first step, the reactive capacity outage probability table (rCOPT), for the
different DER types, is derived. The implementation of the capacity outage probability
table (COPT) for active power adequacy studies is, for example, described in [82]–[84]
and is here adopted for reactive power grid adequacy studies. For a two state generator
model, the probability (Pr) of a (reactive) capacity outage Yout of a DER unit has two
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different states and is calculated by eq. 4.10. The outage capacity Yout is denoted as a
random variable with an exact probability Pr(Yout) [83].

Pr(Yout) =
⎧⎨
⎩1 − FORDER ,if Yout = 0

FORDER ,if Yout = QN,DER
(4.10)

Table 4.3 shows the rCOPT for the two Thermal DER units in the investigated
grid section. In the developed rCOPT, the probability of a system outage state s is
calculated by a multiplication of the individual unit outage state probabilities of the
considered DER units. For example, the probability of no reactive capacity outage
(Qout,s = 0 Mvar) of the two Thermal DER units (FORDER = 0.07) is calculated
by (1 − FORDER)2 = 0.865. The cumulative probability function CPF describes the
probability of a capacity outage Yout above the reactive capacity outage Qout,s. Overall,
for a power system with n generators, 2n reactive capacity outage stages have to be
considered (here: n = 35 for the all DER scenario). Therefore, a function for the
calculation of the rCOPT is developed in Python. The developed function is validated
with the assumptions and results of the IEEE reliability test system [71] (see appendix
C.1). Furthermore, appendix C.1.4 shows the probability mass function PMF and the
cumulative probability function CPF for all DER types in the case study area.

Table 4.3.: Reactive capacity outage probability table for Thermal DER (2 units,
FORDER = 0.07, underexcited operation).

State Unit State Capacity Outage Probability Cum. Probability
s (1 ≡ outage) qout,s in pua Pr(Yout = Qout,s) Pr(Yout > Qout,s)

0 [0, 0] 0 0.8649 = (0.93)·(0.93) 0.1351
1 [0, 1] 0.1418 0.0651 = (0.93)·(0.07) 0.07
2 [1, 0] 0.8582 0.0651 = (0.07)·(0.93) 0.0049
3 [1, 1] 1.0 0.0049 = (0.07)·(0.07) 0

aThe capacity outage qout,s is normalized by the aggregated reactive capacity QN,DER,sum of the
considered DER units. However, the calculations are performed with the absolute Qout,s in Mvar.

In a next step, the Loss of Q Requirements Expectation (LOQRE) is derived for
the whole year. The LOQRE is here defined as the expected number of hours per year
for which the available reactive generation capacity is insufficient to cover the reactive
compensation demand for the investigated grid section. The LOQRE definition is
adopted from the Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) definition in [14]. The LOQRE is
calculated by eq. 4.11 (based on the LOLE calculation in [82]).

LOQRESx = 1 h/year ·
Tyear∑
t=1

Pr(Yout > Qres,Sx(t)) (4.11)
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The reactive capacity reserve Qres,Sx(t) is defined by eq. 4.12, where QN,DER,Sx,sum

is the aggregated DER Q capacity of the considered DER units and devQT−D,S0(t) is
the reactive compensation demand for an hour t without DER Q support.

Qres,Sx(t) = QN,DER,Sx,sum − devQT−D,S0(t) (4.12)

The term Pr(Yout > Qres,Sx(t)) describes the probability that a capacity outage
Yout exceeds the reactive capacity reserve Qres,Sx(t) in the grid section for an hour t

and the scenario Sx. The probability is derived from the CPF of the defined scenario
Sx (see eq. 4.13 and an example in Figure 4.5).

Pr(Yout > Qres,Sx(t)) =
⎧⎨
⎩CPFSx(Qres,Sx(t)) ,if Qres,Sx(t) ≥ 0

1 ,if Qres,Sx(t) < 0
(4.13)

Figure 4.5.: Probability mass function and cumulative probability function for Ther-
mal DER (underexcited operation). The capacity outage is normalized by
QN,DER,sum of the considered DER units.

For example, for the two Thermal DER and for a Qres,Sx(t) of zero, the loss of
Q requirements probability (Pr(Yout > 0)) is 0.135 (see Table 4.3, s = 0 and Figure
4.5, red arrow) and the probability that a capacity outage exceeds 50 % of nominal Q
capacity of the Thermal DER units is 0.07 (see Table 4.3, s = 1 and Figure 4.5, violet
arrow). If Qres,Sx(t) for an hour t is negative and the Q compensation demand exceeds
the nominal Q capacity in Sx, the loss of Q requirements probability for this hour is
one.

In the next steps, the rCCprob is calculated. The rCCprob of a generation unit
or group of generators is here defined as the additional Q compensation demand in
a power system which can be served by Q support of that generation unit(s) while
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Figure 4.6.: Methodology and example for the determination of the reactive capacity
credit (probabilistic reliability model).

maintaining the desired compliance target level. Figure 4.6 and the following steps
summarize the rCCprob calculation (based on ELCC approach in [35]):

1. Calculate Q offset ΔQBase for the base scenario: The LOQRE is calculated
without DER Q support of the analyzed DER unit(s) in the base scenario. The
LOQRE should meet the desired compliance target level at the T-D interface
(i.e. 175 h/year). If it does not match, the Q compensation demand devQT−D,S0

can be adjusted by an additional constant Q offset at the T-D interface ΔQBase

for all annual hours. In this iterative process, the LOQRE is recalculated at each
time step until the desired compliance target level is reached. The additional Q
offset ΔQBase(treq), to achieve the desired compliance target level, is noted. For
example, in Figure 4.6 the base scenario (blue line at black starting point) has a
maximum annual Q compensation demand of 120 Mvar and achieves a LOQRE
of 200 h/year. To achieve the desired compliance target level of 175 h/year the Q
compensation demand in the grid section should be reduced and a ΔQ,Base(treq)
of −20 Mvar is determined (Figure 4.6, red arrow (a)).

2. Calculate Q offset ΔQSx for the scenario Sx: The LOQRE is recalculated
with the DER Q support of the analyzed DER unit(s) in Sx and a lower LOQRE
is determined compared with the base scenario. For example, in Figure 4.6 (red
arrow (b)) a LOQRE of 120 h/year is determined with DER Q support in Sx,
which is better than desired compliance target level of 175 h/year. Similar to 1,
the Q compensation demand devQT−D,S0 can be adjusted by an additional con-
stant Q offset ΔQSx for all annual hours. In this iterative process, the LOQRE is
recalculated at each time step until the desired compliance target level is reached.
For example, in Figure 4.6 (red arrow (c)) a ΔQSx(treq) of 30 Mvar with DER Q
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support Sx is determined and the Q compensation demand in the grid section can
be further increased by 30 Mvar while still maintaining the desired compliance
target level.

3. Calculate reactive capacity credit for scenario Sx: The reactive capacity
credit is the additional Q compensation demand which can be served by Q support
of the analyzed generation unit(s) while still maintaining the desired compliance
target level and is calculated by the difference of the determined Q offset of the
scenario Sx ΔQSx(treq) (with DER Q support of the analyzed DER) and the base
scenario ΔQBase(treq) (without DER Q support of the analyzed DER) in eq. 4.14
and eq. 4.15. For example, in Figure 4.6 (black arrow (d)) a RCCSx of 50 Mvar
is determined. The rCCprob

Sx is normalized by the difference of the aggregated
nominal DER Q capacity in scenario Sx and the base scenario (QN,DER,Sx,sum −
QN,DER,Base,sum), which is the nominal Q capacity of the analyzed DER units3.

rCCprob
Sx (treq) = ΔQSx(treq) − ΔQBase(treq)

QN,DER,Sx,sum − QN,DER,Base,sum
[pu] (4.14)

RCCprob
Sx (treq) = ΔQSx(treq) − ΔQBase(treq) [Mvar] (4.15)

Where:

rCCprob
Sx,p0 with treq,p0 = 0.1 h/year4

rCCprob
Sx,p2 with treq,p2 = 175 h/year

rCCprob
Sx,p5 with treq,p5 = 438 h/year

4.4.2. Assessment for different generation types

4.4.2.1. Time series model

Figure 4.7 shows the outcome of the rCC calculations for the theoretical assessment. A
rCC value of one means, that all DER (of a specified type) can provide their nominal
Q capability QN,DER for the time of the year with maximum Q import or maximum Q
export at the T-D interface and the respective compliance target level (treq,p0, treq,p2 or
treq,p5). For example, for the maximum annual Q import at the T-D interface (Figure

3The base scenario is a scenario without Q support of the analyzed DER units, however other DER
units can be considered for DER Q support in the base scenario. For example, for the calculation
of the rCCprob of PV DER in section 4.4.2.2, all DER excluding PV DER are considered for DER
Q support in the base scenario and all DER including PV DER are considered for DER Q support
in the scenario Sx.

4In the probabilistic reliability model of Q sources with a FORDER > 0, there is always a rest
probability of an outage of all generators and a treq,p0 of 0 h/years is not reached (LOQRE converges
towards zero). Therefore, treq,p0 = 0.1 h/years is used for a full compliance at the T-D interface.
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4.7, left) PV DER can achieve very high rCC values with a rCCimport
Sx,p0 of 0.66 pu (PF

fix) and 1.0 pu (Q fix, STATCOM). A very high Q import at the T-D interface in the
case study only appears for time steps with a very high PV generation (see Figure
3.3, top right) and hence with significant PV DER Q support potential. With a lower
compliance target level (treq,p2 and treq,p5) the rCC of PV decreases, because here also
time steps with low or no PV generation are considered. Otherwise, PV DER achieve
a very low rCC of approximately zero for the maximum Q export, except when a
STATCOM capability for PV DER is applied (see Figure 4.7, right). A very high
Q export in the case study only appears for time steps with low generation and low
consumption and especially at night-times (see section 3.1.1), where no PV feed-in is
present.

Figure 4.7.: rCC for the maximum annual Q import (left) and Q export (right) for the
theoretical assessment.

Overall, especially Hydro DER can achieve a very high rCC for the the maximum
Q export and the maximum Q import and all applied compliance target level. Hydro
DER provide a significant active power feed-in all year long (see Figure 3.3) and there-
fore, can provide Q support for all annual time steps. However, Hydro DER operate
mainly in partial load range and the rCC can be relevantly increased by the application
of a Q fix capability instead of PF fix capability of the generators, i.e. a rCCexport

Sx,p5 of
0.58 pu (PF fix), 0.98 pu (Q fix), and 1.0 pu (STATCOM) is determined. Thermal DER
can achieve partly high rCC values for the maximum Q import and the maximum Q
export, i.e. for the maximum Q export a rCCexport

Sx,p5 of 0.55 pu (PF fix), 0.69 pu (Q fix),
and 1.0 pu (STATCOM) is expected for the Thermal DER, but the outcome varies
significantly for the different compliance target level. Furthermore, Wind DER and
Pump DER achieve low to medium rCC values in the case study for the maximum
annual Q export and Q import. If all DER at the HV level and HV/MV interface are
considered for an active Q management, a rCCexport

Sx,p5 of 0.32 pu (PF Fix), 0.53 pu (Q
Fix), and 1.0 pu (STATCOM) is expected for the maximum annual Q export and a
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rCCimport
Sx,p5 of 0.41 pu (PF Fix), 0.66 pu (Q Fix), and 1.0 pu (STATCOM) is expected for

the maximum annual Q import. The rCCimport
Sx,p5 for the maximum Q import is higher

than rCCexport
Sx,p5 for the maximum Q export, because the maximum Q import appears

especially for time steps with a high distributed generation.
In Figure 4.8, rCCimport

Sx (left) and rCCexport
Sx (right) are calculated for various

compliance target level treq. This graph highlights the sensitivity of the rCC calculation
on the applied compliance target level and illustrates possible dependencies of DER Q
support potential and the Q exchange at the T-D interfaces. Hydro DER Q support
potential is widely independent from the Q exchange at the T-D interfaces and a very
high Q support potential is identified for all treq. Otherwise, PV DER Q support
potential depends significantly on the Q exchange at the T-D interfaces, with a high
Q support potential especially for a very high Q import (Figure 4.8, left) and a low
Q support potential especially for a high Q export at the T-D interfaces (Figure 4.8,
right).

Figure 4.8.: rCCSx for various treq and the annual maximum Q import (left) and Q
export (right) for the Q fix capability (S2.x). The boxplot highlights the
variability of the result population for 50 neighboring treq.

Furthermore, a dependency of the Thermal DER Q support potential is identified
for the maximum Q export at the T-D interface (Figure 4.8, right). The Thermal DER
Q support potential decreases significantly for treq with a very high Q export at the T-
D interfaces (treq<100 h/year). The maximum Q export especially appeared at times
when one large Thermal DER (Thermal DER1) was mainly deactivated and could not
provide Q support (see Figure 3.3). However, to identify, if this is a common behavior
of Thermal DER1 or just a coincident, additional years of study are required (see
discussion in section 4.7). The boxplots in Figure 4.8 (right) show the variability of
the rCC calculation over a result population of 50 neighboring treq. A high variability
is especially determined for high compliance target level (treq < 150 h/year), because
only a few extreme values are considered here for the rCC calculations. However, for
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lower compliance target level (treq > 150 h/year) the rCC results become less sensitive.

4.4.2.2. Probabilistic reliability model

Figure 4.9.: LOQRE for different scenarios with DER Q support (focus Q import).

Figure 4.9 shows the LOQRE for different scenarios with and without DER Q
support (focus Q import). For the reference scenario S0 (without DER Q support),
a maximum Q deviation at the T-D interface devQT−D,S0,max of 0.098 pu (dashed grey
vertical line at ΔQ = 0) and a LOQRE of 495 h/year is determined in 2014. This
results are identical with the time series model results in Figure 4.3 (left, black line).
The reference scenario S0 achieves an LOQRE close to zero (treq,p0 = 0.1 h/year, Figure
4.9, detail) only with no Q deviations at the T-D interface (devQT−D,S0,max + ΔQ = 0
at ΔQ = −0.098 pu), because no DER Q support is considered. However, with DER Q
support significantly higher Q deviations at the T-D interface (devQT−D,S0,max + ΔQ)
are achieved for the same LOQRE or the other way around, lower LOQRE are achieved
for the same Q deviations at the T-D interface. For the calculation of RCCprob

Sx for a
specific DER type, the LOQRE with Q support of all DER units excluding the group
of DER units of the specific DER type is calculated in step 1 (see section 4.4.1.2, base
scenario) and the LOQRE with Q support of all DER units is calculated in step 2
(see section 4.4.1.2, scenario Sx). For example, the RCCprob of PV DER (yellow arrow
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in Figure 4.9) is determined between the scenario with DER Q support of all DER
excluding PV DER (yellow line) and the scenario with DER Q support of all DER
(cyan line). The reference scenario S0 is not used as base scenario, because of the
deterministic result.

Figure 4.10.: rCCprob of different DER types for the maximum annual Q import (left)
and Q export (right) at the T-D interface.

Figure 4.10 shows the rCCprob of different DER types for the maximum annual
Q import (left) and Q export (right) at the T-D interface. The highest rCCprob is
determined for Hydro DER, followed by PV DER. A main reason is the low FORDER

of 0.01 for Hydro DER and of 0.02 for PV DER. According to Milligan and Porter [78],
[85] the ELCC of conventional generators is often approximated by the unforced outage
rate (1−FORDER). Similar to the ELCC the rCCprob can also be approximated by the
unforced outage rate. Figure 4.10 shows that the approximation by the unforced outage
rate provides a good estimate for lower compliance target level (treq,p2 ,treq,p5) of the
case study, i.e. with a rCCprob,import

p5 of 0.99 pu (Hydro DER, FORDER = 0.01), 0.98 pu
(PV DER, FORDER = 0.02), 0.94 pu (Pump DER and Wind DER, FORDER = 0.05),
and 0.91 pu (Thermal DER, FORDER = 0.07). However, for higher compliance target
level of the case study (treq,p0), the approximation by the unforced outage rate leads
to relevant deviations, i.e. rCCprob,export

p0 of 0.79 pu (Pump DER, FORDER = 0.05)
and 0.62 pu (Thermal DER, FORDER = 0.07). Milligan and Porter describe, that the
approximation by the unforced outage rate "is not always true, however, and depends
in part on the level of system risk that is used for the base case" [85]. In detail, the
rCCprob depends on several impact factors, such as the FORDER, the number and
capacity of considered units (see for example Garver [79] on ELCC calculation), the
compliance target level, and also the Q compensation demand patter. Hence detailed
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rCCprob calculations as performed in this section can be required.
Furthermore, also a combination of the time series model and the probabilistic

reliability model of Q sources is possible with the presented approach. This is shown
exemplary in appendix C.2.2, where the Q support potential of conventional generators
(Thermal, Hydro and Pump DER) are modeled by their nominal Q capacity and their
expected FOR, and the Q support potential of PV and Wind DER are modeled as a
negative Q demand in the time domain. Similar to the time series model, the rCCprob

has a high variability for high compliance target level (treq < 100 h/year) in the case
study, but is less sensitive for lower compliance target level (treq > 150 h/year) (see
appendix C.2.1).

4.4.3. Summary
The reactive capacity credit is an indicator for the contribution of DER Q support to
the reactive power grid adequacy of a grid section. It describes the expected DER Q
support capability for the time of the year with the highest undesired Q exchange at
T-D interface (import or export). The rCC can be determined for different compliance
target level at the T-D interface, i.e. compliance for 100 % or 98 % of annual values.
The performance indicator rCC is especially helpful, if a fixed compliance target level
for the Q exchange at the T-D interface is defined.

Figure 4.11.: Overview rCCimport
p2 and rCCexport

p2 (2th percentile) for different DER types
and Q(P) capability characteristics.

Figure 4.11 provides an overview on the rCCp2 (2th percentile, compliance target
for 98 % of annual values) for different DER types and Q(P) capability characteris-
tics. Overall, high rCCp2 values are determined for the Hydro DER and partly also
Thermal DER with Q fix capability and for all DER types with STATCOM capability.
Furthermore, PV DER achieve a medium rCCp2 and a high rCCp0 (0th percentile, not
shown in Figure 4.11) with Q(P) capability and the Q import use case, because a high
Q import at the T-D interfaces solely appears with a high PV generation in the grid
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section. The rCCp2 for the probabilistic generator model are below the STATCOM
capability in the time series model, because forced outage rates of the generators are
considered.

4.5. Reactive energy credit
The performance indicator reactive energy credit (rEC) is firstly introduced in this
section. The rEC describes, to what extend the unserved reactive energy at the T-D
interface (import or export) can be reduced, by DER Q support. The unserved reactive
energy is defined as the expected annual amount of reactive energy outside the Q range
requirements at the T-D interface. The unserved reactive energy is equivalent to the
energy not served in active power grid adequacy studies. However, a reactive power
inadequacy at the T-D interface may not cause a supply interruption of customers or
load shedding, but an unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface is often penalized
with a penalty fee for the DSO. Therefore, the symbol Efee is subsequently used for the
unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface.

4.5.1. Description

4.5.1.1. Time series model

Figure 4.12 explains the determination of the reactive energy credit. The annual dura-
tion curve devQT−D (sorted descending) describes the Q deviation to the requested Q
range at the T-D interface (see section 4.4.1.1). In a first step, the unserved reactive en-
ergy Efee is calculated for a scenario with DER Q support Sx and the reference scenario
S0 without DER Q support (see eq. 4.16 and eq. 4.17). The value tQ0 describes the
annual sum of hours with Q deviations at the T-D interface for the specified scenario
(level of non-compliance).

Figure 4.12.: Determination of the reactive energy credit.
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Efee,S0 =
∫ tQ0,S0

0
(devQT−D,S0 (t))dt (4.16)

Efee,Sx =
∫ tQ0,Sx

0
(devQT−D,Sx (t))dt (4.17)

In a second step, the rEC (normalized value) and REC (absolute value in Mvarh)
are calculated by eq. 4.18 and eq. 4.19. A rEC of one indicates, that the DER Q
support can fully compensate the unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface (Q
import or Q export).

rECSx =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Efee,S0−Efee,Sx

Efee,S0
,if Efee,S0 > 0

0 ,if Efee,S0 = 0
[pu] (4.18)

RECSx = Efee,S0 − Efee,Sx [Mvarh] (4.19)

4.5.1.2. Probabilistic reliability model

In the probabilistic reliability model, Eprob
fee accounts the expected unserved reactive

energy for the entire year and all system outage states s and is calculated by eq. 4.20.
The set Sout,Sx represents all system outages states in the rCOPT of the scenario Sx.

Eprob
fee,Sx =

Tyear∑
t=1

∑
s∈Sout,Sx

Pr(Qout,Sx,s) · Eprob
fee,Sx,s(t) (4.20)

The probability Pr(Qout,Sx,s) and the outage capacity (Qout,Sx,s) can be derived
from the rCOPT of the respective scenario (see section 4.4.1.2 and appendix C.1.1).
The term Eprob

fee,Sx,s(t) is the unserved reactive energy for the hour t and the outage state
s and is calculated by eq. 4.21, where devQT−D,S0(t) is the Q compensation demand
without DER Q support for the hour t. The term (QN,DER,Sx,sum − Qout,Sx,s) is the
available reactive capacity for the state s and the defined scenario. If the available
reactive capacity for the state s exceeds the reactive compensation demand for the
hour t, the unserved reactive energy for this hour is zero (Q deviations at the T-D
interface are fully compensated).

Eprob
fee,Sx,s(t) = 1 h ·

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

devQT−D,S0(t) − (QN,DER,Sx,sum − Qout,Sx,s)
,if devQT−D,S0(t) > (QN,DER,Sx,sum − Qout,Sx,s)

0 Mvar ,if devQT−D,S0(t) ≤ (QN,DER,Sx,sum − Qout,Sx,s)
(4.21)

Overall, for a power system with n generators, 2n capacity outage stages have to
be considered (here: n = 35 for the all DER scenario). Therefore, a function for the
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calculation of the Eprob
fee is developed in Python. The developed function is validated

with the assumptions of the IEEE reliability test system [71] and the results of expected
energy not served in Singh et al. [86] (see appendix C.1.3). For the reference scenario
S0 (without DER Q support) Efee,S0 is calculated by eq. 4.16. The reactive energy
credit rECprob and RECprob are calculated for a scenario Sx by eq. 4.18 and 4.19.

4.5.2. Assessment for different generation types

4.5.2.1. Time series model

Figure 4.13.: The reactive energy credit rEC for different DER types for the theoretical
assessment (left: Q import, right: Q export).

Figure 4.13 shows the outcome of the rEC calculations for the time series model.
For an undesired Q import at the T-D interface (Figure 4.13, left) the DER Q support
of all HV and HV/MV DER is capable to fully compensate (All DER scenario: rEC =
0.98 pu (PF fix) and rEC = 1 pu (Q fix and STATCOM)) the unserved reactive energy
at the T-D interface. For the different DER types the highest rEC is determined for
Hydro DER (Q fix: rEC = 0.84 pu), which can reduce the unserved reactive energy (Q
import) by 84 %. Furthermore, also PV DER and Thermal DER (Q fix: rEC = 0.68 pu)
can also achieve a significant rEC. For an undesired Q export at the T-D interface
(Figure 4.13, right), the DER Q support of all HV and HV/MV DER can not fully
compensate the unserved reactive energy (All DER scenario: rEC = 0.3 pu (PF fix),
rEC = 0.46 pu (Q fix) and rEC = 0.69 pu (STATCOM)). This is because of the strong
overexcited operation of the distribution section for most time of the year and the
challenging Q requirements at the T-D interface (fully compensated grid requested,
see scenario definition in section 2.4.2). However, the highest rEC is determined for
Hydro DER (Q fix: rEC = 0.22 pu) and Thermal DER (Q fix: rEC = 0.16 pu). PV,
Wind, and Pump storage DER do not achieve a significant rEC, except when the
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STATCOM capability is applied. It should be noted, that the rEC is here normalized
by the unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface Efee,S0 (reference scenarios, Q
import or Q export), hence DER types with a higher installed capacity achieve likely
higher rEC values. Therefore, the value5 QN,% for a DER type in Figure 4.13 and
Figure 4.14 describes the share on the total nominal Q capacity of all considered DER
units.

4.5.2.2. Probabilistic reliability model

Figure 4.14 shows the rEC for the probabilistic reliability model of the generators.

Figure 4.14.: The reactive energy credit rECprob for different DER types for the theo-
retical assessment (left: Q import, right: Q export).

The DER Q support of all DER can fully compensate the unserved reactive
energy for the Q import at the T-D interface (Figure 4.14, left, rEC = 1.0 pu) and
can reduce the unserved reactive energy for the Q export at the T-D interface by
approximately 67 % (Figure 4.14, right, rEC = 0.67 pu). The results are widely similar
to the STATCOM results of the time series model (see Figure 4.13). Therefore, Table
4.4 shows the ratio of the rEC of the probabilistic generator model and the STATCOM
time series model (full reliability assumed). For most of the scenarios, this ratio can
be approximated by the unforced outage rate of the generators (1 − FORDER).

5The value QN,% for a DER type describes the share on the nominal Q capacity of all considered
DER units. The values are different for the Q import and Q export use cases, because different
underexcited and overexcited requirements for generators are defined for the HV and MV level
(see section 2.4.1).
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Table 4.4.: Ratio of the rEC of the probabilistic reliability model (rECprob
Sx ) and the

rEC of the time series model with STATCOM capability (rECS3.x).

PV DER Wind DER Hydro DER Thermal DER Pump DER
FORDER 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.05

Q import 0.988 0.959 0.993 0.937 0.955
Q export 0.981 0.951 0.990 0.932 0.952

4.5.3. Summary
The reactive energy credit rEC is an indicator for the contribution of DER Q support
to the reactive energy adequacy of a grid section. It describes, to what extend the
unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface (Q import or Q export) can be reduced
by DER Q support. The use of rEC is especially helpful, in case an energy based
penalty fee (in EUR/Mvarh) for the unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface is
applied.

Figure 4.15.: Overview rECimport and rECexport for different DER types and Q(P) ca-
pability characteristics.

Figure 4.15 provides an overview on the determined rEC for different DER types
and Q(P) capability characteristics. For the Q import at the T-D interface, high rEC
values are determined for the Hydro DER with Q fix and STATCOM capability and
the PV DER with STATCOM capability. For the Q export at the T-D interface, the
DER can only compensate a relatively small share of the unserved reactive energy and
low rEC values are determined for all DER types and capabilities. The rEC for the
probabilistic generator model are slightly below the STATCOM capability in the time
series model, because forced outage rates of the generators are considered. It should
be noted, that the rEC is here normalized by the unserved reactive energy at the T-D
interface of the reference scenario S0 (Q import or Q export), hence DER types with
a higher installed capacity achieve likely higher rEC values.
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4.6. Comparison of technical and theoretical
assessment

In this section, the derived performance indicators are compared for the technical
(annual power flow simulations) and the theoretical assessment (no detailed grid sim-
ulations) with a time series model of the generators. Therefore, 49 annual quasi static
power flow simulations are performed for the technical assessment (see scenario def-
inition in section 2.4). In the following subsection 4.6.1, the results are derived for
an unconstrained DER Q support at the distribution level and in subsection 4.6.2 the
results are derived for a voltage constrained DER Q support at the distribution level.

4.6.1. Unconstrained DER reactive power support

The results of the reactive flexibility hour are identical for the technical and theoretical
assessment, because identical feed-in data and Q(P) capability characteristics are con-
sidered. Figure 4.16 shows the results of the reactive capacity credit (left) and reactive
energy credit (right) for the Q import at the T-D interface and the theoretical (top)
and the technical assessment (middle). The result deviations (Figure 4.16, bottom)
are calculated by eq. 4.22 and 4.23. The results for the Q export at the T-D interface
are shown in appendix C.4.

ΔrCCSx,px = rCCtheo
Sx,px − rCCtech

Sx,px (4.22)

ΔrECSx = rECtheo
Sx − rECtech

Sx (4.23)

For the rEC calculations, a very good conformity is determined for the technical
and theoretical assessment. The result deviations ΔrECimport

Sx remain for all scenarios
below 0.05 pu. The rEC takes all annual values with Q deviations at the T-D interface
into account and is hence rather robust to a few outliers (annual extreme values). For
the rCC calculations, the theoretical and technical assessment show also a good match
and similar trends for the different DER types. Nevertheless, relevant deviations are
identified for a few annual extreme values treq,p0 (0th percentile) with the largest devi-
ation of ΔrCCimport

Sx,p0 = 0.35 pu for Thermal DER (Q fix capability, Figure 4.16, bottom
left). This outcome highlights a general challenge in capacity credit calculations, the
reactive capacity credit for annual extreme values can be highly sensitive.

Figure 4.17 shows the rCCimport
S2.x for various time steps treq and for the theoretical

(left) and the technical assessment (right). In the technical assessment, also the un-
derlying MV and LV grids have to be modeled (about 190 HV/MV transformers in the
grid section). However, measurement data is not available for all HV/MV transformers
and assumptions for the missing HV/MV transformer data are applied (see appendix
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Figure 4.16.: Reactive capacity credit (left) and reactive energy credit (right) for the
theoretical assessment and technical assessment.

A.3.4). As a consequence, the annual extreme values can appear for different time steps
in the technical and the theoretical assessment. The boxplot in Figure 4.17 highlights
the variability of the result population for 50 neighboring treq. For the technical as-
sessment the determined rCCimport

S2.7,0p = 0.65 pu (with the highest rCC deviations) is also
an outlier (Figure 4.17, right, black points) for the annual most extreme values with
treq < 50 h/year. Therefore, the result deviations between the technical and theoretical
assessment are mainly caused by the high sensitivity of the rCC calculation for annual
extreme values and the challenge to remodel Q flows for the whole year in time series
simulations. However, the rCC becomes less sensitive for a lower compliance target
level at the T-D interface (i.e. treq ≥ 150 h/year). The sensitivity of the rCC and the
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Figure 4.17.: rCCimport
S2.x (Q fix capability) for various time steps treq and for the theo-

retical (left) and technical assessment (right). The boxplot highlights the
variability of the result population for 50 neighboring treq.

derived conclusions are further discussed in section 4.7.3.

4.6.2. Constrained DER reactive power support

In this section, the Q(V) limitation curve (QV2, see section 2.4.1) is applied for the
DER systems. Here, the overexcited DER Q support is significantly restricted by the
Q(V) limitation curve and the focus is set on the annual Q import at the T-D interface
(overexcited DER Q support requested). The reason for the constrained overexcited
operation are the rather high voltage magnitudes at the HV level (above 1.04 pu, see
section 2.6.3). The underexcited DER Q support is not constrained by the Q(V)
limitation curve QV2 (see section 2.6.3) and the annual Q export at the T-D interface
is not in the scope of this section. Figure 4.18 shows the reactive capacity credit (left)
and reactive energy credit (right) for an unconstrained DER Q support (scenarios S2.x)
and for a voltage constrained DER Q support (scenarios S2.x.QV2) for the technical
assessment and the Q import at the T-D interface.

For the voltage constrained scenarios (S2.x.QV2), the rCC is partly relevantly
reduced. In this example, a rCCimport

S2.11,p2 (All DER overexcited) of 0.69 pu is deter-
mined for the unconstrained scenario (S2.11) and of 0.52 pu for the constrained sce-
nario (S2.11.QV2). The rEC of some DER types is also relevantly reduced for the con-
strained scenario (see Figure 4.18, right), but the DER Q support of all DER can still
fully compensate the undesired Q import at the T-D interface with rECimport

S2.11.QV2 = 1 pu.
Furthermore, Figure 4.18 shows, that not all DER units or types are effected equally by
the Q(V) limitation curve (QV2). Therefore, the location of the DER units in the grid,
such as R/X ratio and short circuit power at the network connection point, regional
power flows, or the voltage regulation scheme in the grid section, can have a relevant
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Figure 4.18.: Reactive capacity credit (left) and reactive energy credit (right) for an un-
constrained DER Q support (scenarios S2.x) and for a voltage constrained
DER Q support (scenarios S2.x.QV2) for the technical assessment.

effect on the DER Q support potential and the derived performance indicator. These
grids aspects of the DER Q support are considered in the technical assessment, but are
not considered in the theoretical assessment. Therefore, it should be highlighted, that
theoretical assessment approach should not replace detailed power flow simulations in
reactive power grid adequacy studies, but can complement them (see also discussion
in section 4.7.3).

4.7. Summary and discussion

4.7.1. Performance indicator for DER reactive power support

A main objective of this chapter is the introduction and application of different DER
performance indicators for reactive power grid adequacy studies. The focus is set on the
availability of DER Q support based on the DER feed-in characteristic and the applied
Q(P) capability characteristic. Further important performance indicators, such as the
sensitivity of DER Q support on the grid voltage and costs of Q provision, are not in
the scope of this chapter. The addressed performance indicators can be used to iden-
tify interesting DER plants, DER types, and DER Q(P) capability characteristics for
an active Q management at the distribution level. Furthermore, common performance
indicators enable a transparent comparison of DER Q support potential for different
case studies and grid sections. The performance indicator reactive flexibility hours
(RFH) describes the sum of annual hours of DER Q support within defined opera-
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tional ranges, such as full-range or partial-range Q support capability and is especially
of interest, in case it is not further specified, when DER Q support is required. For
reactive power grid adequacy studies, the performance indicator reactive capacity
credit (rCC) is especially considered as the most relevant. This performance indicator
can describe the DER Q support potential for the annual time steps with the highest
Q compensation demand at the T-D interface. Furthermore, in case an energy based
Q penalty fee (in EUR/Mvarh) for unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface is
applied, the reactive energy credit (rEC) can be an important performance indica-
tor. The reactive energy credit describes, to what extent the annual unserved reactive
energy at the T-D interface can be reduced by DER Q support.

4.7.2. Assessment for different DER types and different DER
capability characteristics

The outcome of the performance indicator reactive full load hour, reactive capacity
credit, and reactive energy credit can vary significantly for the different DER types,
Q(P) capability characteristics and also the Q import and the Q export at the T-D
interface. Overall, the analyzed performance indicators (PI) increase with an advanced
Q(P) capability characteristic (PIPF fix ≤ PIQ fix ≤ PISTATCOM). The performance
indicators for the probabilistic generator model are usually slightly lower compared
with STATCOM assumption in the time series model (PIprob ≤ PISTATCOM), because
forced outage rates of the generators are considered. The following list shows selected
results6 for the DER Q support assessment of the year 2014. The focus is set on
the performance indicators reactive capacity credit rCC and the full-range reactive
flexibility hours RFHfull.

• Hydro DER (n = 6): Achieve high RFHfull and a high rCC for the Q import
and Q export use case with Q fix and STATCOM capability. The DER Q support
potential is relevantly increased with a Q fix instead of a PF fix capability of the
generators.

• PV DER (n = 19): Achieve low RFHfull with Q fix capability and high RFHfull

with STATCOM capability. A high rCC is partly determined for the Q import
use case (appears only with high PV generation) with Q fix and STATCOM
capability. For the Q export use case (appears especially at night-times) a low
or no rCC is determined, except a STATCOM capability is applied.

• Thermal DER (n = 2): Achieve high RFHfull and a high rCC for the Q import
use case with Q fix and STATCOM capability. For the Q export use case only
a low or medium rCC is determined with Q fix capability. The results are very

6The following wording for the evaluation of the performance indicator is used: high: ≥ 75 %,
medium: between 25 % and 75 %, low: ≤ 25 % of the maximum value of the performance indicator
(RFH = 8760 h, rCC = 1.0 pu).
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sensitive to the availability of one large Thermal DER plant.
• Pump DER (n = 2): Achieve medium RFHfull with Q fix capability and high

RFHfull with STATCOM capability. Achieve only a low or medium rCC for the
Q import and Q export use case, except a STATCOM capability is applied.

• Wind DER (n = 6): Achieve medium RFHfull with Q fix capability and high
RFHfull with STATCOM capability. Achieve only a low or medium rCC for the
Q import and Q export use case, except a STATCOM capability is applied.

It should be highlighted, that the RFH, rEC, and rCC results are sensitive to the
applied case study and grid section and general conclusion on the DER Q support
potential of different generation types, such as Wind, PV, Thermal, or Hydro DER are
not recommended.

4.7.3. Discussion on different assessment approaches and outlook

In this section, different assessment approaches for the DER Q support are applied:

• Theoretical assessment: Analysis of coincident demand and generation data

– Time series model of Q sources
– Probabilistic reliability model of Q sources

• Technical assessment: Annual power flow simulation

– Time series model of Q sources

In the time series model, the DER Q support potential is modeled as a negative
Q demand in the time domain. The time series model can be applied for all DER types
and is especially recommended for DER with variable Q support potential (PF fix and
Q fix capability), because it can consider complex correlations between the DER Q
support potential and the Q support demand in the grid section. In the probabilistic
reliability model, the Q sources are modeled with their nominal Q support capability
and a forced outage rate. This model can be applied for DER with STATCOM ca-
pability, DER which are capable to provide a voltage induced redispatch or also for
compensation devices, such as mechanically switched compensators. With the proba-
bilistic reliability models, all generation outage scenarios (n-x scenario of Q sources)
for all annual time steps can be considered for the rCC and rEC calculation. Further-
more, also a combination of time series model for some Q sources and a probabilistic
reliability model for other Q sources can be applied in the theoretical assessment (see
appendix C.2.2).

Overall, the technical and theoretical assessment show similar trends in the DER
Q support assessment and similar results for most of the applied performance indicators
and scenarios. A main reason for that high compliance is that the DER Q support in the
investigated grid section is not limited by grid constraints under normal grid operation
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conditions. In case DER Q support is relevantly limited by grid constraints, relevant
deviations between the theoretical and technical assessment are determined (see section
4.6.2). Therefore, the theoretical assessment describes only the Q generation adequacy
and the technical assessment can describe the Q generation and grid adequacy of a grid
section. Hence, the theoretical assessment should be accompanied with detailed grid
simulations, i.e. worst-case snapshot analysis. Additionally, to the sensitivity factors
of DER Q support (see appendix A.4), grid constraint factors of DER Q support could
be also considered in theoretical assessment approaches in future studies.

For the reactive capacity credit relevant deviations between the technical and
theoretical assessment are determined for a few scenarios also under normal grid op-
eration conditions. This highlights a general challenge in capacity credit calculations,
where the focus is set on annual extreme values and the outcome can be highly sensi-
tive to the applied assessment approach and input data. This high sensitivity of the
capacity credit calculations can be reduced, in case the focus is set on a lower compli-
ance target level (i.e. 2th or 5th percentile of annual Q exchange at the T-D interface)
instead of the annual most extreme value (0th percentile). For the capacity credit cal-
culation of Wind and PV power in active power grid adequacy studies, the use of 10
years of coincident demand and generation data is recommended in Holttinnen et al.
[73]. For reactive power grid adequacy studies, lower compliance target level might be
reasonable compared with the high reliability target level (i.e. 1 day in 10 years) in
active power grid adequacy studies (see section 4.2), hence less years of study might be
reasonable in reactive power grid adequacy studies. Nevertheless, additional years of
study are required for reactive power grid adequacy studies to increase the robustness
of the results. A reactive power grid adequacy study over several years seems only
practicable for theoretical assessment approaches in grid planning procedures.

The assessment of reactive capacity credit and reactive energy credit was per-
formed for the maximum Q import and Q export at the T-D interface and a full
compensation requirement at the T-D interface was considered (QT−D,req = 0 Mvar).
The rEC and rCC are derived on the annual Q deviations at the T-D interface devQT−D

and other Q range or power factor requirements at T-D interface can be also considered
with the presented approaches.
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5.1. Introduction
For active power generation planning in power systems, grid planning procedures based
on the annual load duration curve are widely applied (i.e. [87], [88]), and comprehen-
sive assessment tools for the active power grid adequacy are already available (see for
example section 4.4). The load duration curve provides information on the annual
power and energy demand and is therefore helpful for the generation portfolio man-
agement in power systems. A main objective of this chapter is the introduction of a
reactive power grid adequacy planning approach, based on the annual duration curve of
reactive power deviations at the T-D interfaces devQT−D. Therefore, the investigated
grid section is considered as a Q balancing zone, which should manage the Q exchange
at T-D interface within a defined Q range. The compliance of the distribution section
with a defined Q range and a compliance target level at T-D interface can provide
planning security for the grid operators and can improve the overall reliability of the
bulk power system. Two different planning objectives are considered:

• With the fixed compliance target level objective, the TSO and DSO agree
on a defined Q range and a defined compliance target level at the T-D interface.
The compliance target level defines the percentage of annual values, which should
be within the defined Q range at T-D interface, i.e. 98 % of annual values. The
overall scope of this approach is the identification of the additional Q compen-
sation demand at the distribution level to achieve the defined compliance target
level at the T-D interface.

• In the economic assessment, a penalty fee for the unserved reactive energy
at the T-D interface is considered. This is in some instances practiced by TSOs
to penalize undesired behavior at the T-D interface. The DSO can either con-
tinuously pay the arising penalty fee, or the DSO can decide to invest in new
compensation devices to reduce or avoid a penalty fee. The overall scope of this
approach is the identification of the economic optimum between the payment of
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the penalty fee and the investment in new compensation devices. Furthermore,
the expected net present value of additional Q compensators can be derived for
a defined compliance target level.

The approach is developed as a basic reactive power grid adequacy planning
tool for DSOs, thereat requirements and demands of other stakeholders are considered
as boundary conditions, such as the Q range, the compliance target level, or the Q
penalty fee at the T-D interface for the TSO. The approach bases on a detailed curve
analysis of devQT−D and was firstly introduced in Kraiczy et al. [52]. In Kraiczy et
al. [52] the focus of the economic assessment approach was set on the compensator
investment costs and a penalty fee for unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface.
In this chapter the following additional modifications of the economic assessment are
considered:

• The cost benefit analysis is changed from an equivalent annual costs method in
Kraiczy et al. [52] to a net present value calculation.

• The cost assumptions for the investment costs and operational costs of Q com-
pensation devices are updated.

• Changes in the annual Q compensation demand at the distribution level for future
years can be considered (simplified by an expected growth factor).

• Maintenance costs (in EUR/year) and loss costs (simplified in EUR/Mvarh) for
Q compensators can be included.

• Possible DER Q procurement costs (simplified in EUR/Mvarh) can be included
(only considered in appendix D.3).

The chapter has the following structure: section 5.2 explains the considered scenarios;
section 5.3 assess the additional Q compensation demand for different compliance tar-
get level at the T-D interface; section 5.4 explains the methodology of the economic
assessment approach and the derived cost assumptions; and section 5.5 shows the re-
sults of economic assessment approach for different Q compensator technologies and
DER Q support scenarios. Finally, section 5.6 summarizes the key findings of the case
study. The developed approach is rather easy to apply and enables the consideration
of various sensitivities and impact factors in reactive power grid adequacy planning.
However, the approach has also relevant simplifications and section 5.6 also discusses
the applicability and limitations of the presented approach

5.2. Scenario definition
The scenarios in this chapter are the same as those described in chapter 2. Additionally
also the DER Q support for the 2025 grid model is derived (see section 3.3). The focus
is set on the scenarios, where all HV and HV/MV DER can provide Q support (see
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also chapter 2.4.3 for detailed scenario description):

• S0 Reference (All DER with PF=1)
• S1.12 All HV and HV/MV DER max. underexcited with PF fix capability
• S2.12 All HV and HV/MV DER max. underexcited with Q fix capability
• S3.12 All HV and HV/MV DER max. underexcited with STATCOM capability

The objective of the assessment is to highlight the overall DER Q support po-
tential at the T-D interface considering different DER Q capability characteristics. In
practice, usually just some of the generators are capable to provide an advanced Q
capability, such as Q fix or STATCOM capability. As Q range at the T-D interface
an interpretation of the ENTSO-E demand connection code (DCC) is considered1 (see
Req. 2 in section 2.4.2). In the DCC, a Q export at T-D interface at low net demand
periods (PT−D(t) < 0.25 · PT−D,max) is undesired, and hence the focus is set on the
annual Q export deviation, the underexcited DER Q support potential, and the de-
mand for additional shunt reactors at the distribution level. The annual duration curve
devQT−D for different scenarios with and without DER Q support can be derived from
the technical or theoretical assessment introduced in chapter 2. The annual duration
curve devQT−D is defined in section 4.4 and in this chapter the annual duration curve
devQ0+

T−D is delimited to positive real values R
0+. In this chapter, the focus is set on

the outcome of the technical assessment and the time series model of Q sources.
Figure 5.1 shows the P and Q exchange at the T-D interface for the different

scenarios for the years 2014 (colorscale in front) and 20252 (grey in background). The
Figure shows that the DER Q support can reduce the Q deviations at the T-D interface,
but cannot fully prevent a undesired Q exchange at the T-D interface for the applied
Q range.

1In the investigated case study area, the T-D requirements are defined in bilateral agreements between
the TSO and the DSO and the considered Q range at the T-D interface does not correspond with
current requirements for the case study area. The DCC requirements for the maximum Q import
at the T-D interface of 48 % of the peak demand is usually easy to comply for the distribution
level. In bilateral agreements between TSO and DSO significantly stricter requirements can be
defined for the maximum Q import at the T-D interface. Hence the Q import at the T-D interface
can become a challenge for the Q management at the distribution level, and especially for the
future scenario with an increased distributed generation and increased reverse power flow. The
maximum Q import at the T-D interface is not in the scope of the following assessment. However,
this development should be noted before an investment in additional shunt reactor technologies is
completed, i.e. investment decision for variable or fixed shunt reactors.

2In 2025 the annual peak demand max(PT−D,2025) slightly decreases and the defined Q range at the
T-D interface needs to be adopted. The adopted Q range for 2025 is not shown in Figure 5.1.
Nevertheless, this aspect is considered for the calculation of devQ0+

T−D,2025.
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Figure 5.1.: PQ exchange at the T-D interface for the different scenarios (technical
assessment, year 2014 (colorscale in front), year 2025 (grey in background),
DER max. underexcited). All values are normalized by the annual peak
demand PT−D,max of the year 2014.

5.3. Assessment of the additional compensation
demand for different compliance target level

A major objective of reactive power management at the distribution level is the compli-
ance with a defined Q range at the T-D interface. Similar to active power grid adequacy
studies, a fixed compliance (or reliability) target level can be applied. A widely applied
planning principle is the design of grid assets on (annual) worst case scenarios, i.e. the
maximum Q deviation at the T-D interface, and eventually including an additional Q
reserve margin at the T-D interface. However, a full compliance with a new defined Q
range at the T-D interface might lead to very high additional compensation demands
at the distribution level. A reactive power inadequacy at the distribution level leads
to an undesired Q exchange at the T-D interface, and several measures are usually in
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place to resolve this inadequacy, such as a Q provision by available Q sources at the
transmission level or neighboring distribution sections, a grid reconfiguration or an ad-
justment of voltage regulator tap positions, an active power curtailment of generators
or load shedding at the transmission or distribution level. Therefore, in this section
three different compliance target level treq,p0, treq,p2 and treq,p5 at the T-D interface are
considered:

• treq,p0 = 0 h (0th percentile): the defined Q range at the T-D interface should be
fulfilled for all annual hour values (full compliance).

• treq,p2 = 175 h (2nd percentile): the defined Q range at the T-D interface should
be fulfilled for 98 % of annual hour values.

• treq,p5 = 438 h (5th percentile): the defined Q range at the T-D interface should
be fulfilled for 95 % of annual hour values.

Figure 5.2 shows the annual duration curve devQ0+
T−D for the years 2014 (solid

lines) and the projected year 2025 (dotted lines). The additional compensation de-
mand for the different compliance target level is derived from devQ0+

T−D. The highest
compensation demand is determined for the scenario S0 without DER Q support and
treq,p0 (full compliance) with Qx,p0,2014 = 0.27 pu3. For the full compliance requirement,
the DER Q support can relevantly reduce the compensation demand at the distribu-
tion level, with Qx,p0,2014 = 0.23 pu for S1.12 (PF fix), Qx,p0,2014 = 0.2 pu for S2.12 (Q
fix), and Qx,p0,2014 = 0.14 pu for S3.12 (STATCOM). Furthermore, a lower compliance
target level significantly reduces the additional Q compensation demand. For a compli-
ance requirement of 95 % of annual values, the additional compensation demand can be
reduced by 48 % for S0 (Qx,p5,2014 = 0.14 pu), by 70 % for S1.12 (Qx,p5,2014 = 0.08 pu),
by 85 % for S2.12 (Qx,p5,2014 = 0.04 pu p.u.), and by 96 % for S3.12 (Qx,p5,2014 = 0.01 pu)
compared to a full compliance target level for the reference scenario S0.

Table 5.1.: Residual Q compensation demand Qx for different compliance target level
for the years 2014 and 2025 and for different DER Q support scenarios. All
values are normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

Table 5.1 provides an overview of the determined residual compensation demand
3Power values are normalized by the annual peak demand PT−D,max,2014. An additional Qx of 0.27 pu

corresponds with 27 Mvar in a 100 MW peak demand distribution section.
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Figure 5.2.: Annual duration curve devQ0+
T−D for different scenarios of DER Q support

for the years 2014 (solid lines) and the year 2025 (dotted lines, maximum
Q-export). All values normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

Qx for the different compliance target level and the base year 2014 and the projected
year 2025. Due to a high uncertainty for future scenarios, the focus in the design of
additional compensators is set on the base year 2014. Overall, the Q compensation
demand relevantly increases for the projected year 2025 and the scenario S0, S1.12,
and S2.124. For example, an additional Q compensation capacity of Qx = 0.14 pu has
a level of non-compliance tQx of 5 % of annual values for scenario S0 in 2014. In 2025,
this additional compensation capacity has an expected level of non-compliance of about
14 % of annual values (tQx = 1200 h) for scenario S0. Therefore, the assessment of Q
compensation demand has to be performed periodically, to ensure that the system is
operating in compliance with the defined compliance target level.

In grid planning procedures, the assessment for further historic years is relevant
to increase the robustness of the findings and to avoid a design of compensators solely
on an extreme or unusual year. Overall, the adequate compliance target level needs
to be specified in detail between the relevant stakeholders, i.e. TSO and DSO, and an
appropriate compromise between reliability requirements and economic viability needs
to be identified. Therefore, the remaining chapters provide an economic assessment

4In the future scenario, solely additional Wind DER are connected to the HV level and HV/MV
interface and are considered for an active Q management. In scenario S3.12 (STATCOM capabil-
ity) the new installed Wind DER at the HV and HV/MV level can significantly support the Q
management at the T-D interface, hence the new Wind DER can almost compensate the increased
compensation demand in 2025. Otherwise, the Q support potential of the Wind DER in S1.12 (PF
fix) and S.2.12 (Q fix) is rather low for the applied case study (see section 4.4), hence the new Wind
DER can not significantly reduce the increased compensation demand in 2025. A possibility to
further increase the DER Q support potential in the grid section is by including MV DER systems
and especially MV Bio DER in an active Q management concept (see also Wang and Kraiczy et
al. [28]).
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approach of the additional Q compensation demand at the distribution level.

5.4. Methodology of the economic assessment
approach

For the economic assessment approach, a penalty fee for unserved reactive energy at the
T-D interface is considered. This is in some instances practiced by TSOs to penalize
non-compliant behavior at the T-D interface. The DSO can either continuously pay the
arising penalty fee, or the DSO can decide to invest in new compensation devices to re-
duce or avoid the penalty fee. The overall scope of the planning approach is to identify
the economic optimum between the payment of the penalty fee and the investment in
new compensation devices. Furthermore, the expected net present value of additional
Q compensators can be derived for a defined compliance target level. For the economic
assessment, the utilization rate of additional Q compensators and the evaluation of
investment and operational costs of compensators is of relevance. Therefore, the devel-
oped economic assessment is based on an analytic assessment of the annual duration
curve devQ0+

T−D, which can provide estimates about the expected frequency of use (in
hours) and the extent of use (in Mvarh) of additional Q compensation capacities Qx.

5.4.1. Net present value calculation and cost assumptions

The net present value (NPV) of an investment reflects the present value (PrV) of an
expected future cash flow netted against the required investments Cinv. Overall, the
NPV is a measure for the revenue surplus of an investment over the investment lifetime
N . An investment with positive NPV will add value to the company and an investment
with negative NPV will subtract value from the company [89]. In the developed proce-
dure, the NPV is calculated for various additional Q compensation capacities Qx and
different scenarios with DER Q support Sx. In the NPV calculation, the investment
costs of additional compensators Cinv,Qx,Sx,y0, the present value of compensator main-
tenance costs PrVmain,Qx,Sx, the present value of compensator loss costs PrVlcomp,Qx,Sx,
and the present value of possible procurement costs for DER Q support PrVlDER,Qx,Sx

(only considered in appendix D.3) can be considered on the expanses site (negative
cash flows in eq. 5.1). On the revenue side, the present value of penalty fee sav-
ings ΔPrVfee,Qx,Sx for an unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface are considered
(positive cash flow in eq. 5.1). Table 5.2 provides an overview on the applied cost
assumptions.

NPVQx,Sx = −Cinv,Qx,Sx,y0 − PrVlDER,Qx,Sx − PrVmain,Qx,Sx − PrVlcomp,Qx,Sx

+ΔPrVfee,Qx,Sx
(5.1)
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Table 5.2.: Overview on cost assumptions (reference assumptions in bold).

Category Cost assumption Comment

Q penalty fee cfee 1.15 EUR/Mvarh (low fee)
2.3 EUR/Mvarh (refer-
ence)
4.6 EUR/Mvarh (high fee)

The reference Q penalty fee is
based on a price sheet for grid
user by 50Hertz (German TSO)
[90].

Investment costs
compensators
cinv

25...38...46 EUR/kvar
(variable compensators)
16...23...28 EUR/kvar (fixed
compensators)

Bases on the average investment
costs plus the bandwidth of grid
connection costs of HV reactors
in BMWi report [91]. For vari-
able compensators a continuous
Q controller was assumed.

Lifetime com-
pensators N

35 years In BMWi report [91] the opera-
tional life of reactors is defined
between 35 and 40 years.

Typical mainte-
nance costs com-
pensators kmain

0.5 %/year · Cinv Maintenance costs of reactors in
BMWi report [91] between 0.3 %
to 0.7 % of investment costs.

Q related losses
compensators
plcomp

5 W/kvar Typical losses of HV reactors in
BMWi report [91].

Loss costs com-
pensators clcomp

37.9 EUR/MWh Reference price for energy losses
in 2019 from [92].

Procurement
costs DER Q
support clDER

0 EUR/Mvarh (reference)
In appendix D.3:
0 EUR/Mvarh (PF fix)
0.6 EUR/Mvarh (Q fix)
3.5 EUR/Mvarh (STAT-
COM)

In Wang et al. [93] maximum
Q related loss costs for a MV
Wind park (PN = 26 MW) of
0.6 EUR/Mvarh (Q fix capabil-
ity) and 3.5 EUR/Mvarh (STAT-
COM capability) are determined.

Further assumptions:

• Interest rate i = 0.05
• Investment costs imputed at 1st January 2014 (y = 0). Annual cash flows

imputed at 31st December of each year with start in 2014 (y = 1). All (net)
present values are referred to the 1st January 2014 (y = 0).

• Further charges or taxes are not considered.
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ΔPrVfee,Qx,Sx = PrVfee,Q0,S0 − PrVfee,Qx,Sx (5.2)

with : Cinv,Qx, PrVlDER,Qx,Sx, PrVmain,Qx,Sx, PrVlcomp,Qx,Sx,

PrVfee,Qx,Sx, PrVfee,Q0,S0 ∈ R
0+

The reference for the NPV calculation is set on the scenario with no DER Q support
(index S0) and without an investment in additional Q compensators (index Q0, Qx =
0 Mvar). The present value PrVx of different cost and revenue factors5 are imputed
to the beginning of the base year 2014 and the future cash flows Cx,y are discounted
for each year y by a discount rate i (eq. 5.3 is taken from [94] and is adjusted for the
applied use case).

PrVx =
N∑

y=1

Cx,y

(1 + i)y
(5.3)

The discount rate i reflects the costs of the invested capital and usually reflects
the weighted average cost of equity and debt used to finance the investment [94]. The
calculation of the annual cash flows Cx,y and present values PrVx for different cost and
revenues are described in detail in the following subsections. The impact of additional
Q compensators on the grid losses is not considered in the economic assessment. This
impact strongly depends on the placement of the compensators and on the operational
strategy of the grid operator and detailed grid simulations are required to assess the
impact of additional Q compensators on the grid losses. Therefore, appendix D.6 and
the discussion section 5.6.2 compare the results of the presented economic assessment
approach with a detailed implementation study of additional Q compensators for the
investigated grid section.

In Germany, the operation of modern DER within the grid code requirements
(former MV grid code [53]: PF fix capability, current MV grid code [3]: Q fix capabil-
ity, HV grid code [2]: Q fix capability) is currently without a financial compensation.
For DER Q support beyond the grid code requirements, bilateral agreements between
the grid operator and the DER plant operator/owner can be in place. The financial
compensation for DER Q support within and beyond the grid code requirements is
currently under discussion in Germany (see [91], [95]). The focus of the economic
assessment with DER Q support is set on the PF fix and Q fix capability, and pro-
curement costs for DER Q support are not in the scope of the thesis. A detailed study
on the 24/7 availability of DER Q support and respective procurement costs is pro-
vided by Kämpf in [96]. However, DER Q procurement costs are implemented in the
presented economic assessment approach and discussed in appendix D.3.

5The index x in PrVx and Cx,y refers to any cost and revenue factor in the the NPV calculation.
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5.4.2. Calculation of the reactive power penalty fee

In the developed procedure, the NPV is calculated for different level of non-compliance6

tQx,Sx. Therefore, the additional compensation capacity Qx,Sx for a scenario Sx (see
eq. 5.4 and 5.5) is varied between zero (tQ0,Sx with Qx,Sx = 0 Mvar) and the maximum
Q deviation at the T-D interface (full compliance: tQx,Sx = treq,p0 = 0 h/year with
Qx,Sx = devQ0+

T−D,Sx,max).

0 ≤ tQx,Sx ≤ tQ0,Sx (5.4)

Qx,Sx = devQ0+
T−D,Sx(tQx,Sx) (5.5)

The unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface for a scenario Sx and without ad-

Figure 5.3.: Annual duration curve devQ0+
T−D and determination of Efee,Q0,Sx (without

additional compensation, left) and Efee,Qx,Sx (with compensation capacity
Qx, right)

ditional compensation Efee,Q0,Sx is derived from the annual duration curve devQ0+
T−D,Sx

(see Figure 5.3, left, and eq. 5.6).

Efee,Q0,Sx =
∫ tQ0,Sx

0
(devQ0+

T−D,Sx (t))dt (5.6)

Furthermore, also the unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface Efee,Qx,Sx with an
additional compensation capacity Qx is derived from devQ0+

T−D,Sx (Figure 5.3, right, and
eq. 5.7). Here, all values of devQ0+

T−D,Sx smaller or equal to Qx can be fully compensated
by the additional Q compensators.

Efee,Qx,Sx =
∫ tQx,Sx

0
(devQ0+

T−D,Sx (t) − Qx,Sx(t))dt (5.7)

The present value of the Q penalty fee PrVfee,Qx,Sx is calculated in eq. 5.8,
where cfee is the relative Q penalty fee in EUR/Mvarh. The factor fcomp,Sx,y is used

6tQx: Annual level of non-compliance (h/year) at the T-D interface with additional compensators.
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to consider annual changes over the years of the unserved reactive energy at the T-D
interface Efee,Qx,Sx. In the reference assumptions a constant Q compensation demand
(fcomp,Sx,y = 1) is considered.

PrVfee,Qx,Sx =
N∑

y=1

fcomp,Sx,y · Efee,Qx,Sx · cfee

(1 + i)y
,with: cfee, fcomp,Sx,y ≥ 0 (5.8)

Figure 5.4 (left) shows the unserved reactive energy Efee,Q0,Sx and the level of
non-compliance at the T-D interface tQ0,Sx without additional Q compensators for
the years 2014 and 2025. In 2014, the DER Q support can significantly reduce the
unserved reactive energy by 44 % (S1.12 All-DER: PF fix) and 67 % (S2.12 All DER:
Q fix) compared with the reference scenario S0. Furthermore, the occurrence of Q
deviations tQ0,Sx can be significantly reduced from 1270 h/year (S0, 14.5 % of annual
values), to 812 h/year (S1.12, 9.3 % of annual values), and 597 h/year (S2.12, 6.6 % of
annual values). Figure 5.4 (right) shows the assumed growth factor fcomp,Sx,y of the
unserved reactive energy in the grid section for future years and different scenarios
with DER Q support. The derivation of fcomp,Sx,y is explained in appendix D.1.

Figure 5.4.: Unserved reactive energy Efee,Q0,Sx and level of non-compliance tQ0,Sx for
different DER Q support scenarios in 2014 and 2025, and without addi-
tional compensators (left). Assumed growth factor fcomp,Sx,y of unserved
reactive energy at the T-D interface for future years and different DER Q
support scenarios (right).

In the 2025 scenario, the unserved reactive energy Efee,Q0,Sx (without additional
Q compensation) significantly increases, because of a higher distributed generation and
more frequent occurrence of low net demand periods (see Figure 5.1). Furthermore,
higher Q exports at the T-D interface are determined, because of an increased cabling
at the distribution level. In the scenarios (S1.12, S2.12, S3.12) in the year 2025, the
DER Q support potential, of existing and new plants at the HV level and the HV/MV
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interface, is already considered. Overall, the unserved reactive energy Efee,Q0,Sx in 2025
more than doubles for the scenarios (S0, S1.12 and S2.12) compared with the base
year 2014. For the scenario S3.12 (DER with STATCOM capability), the increase in
2025 is not so significant. The additional plants at the HV level and HV/MV interface
(considered for a central Q management) are solely Wind DER. However, the Wind
DER achieve a low DER Q support potential (see section 4) and can not significantly
compensate the increase of compensation demand Efee,Q0,Sx in the grid section in 2025,
except if a STATCOM capability is applied. An opportunity to further increase the
DER Q support potential is the integration of MV DER in a central Q management
concept. Wang and Kraiczy et al. [28] highlighted that also the MV DER (especially
MV Bio DER and partly also PV DER) have a significant DER Q support potential
in the investigated case study area.

Figure 5.5.: Unserved reactive energy Efee,Qx,Sx with additional Q compensators Qx and
for different DER Q support scenarios Sx in 2014. Qx is normalized by
PT−D,max,2014.

A high relevance on the outcome of the subsequent NPV calculation, has the uti-
lization rate of additional Q compensators. Figure 5.5 shows the annual reactive energy
deviations Efee,Qx,Sx as a function of additional compensation capacity Qx. Here, the
utilization rate describes the capability of an additional Mvar compensation capacity
Qx, to reduce the unserved reactive energy Efee,Qx,Sx (in Mvarh). A rather high utiliza-
tion rate is determined for low Qx values (i.e. Qx < 0.05 pu) and a low utilization is
determined for high Qx values (i.e. Qx > 0.2 pu), because high Q deviations at the T-D
interface only appear rarely. Furthermore, the DER Q support reduces the utilization
of additional compensators (DER Q support priority), because the DER Q support
reduces the extent and occurrence of Q deviations at the T-D interface.
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5.4.3. Calculation of investment and operational costs of
additional compensators

Reactors are commonly used to compensate the capacitive consumption in alternating
current power systems. Different reactor technologies (i.e. oil-immersed iron core or
air-core shunt reactors) are available, which usually have relevant differences in the in-
vestments costs, compensation losses, maintenance costs, space or safety requirements.
A further grid planning question is the required controllability of the reactors, i.e. the
application of variable or fixed shunt reactors. The presented economic assessment
enables a comparison of capital expenses (CAPEX) and operational expenses (OPEX)
of different compensator technologies, and hence can support the decision making pro-
cess for different shunt reactor technologies. The investment costs (including expected
connection costs) of compensators is calculated in eq. 5.9, where cinv are the relative
investments in EUR/Mvar.

Cinv,Qx,Sx,y0 = cinv · Qx,Sx ,with: cinv ≥ 0 (5.9)

In this assessment a fully variable shunt reactor (continuously adjustable in range
[0; Qx]) and a fixed shunt reactor (fixed capacity Qx) are considered. For the fixed
shunt reactor a compensation with Qx is expected over the entire year and the annual
compensation energy Elcomp,Qx,y is calculated according to eq. 5.10 (see also Figure 5.6,
right), where Tyear is the sum of annual hours. Overall, also a fixed compensator can be
disconnected if required, i.e. for maintenance intervals. However, the Q compensation
demand varies especially over the daytime with high Q exports in the night hours and
high Q imports around noon with high PV generation (see section 3.1). A frequent
connect and disconnect is not practical for a fixed compensator and is not considered.

Figure 5.6.: Annual duration curve devQ0+
T−D and determination of Efee,Qx and Elcomp,Qx

for variable (left) and fixed Q compensation (right).
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Elcomp,Qx,Sx,y =
⎧⎨
⎩Qx,Sx · Tyear ,if fixed compensation

(Efee,Q0,Sx − Efee,Qx,Sx) · fcomp,Sx,y ,if variable compensation
(5.10)

For the variable shunt reactor, the annual compensation energy Elcomp,Qx is de-
termined from the annual duration curve devQ0+

T−D (see also Figure 5.6, left and eq.
5.10). Here it is expected that the variable shunt reactor is only activated for time steps
with devQ0+

T−D(t) > 0 and compensates only the necessary reactive power to minimize
devQ0+

T−D. Therefore, the variable shunt reactor can achieve significant lower compen-
sation losses compared with a fixed Q compensator. On the other hand, about 65 %
higher investment and maintenance costs (reference assumption, see Table 5.2) are con-
sidered for the variable shunt reactor compared with a fixed shunt reactor. In order to
meet the challenge of future power systems, with increasingly variable reactive power
demands7, the variable shunt reactor is considered as reference for the NPV calculation.
The eq. 5.11 describes the calculation of the present value of compensator maintenance
costs PrVmain,Qx,Sx, where fmain is the considered maintenance factor. Equation 5.12
describes the calculation of present value of compensator loss costs PrVlcomp,Qx, where
plcomp are the relative compensator losses in MW/Mvar and clcomp are the considered
loss costs in EUR/MWh.

PrVmain,Qx,Sx =
N∑

y=1

fmain · Cinv,Qx,Sx,y0

(1 + i)y
,with: fmain ≥ 0 (5.11)

PrVlcomp,Qx,Sx =
N∑

y=1

Elcomp,Qx,Sx,y · plcomp · clcomp

(1 + i)y
,with: clcomp, plcomp ≥ 0 (5.12)

5.5. Results of the economic assessment approach
The presented approach is widely customizable for different planning question in re-
active power grid adequacy planning at the distribution level. Therefore, different
planning questions are addressed in the following subsections:

7The application of a fixed shunt reactor seems only applicable, in case a continuous reactive power
offset (Q export) is identified in the case study area. Furthermore, the application of fixed shunt
reactors should not lead to temporary undesired Q import at the T-D interface for the current grid
state but also for future scenarios. For the defined case study and the applied DCC requirements
at the T-D interface, the maximum Q import range at the T-D interface of 48 % of PT−D,max is
fulfilled for the year 2014 and 2025 and the application of a fixed shunt reactor might be applicable
for the case study (see also Figure 5.1). However, the variable compensator can provide additional
flexibility for the system operation and can also have a more positive effect on the grid losses in the
grid section. This further benefits of the variable compensator are not considered in the economic
assessment.
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• Influence of the penalty for unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface on the
NPV calculation and the determined additional Q compensation demand at the
distribution level (section 5.5.1).

• Influence of capital expenditures and operational expenditures of different com-
pensator technologies on the NPV calculation and the determined additional Q
compensation demand at the distribution level (section 5.5.2).

• Influence of DER Q support on the NPV calculation and the determined addi-
tional Q compensation demand at the distribution level (section 5.5.3).

• Influence of expected future changes of the unserved reactive energy at the T-D
interface on the NPV calculation and the determined additional Q compensation
demand at the distribution level (section 5.5.4).

An overview table of all NPV calculation results is provided in the section 5.5.5

5.5.1. Results for different reactive power penalty fees

In this NPV calculation, three different penalty fees cfee for an unserved reactive energy
at the T-D interface are considered, with a low cfee (1.15 EUR/Mvarh), the reference cfee

(2.3 EUR/Mvarh) and a high cfee (4.6 EUR/Mvarh). The focus is set on the scenario
S0 (no DER Q support) with a constant unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface
(fcomp,Sx,y = 1) for future years. Furthermore, the variable shunt reactor is considered.

Figure 5.7 (left) shows the present value of the different cash flows for different
additional compensation capacities Qx. The savings of a Q penalty fee ΔPrVfee,Qx are
on the revenue side and the investment costs Cinv,Qx, maintenance costs PrVmain,Qx, and
compensation loss costs PrVlcomp,Qx are on the expenses side for additional Qx. For the
applied variable compensator, the compensation loss costs and maintenance costs are
rather low and the main relevant cash flows are the investment costs Cinv,Qx and the
savings of a Q penalty fee ΔPrVfee,Qx. While ΔPrVfee,Qx has an asymptotic behavior to-
wards a maximum value, Cinv,Qx increases with a constant factor cinv (38 kEUR/Mvar).
The asymptotic behavior of ΔPrVfee,Qx can be explained by different utilization rates
of additional Qx (see Figure 5.5). The applied penalty fees cfee solely effect the sav-
ings ΔPrVfee,Qx (color scheme for different assumptions) and other cash flows are not
effected (grey lines and markers are not sensitive on the applied cost variation).

Figure 5.7 (right) shows the total NPV (solid lines, left y-axis) and the level of
non-compliance tQx (dashed lines, right y-axis) for various additional Qx. The star
highlights the maximum determined NPV value NPVQx,opt and the circles the NPV
results for different compliance target level NPVQx,px. For the assessment with medium
Q penalty fee (black line), a maximum NPVQx,opt of only 0.02 MEUR is determined
for a Qx,opt of 0.01 pu (black star). Hence, solely the saving of a medium Q penalty
fee (2.3 EUR/Mvarh) does not encourage an investment in additional Q compensation
capacities for the case study from an economic perspective. However, an investment
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Figure 5.7.: Present value of different cost and revenue factors (left) and the net present
value NPVQx and level of non-compliance tQx (right) for different penalty
fees cfee. Grey lines and marker are not sensitive on the applied scenario
or assumption. Qx is normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

in additional Q compensators can still be meaningful from reliability aspects, in case
a defined compliance target level for the Q exchange is requested. Furthermore, not
all possible benefits of additional Q compensators are addressed in this assessment,
such as a possible reduction of grid losses or an improved voltage regulation at the
distribution level (see discussion in section 5.6.2). The maximum considered additional
compensation capacity Qx,p0 = 0.27 pu (large black circle) enables a full compliance
(tQx,p0 = 0 hours/year) of the grid section with the defined Q range at the T-D interface,
but also achieves the lowest NPV value with −13.2 MEUR. The negative NPV can be
explained by the low utilization rates of high compensation capacities. Furthermore,
Figure 5.9 shows the outcome of the NPV calculation for the assessment with a low
(yellow line) and a high Q penalty fee (magenta line). For the high Q penalty fee
(4.6 EUR/Mvarh) a positive NPV is identified for all Qx ≤ 0.23 pu and the investment
in additional Q compensators (Qx,opt = 0.11 pu, NPVQx,opt = 4.6 MEUR, magenta
star) is very advisable also from an economic perspective. On the other hand, for
a low Q penalty fee (1.15 EUR/Mvarh) the costs exceed the revenues for all Qx and
the investment in additional Q compensators is not advisable from a solely economic
perspective (Qx,opt = 0 Mvar).

Overall, the outcome of the economic assessment is highly sensitive to the applied
case study and especially the extent of unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface
and the utilization of additional Q compensators. In appendix D.2 the economic as-
sessment is repeated for a full compensation requirement at the T-D interface (no Q
export allowed for the whole year). In this case, the investment in additional Q com-
pensators is economic for all considered compensation capacities Qx and also for a low
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Q penalty fee.

5.5.2. Results for different compensator technologies

This NPV calculation compares the investment in variable and fixed compensators.
This example, highlights the relevance of capital expenses (CAPEX) and operational
expenses (OPEX) of additional compensators on the NPV calculation. For the com-
pensators, compensation losses plcomp of 5 W/kvar (fixed and variable compensator)
and investment costs cinv (including grid connection costs) of 16 to 28 EUR/kvar (fixed
compensator, reference is 23 EUR/kvar) and 25 to 46 EUR/kvar (variable compensator,
reference is 38 EUR/kvar) are considered. The annual maintenance cost account 0.5 %
of the initial investment. The focus is set on the scenario S0 (no DER Q support) with
a constant unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface (fcomp,Sx,y = 1) for future
years.

Figure 5.8.: Present value of different cost and revenue factors (left) and the net present
value NPVQx and level of non-compliance tQx (right) for different Q com-
pensator models (fix. = fixed compensator, var.= variable compensator).
Qx is normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

Figure 5.8 compares the present values (left) of different cash flows for the two
compensator models. Both shunt reactors can reduce the Q penalty fee PrVfee,Qx (grey
dashed line in Figure 5.8, left) and improve the compliance with the defined Q range
equally. The fixed compensator is characterized by lower investment Cinv,Qx and main-
tenance costs8 PrVmain,Qx compared to the variable compensator. On the other hand,
the compensation loss costs PrVlcomp,Qx are significantly higher for the fixed compen-
sator model. This effect is especially evident for high compensation capacities Qx with

8For a better visibility, the results for PrVmain,Qx are not shown in Figure 5.8. PrVmain,Qx increases
linear with the investment costs Cinv,Qx.
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a present value PrVlcomp,Qx of −15 MEUR (fixed compensator) and of −0.8 MEUR
(variable compensator) at full compliance (Qx = 0.27 pu, see dotted lines in Figure 5.8,
left).

Figure 5.8 (right) shows the total NPV of the two compensator models. The
variable compensator (black line, reference) achieves higher NPV values for all com-
pensation capacities, compared to the fixed compensator (magenta line, reference) and
is advisable from an economic (and also technical) perspective. The results of the
NPV calculation strongly depend on the applied case study, and especially the extent
of unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface. In the reference scenario S0, an
unserved reactive energy is determined for about 1200 h/year, the demand for high
compensation capacities is significantly lower, i.e. a Qx ≥ 0.2 pu is only required for
about 175 h/year (see circle treq,p2 in Figure 5.8, right). In case a Q compensation is
required for a large share of the year, the fixed compensator becomes more compet-
itive. In appendix D.2 the economic assessment is repeated for a full compensation
requirement at the T-D interface (no Q export allowed for the whole year). There, the
fixed compensator achieves higher NPV values for most compensation capacities Qx,
compared to the variable compensator. Overall, the economic assessment can help the
DSO to assess capital expenses CAPEX and operational expenses OPEX of different
compensators and can help the DSO to identify appropriate compensation devices.

5.5.3. Results for different DER reactive power support scenarios

In this NPV calculation the DER Q support potential is considered. Possible DER Q
procurement costs are not in the scope of this thesis. Hence, the focus is set on DER
Q support within the current and former grid code requirements (PF fix and Q fix
capability). The DER Q support within PF fix and Q fix capability is usually without
a financial compensation. A detailed study on the 24/7 availability of DER Q support
and respective procurement costs is provided by Kämpf [96]. The application of DER Q
procurement costs for the developed economic assessment approach is exemplary shown
and discussed in appendix D.3. Furthermore, also basic operational aspects of DER
and compensator coordination can be considered within the economic assessment, i.e.
which technology is activated in priority for Q compensation. In this NPV calculation,
DER Q support priority is applied, the DER will provide the necessary reactive power
to compensate devQ0+

T−D, and the variable shunt reactors are only activated, when DER
Q support cannot fully compensate the unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface.
In the applied example in appendix D.3 also a NPV calculation with a compensator
priority operation is considered. The focus of this assessment is set on variable Q
compensators (reference costs), a constant DER Q support potential, and a constant
Q support demand at the distribution level (fcomp,Sx,y = 1) for future years.

Figure 5.9 (left) shows the present value of different cash flow factors for the dif-
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Figure 5.9.: Present value of different cost and revenue factors (left) and the net present
value NPVQx,Sx and level of non-compliance tQx,Sx (right) for different DER
Q support scenarios Sx and different compensation capacities Qx. Qx is
normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

ferent scenarios with DER Q support. Overall, DER Q support reduces the energy de-
viations at the T-D interface Efee,Qx,Sx and a saving of Q penalty fee ΔPrVfee,Sx (colored
dashed lines) is already determined without any additional compensators (Qx = 0 pu).
The saving ΔPrVfee,Sx,Q0 increases with an advanced DER Q support capability (PF
fix: magenta dashed line, Q fix: yellow dashed line). This shows the present value of
DER Q support for the applied assumptions9. Furthermore, the DER Q support (DER
Q support priority) reduces the utilization of additional compensators and can slightly
reduce the compensator loss cost PrVlcomp,Qx,Sx (color dotted lines, 5.9, left).

Figure 5.9 (right) shows the total NPV and the level of non-compliance for ad-
ditional Qx and different DER Q support scenarios. Overall, the DER Q support
increases the NPV value from NPVQx,opt = 0.02 MEUR without DER Q support
(black star), to NPVQx,opt = 4.3 MEUR with PF fix capability (magenta star), and
NPVQx,opt = 6.5 MEUR with Q fix capability (yellow star). With DER Q support, the
optimal Qx,opt is also achieved at lower additional compensation capacities (see also
next section). Furthermore, a defined compliance target level at T-D interface treq,px

9In this assessment the focus is set on the NPV calculation of additional Q compensators and the
NPV calculation is performed for the lifetime of the additional compensators of N = 35 year.
Therefore, a constant DER Q support potential is assumed for the compensator life time. Hence,
in case a DER system is decommissioned within the analyzed time span, it is assumed that the
DER system is replaced by a DER system of the same performance and without any investment
costs for the grid operator. For the calculation of the economic benefit of DER Q support in
consideration of a penalty fee at the T-D interface, the application of the reactive energy credit is
suggested (see section 4.4), which provides direct information on the reduction of unserved reactive
energy at the T-D interface Efee,Qx,Sx with DER Q support
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(circles in Figure 5.9 (right)) can be achieved at lower additional compensation capac-
ity Qx,px and higher NPV values compared to the scenario S0 (no DER Q support). In
this example, the compliance target level treq,p5 (compliance for 95 % of annual values)
is achieved with a NPVQx,p5 of −3.9 MEUR at Qx,p5 = 0.14 pu (S0 no DER Q support,
small black circle), a NPVQx,p5 of 1.1 MEUR at Qx,p5 = 0.08 pu (PF fix, small magenta
circle) and a NPVQx,p5 of 4.8 MEUR at Qx,p5 = 0.04 pu (Q fix, small yellow circle).

The objective of the thesis is to highlight the potential of the different DER Q
capability characteristics. Nevertheless, in grid planning procedures a differentiation of
Q capability characteristics of the different DER units or types should be considered, i.e.
PF fix capability for conventional generators and Q fix for modern Wind DER and PV
DER. In case DER Q procurement costs are applied, the economic assessment tends
to higher additional Q compensation capacities compared to the presented scenario
without DER Q procurement costs (see appendix D.3). Overall, the outcome of the
economic assessment is highly sensitive to the applied case study and especially the
extent of unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface. In appendix D.2 the economic
assessment is repeated for a full compensation requirement at the T-D interface (no
Q export allowed for the whole year). In this case, the investment in additional Q
compensators is economic for all Qx and also for all analyzed DER Q support scenarios.

5.5.4. Consideration of growth in reactive power compensation
demand

In the previous sections, a constant unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface and a
constant DER Q support potential over the compensator lifetime is considered. In this
section also a growth factor fcomp,Sx,y of unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface
Efee,Qx,Sx for the future years is considered in the economic assessment. The growth
factor (see Figure 5.4) is determined on the basis of the expected power transits at the
T-D interface for the year 2025 (see Figure 5.1) and already considers the Q support
potential of existing DER in 2014 and new DER in 2025. A detailed description on the
calculation of the growth factor fcomp,Sx,y is provided in appendix D.1. The focus of
this NPV calculation is set on variable Q compensators with DER Q support priority,
and DER Q procurement costs are not considered.

Figure 5.10 (left) shows the present value of different cash flow factors for different
DER Q support scenarios. Overall, the maximum saving of a Q penalty fee ΔPrVfee,Sx

of 22.9 MEUR (colored dashed lines at Qx,Sx,max) more than doubles compared to the
scenarios with a constant compensation demand (fcomp,Sx,y = 1) at the distribution
level (see previous section, Figure 5.9, left). The increased Q compensation demand
at distribution level lead to higher utilization of additional compensators and further
increases the benefits of additional compensators and DER Q support. Other present
values are not (Cinv, PrVmain) or not significantly (PrVlcomp) effected by the applied
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Figure 5.10.: Present value of different cost and revenue factors (left) and the net
present value NPVQx,Sx and level of non-compliance tQx (right) for dif-
ferent DER Q support scenarios Sx in consideration of a growth factor
fcomp,Sx,y. Qx is normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

growth factor.
Figure 5.10 (right) shows the total NPV and the level of non-compliance for the

initial year (tQx,2014) and the projected year 2025 (tQx,2025). Overall, the demand for
additional compensators relevantly increases for the scenarios S0, S1.12, S2.12, in case
an expected growth factor fcomp,Sx,y is considered. For example, for the reference sce-
nario S0 all considered compensator capacities Qx ≤ 0.26 pu achieve a positive NPV
with NPVQx,opt = 6.5 MEUR (at Qx,opt = 0.12 pu, black star in Figure 5.10, right) and
the investment in additional compensators is advisable from an economic perspective.
Solely for the maximum considered compensation capacity Qx,p0 = 0.27 pu in the ref-
erence scenario S0 a negative NPVQx,p0 of −0.9 MEUR is determined (full compliance,
large black circle in Figure 5.10, right). The DER Q support further increases the NPV
value, for example a NPVQx,opt = 11.2 MEUR with PF fix capability (magenta star at
Qx,opt = 0.07 pu) and NPVQx,opt = 15.0 MEUR with Q fix capability (yellow star at
Qx,opt = 0.03 pu) is determined. Overall, the DER Q support can reduce the demand
for additional compensation capacity, either for the determined economic optimum
(stars in Figure 5.10, right) or a fixed compliance target level (circles in Figure 5.10,
right) compared to the reference scenario S0. In case a growth factor fcomp,Sx,y is con-
sidered, the economic optimum is determined at a level of non-compliance tQx,opt,2014 of
502 h/year (S0), 466 h/year (PF fix, S1.12) and 448 h/year (Q fix, S2.12). This corre-
sponds approximately with a compliance target level of treq,p5 = 438 h/year (compliance
for 95 % of annual values in 2014).

The consideration of an expected future Q compensation demand has a high
impact on the outcome of the NPV calculation. However, future scenarios have a
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Figure 5.11.: Annual cash flows for the reference scenario S0 and the determined
Qx,S0,opt = 0.12 pu (left) and total annual cash flow for the reference
scenario S0 and different compensation capacities Qx (right).

high uncertainty. Therefore, in the applied approach, a change of Q compensation
demand is only considered until the year 2025 (after 2025 the Q compensation demand
remains constant) and the cash flow for future years are discounted by the interest
rate in the NPV calculation. A senstivity analysis of the considered growth factor
fcomp,Sx,y is performed in section 5.5.6. Furthermore, the expected payback period of Q
compensator investments can be determined with the developed approach. Figure 5.11
(left) shows the present value of different annual cash flow factors. For the variable
compensator the main impact factors are the investment costs Cinv,Qx and the savings of
a Q penalty fee PrVfee,Qx. For the reference scenario S0 and the determined Qx,S0,opt =
0.12 pu, the payback of the initial investment is achieved after 16 years. The maximum
payback period can be limited in the NPV calculation, i.e. the investment should be
returned after at least 15 years. The limitation of the payback period avoids that very
uncertain cash flows, i.e. more than 15 years after the initial investment, are accounted
in the investment planning. Figure 5.11 (right) shows the incremental cash flow and
the payback period for different compensation capacities Qx. Lower compensation
capacities (Qx ≤ Qx,opt) have shorter payback periods but achieve lower total NPV
compared to Qx,opt. In case the payback period is limited to 15 years a Qx = 0.1 pu is
suggested by the NPV calculation for the the reference scenario S0.
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5.5.5. Overview results

Table 5.3 shows an overview of the results of the NPV calculation for the different
scenarios and assumptions. The determined additional compensation demand Qx, the
respective level of non-compliance tQx, and the respective net present value NPVQx is
shown for a full compliance at the T-D interface (index: Qx,p0) and for the highest
determined net present value (index: Qx,opt) for the specific scenario and assumptions.

Table 5.3.: Overview of the results of the NPV calculation.

For the scenarios with an assumed constant Q compensation demand for future
years (fcomp,y = 1 in section 5.5.1, 5.5.2 and 5.5.3), the economic optimum Qx,opt is
determined at no or low additional compensation capacities (Qx,opt ≤ 0.01 pu) and
the applied low or medium Q penalty fee does not encourage the investment in ad-
ditional Q compensators for the applied case study (from an economic perspective).
Only the high Q penalty fee would encourage the investment in additional Q com-
pensators Qx,opt = 0.11 pu and hence would encourage a reduction of the level of
non-compliance at the T-D interface to tQx,opt = 569 h/year (tQx,Q0 = 1270 h/year
without additional compensation) from a solely economic perspective. In section 5.5.4
also an expected increase of Q compensation demand for future years (fcomp,y > 1) is
considered. Therefore, the utilization of additional Q compensators increases in future
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years and the investment in additional Q compensators becomes advisable also for the
medium Q penalty fee from an economic perspective. In case the expected growth
factor fcomp,Sx,y is considered, the economic optimum is determined at a level of non-
compliance tQx,opt,2014 of 502 h/year (S0), 466 h/year (PF fix, S1.12) and 448 h/year
(Q fix, S2.12). This corresponds approximately with a compliance target level of
treq,p5 = 438 h/year (compliance for 95 % of annual values in 2014). Furthermore, the
economic assessment can provide the NPV of different scenarios for a fixed compliance
target level, such as treq,p0 (full compliance). In this example, the variable compensator
achieves higher (and better) NPVQx,p0 compared with the fixed compensator and also
a DER Q support increases the NPVQx,p0 at full compliance compared to the reference
scenario S0 without DER Q support.

Furthermore, a simplified equation for the economic assessment is developed in
appendix D.4, which identifies the economic optimum level of (non-)compliance. The
simplified equation shows a very good agreement with the economic assessment results
in this chapter, in case the defined conditions in appendix D.4 are fulfilled.

5.5.6. Sensitivity analysis

In this section, a sensitivity analysis is performed for different assumptions of the NPV
calculation in section 5.5.4 (growth factor fcomp,Sx,y, variable shunt reactor, DER Q
support priority considered). Figure 5.12 shows the determined economic optimum
tQx,opt (left) and Qx,opt (right) for scenario S0 as a sensitivity of different assumptions
for the NPV calculation. The investments costs for additional compensators cinv (in
EUR/Mvar), the Q penalty fee for unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface cfee

(in EUR/Mvarh), and the expected growth factor of future compensation demand
fcomp,S0,2025 achieve within the highest sensitivity for the NPV calculation. The follow-
ing sensitivities increase the additional compensation capacities Qx,opt and reduce the
level of non-compliance tQx,opt for the determined economic optimum:

• A reduction of investment costs for additional compensators cinv (blue line) and
lower interest rates i (yellow line) encourage higher compensation capacities Qx,opt

at the distribution level. A linear relationship is determined for cinv and the
optimal level of (non-)compliance tQx,opt.

• An increase of the Q penalty fee cfee (red line), a higher growth factor of future Q
compensation demand fcomp,2025 (magenta line) and longer compensator lifetimes
N (green line) encourage higher compensation capacities Qx,opt at the distribu-
tion level. The increase of cfee, fcomp,S0,2025 and N show an asymptotic behavior
towards a maximum additional compensation capacity Qx.

• The relative compensator loss costs clcomp (cyan line) only have a minor impact
on the determined compensation capacity Qx,opt for the variable shunt reactor,
with rather low compensation loss costs.
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Figure 5.12.: Outcome of the sensitivity analysis for the economic assessment for the
scenario S0, with tQx,opt (left) and Qx,opt (right). The values in the leg-
end brackets are the respective reference values. Qx is normalized by
PT−D,max,2014.

Overall, the economic optimum Qx,opt is determined for all applied sensitivities
below the level of full compliance (treq,p0 = 0 h/year, Qx = Qx,p0) and a certain level
of non-compliance seems viable from economic perspective for a reactive energy based
penalty fee (in EUR/Mvarh). The reason is the low utilization of high compensation
capacities. Furthermore, the energy based penalty fee (in EUR/Mvarh) do not encour-
age the design of additional compensators on annual extreme values, and do not solely
promote a full compliance at the T-D interface (from an economic perspective). This
aspect is further discussed in the section 5.6.2. The appendix D.5 shows the sensitivity
analysis for the scenarios with DER Q support S1.12 (PF fix capability), and S2.12 (Q
fix capability).

5.6. Summary and discussion

5.6.1. Summary

In this chapter, the additional Q compensation demand was determined for a fixed
Q range at the T-D interface. The defined Q range considers a possible implemen-
tation of the ENTSO-E demand connection code in the case study area. Table 5.4
provides an overview on the determined additional Q compensation capacities for dif-
ferent grid planning principles. A full compliance target level for the annual Q exchange
(0th percentile) leads to a high Q compensation demand at the distribution level, i.e.
Qx,p0 = 0.27 pu for the reference scenario S0 without DER Q support (correspond with
27 Mvar in a 100 MW peak demand distribution system). DER Q support can reduce
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the additional Q compensation demand for a fixed compliance target level, i.e. for full
compliance an additional compensation capacity of Qx,p0 = 0.23 pu (S1.12, PF fix ca-
pability), 0.2 pu (S2.12, Q fix capability), and 0.14 pu (S3.12, STATCOM capability) is
determined. Furthermore, lower compliance target level reduce the additional Q com-
pensation demand at the distribution level significantly. For example, for a compliance
target level of 95 % of annual values (5th percentile) the compensation demand can be
reduced by 48 % for S0 (Qx,p5,2014 = 0.14 pu) or by 86 % for S2.12 (Qx,p5,2014 = 0.04 pu)
compared to a full compliance target level of the reference scenario S0.

Table 5.4.: Overview of the additional Q compensation demand for different fixed com-
pliance target level and the economic assessment (reference assumptions
with variable shunt reactor and no DER Q procurement costs). Qx is nor-
malized by PT−D,max,2014.

In the economic assessment, a penalty fee for unserved reactive energy at the T-D
interface (2.3 EUR/ Mvarh) is applied. This is in some instances practiced by TSOs
to penalize undesired behavior at the T-D interface. In case a constant Q compen-
sation demand for future years (fcomp,Sx,y = 1) is considered, the economic optimum
is determined at no or low additional compensation capacities (Qx,opt ≤ 0.01 pu) and
the penalty fee does not encourage the investment in additional Q compensators for
the applied case study. However, in case the expected increase of unserved reactive
energy at the T-D interface is considered for future years (fcomp,Sx,y > 1), the invest-
ment in additional compensators becomes economically viable. The highest net present
value of additional Q compensators is here determined between Qx,opt = 0.12 pu (S0)
and Qx,opt = 0.03 pu (S2.12, Q fix capability), which corresponds approximately with
a compliance target level of 95 % of annual values (5th percentile) for the year 2014.
The applied economic assessment considers capital and operational expenditures of
different compensation technologies, and hence can support the determination of the
appropriate compensation technology. For example, the variable shunt reactor was in
the applied case study the economic solution compared to a fixed shunt reactor, be-
cause the higher investment and maintenance costs were more than repaid by lower
loss costs of the compensator. In the applied scenarios all DER at the HV-level and
at the HV/MV interface were considered for an active Q support. The DER Q sup-
port can reduce the additional Q compensation demand in the case study area for the
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fixed compliance target level and the economic assessment. However, possible DER
Q procurement costs are not considered in the presented approach and the results for
STATCOM capability (DER Q procurement costs usually requested) are not shown in
Table 5.4 for the economic assessment. The application of DER Q procurement costs
for the presented assessment approach and for the STATCOM capability is applied and
discussed in appendix D.3. Finally, also a sensitivity analysis of the applied cost as-
sumptions was performed, a high sensitivity of the economic assessment is determined
for the penalty fee of unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface, the considered fu-
ture Q compensation demand in the grid section, and the investment costs of additional
compensators.

5.6.2. Discussion

In this thesis, the focus is set on reactive power gird adequacy planning for a dis-
tribution section, and a detailed integrated transmission and distribution planning is
not performed. In case, integrated planning approaches are applied, further optimiza-
tion potential for reactive power and voltage adequacy planning at the distribution and
transmission level are expected. However, this would also significantly increase the com-
plexity of the planning process. For instance the voltage magnitude at a transmission
node is rather hard to plan in a time series based and integrated planning procedure,
because further information and assumptions are required, such as the development of
active and reactive power flows of all connected transmission and distribution sections.
The definition of a Q balancing zone and a fixed Q range at the T-D interface is for
most instances state of the art and is considered in the relevant regulatory frameworks
[1], [97]. The compliance of the distribution sections with a defined Q range and a
compliance target level at T-D interface can provide planning security for the grid op-
erators and can improve the overall reliability of the bulk power system. Furthermore,
the reactive power grid adequacy study can provide information on the expected Q
flexibility potential at the T-D interface for the complete year or for defined use cases
(see chapter 4).

The applied planning principles should be discussed and harmonized in detail
between the TSO and DSO and should be a suitable compromise between economic
aspects, i.e. avoidance of unnecessary high investments at the distribution level, and
achievement of an appropriate reliability level for the bulk power system. For reactive
power grid adequacy planning, a target level of (non-)compliance of about 2 % to
5 % of annual values might be reasonable. A reactive power inadequacy at the T-
D interface can be also resolved by available Q sources at the transmission level (or
neighboring distribution sections), a grid reconfiguration or an adjustment of voltage
regulator tap positions, an active power curtailment of generators or load shedding at
the transmission or distribution level, which is not considered in the applied assessment.
Overall, the TSO can influence the outcome of the economic assessment with the
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adjustment of the penalty fee. However, in order to achieve an overall cost effective Q
management in the integrated power system, the penalty fee should reflect the real costs
for Q compensation by the TSO. Furthermore, the economic assessment is based on an
energy based penalty fee, where annual extreme outliers have only little influence on the
economic optimum of additional Q compensators at the distribution level. However,
these annual extreme values can be relevant for the reliability of the bulk power system.
For example, a penalty fee with a capacity price and an energy price for Q deviations at
the T-D interface would take the annual extreme values stronger into account and may
better reflect the real costs for Q compensation at the distribution and transmission
level.

The developed assessment approach, which bases on the annual duration curve
devQ0+

T−D, has low computing requirements and can analyze a large number of sce-
narios and sensitivities. Therefore, the developed approach could be used as a basic
planning tool for reactive power grid adequacy studies at the distribution level. How-
ever, detailed planning questions, such as the placement of additional Q compensators
at the distribution level, and hence the impact of additional Q compensators on the
grid losses, are not addressed. In appendix D.6 the outcome of the developed economic
assessment approach is compared with a detailed implementation study of additional
Q compensators in the grid section by Wang and Kraiczy et al. [98]. In Wang and
Kraiczy et al. [98], additional Q compensators are placed at the distribution level
and an application-oriented reactive power management of Q compensators and DER
systems is analyzed in annual power flow simulations. For the applied case study, the
grid losses had only a small impact on the economic assessment, and the presented
assessment approach, based on a curve analysis of devQ0+

T−D, shows a very good agree-
ment with the cost-benefit analysis of the detailed implementation study in Wang and
Kraiczy et al. [98].

The grid adequacy planning is performed for the base year 2014 and a projected
year 2025. In case more historical years are available for the assessment, the design of Q
compensators on eventual unusual or extreme years can be avoided. The development
of future Q compensation demand has a large impact on the results of the economic
assessment. Therefore, advanced forecasts of future Q compensation demand, i.e. ad-
ditional future benchmark years, can further improve the investment planning of Q
sources in the integrated power system.
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6.1. Summary
Reactive power grid adequacy studies: The study aims to develop grid planning
procedures for an active Q management at the T-D interface by making use of con-
trollable Q sources at the distribution level, like DER and Q compensators. Therefore,
a predefined Q range at the T-D interface is considered and the term reactive power
grid adequacy is subsequently used, to describe the compliance level of the distribu-
tion level with the predefined Q range at T-D interface. The developed approaches
can be easily adjusted to different Q requirements at the T-D interface. The following
main innovations for reactive power grid adequacy studies at the distribution level are
presented in the thesis:

• In Chapter 2 a theoretical assessment approach for reactive power grid adequacy
studies is introduced, which does not require detailed grid simulations. In the
theoretical assessment, the characteristics of coincident power demand and power
generation data are analyzed and evaluated for a grid section. The results of the
theoretical assessment are compared with a technical assessment based on quasi-
static annual power flow simulations.

• In Chapter 3 a comprehensive analysis of the reactive and active power flows at
the distribution level is introduced and relevant impact factors, correlations and
temporal dependencies on the power flows are identified.

• In Chapter 4 new performance indicators for DER Q support at the T-D in-
terface are introduced and analyzed for the grid section, such as the reactive
capacity credit and the reactive energy credit. The performance indicators focus
on the availability of DER Q support for reactive power grid adequacy studies.
Beside time series models, also probabilistic reliability models of Q sources can
be considered.

• In Chapter 5 a reactive power grid adequacy planning approach, based on the
annual duration curve of reactive power deviations at the T-D interface is in-
troduced. The approach identifies the additional compensation demand at the
distribution level for different compliance level at the T-D interface and economic
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criteria, and can consider the DER Q support potential at the distribution level.

Following the content and results of the chapters are summarized.
Chapter 2 - Simulation environment: The reactive power grid adequacy

study is performed for a real German HV grid section with high distributed generation.
The focus is set on an active Q management of DER connected to the HV level and
the HV/MV interface, which encompass PV DER, Wind DER, Hydro DER, Thermal
DER, and also Hydro Pump storage systems. For the DER Q support assessment three
different DER capability characteristics are considered with a fix power factor capability
(PF fix), a fix Q capability (Q fix) and a STATCOM capability1. For the reactive
power grid adequacy study two different assessment approaches are implemented. In
the theoretical assessment, an analysis and evaluation of coincident power measurement
data of DER systems and the T-D interfaces is performed (assumption "copper plate"2).
Furthermore, a sensitivity factor for the impact of DER Q support on the Q exchange
at the T-D interface can be considered. In the technical assessment, the DER Q
support potential at the T-D interfaces is determined by annual quasi-static power flow
simulations. The technical assessment features significant higher data, implementation
and computation requirements compared to the theoretical assessment, but also enables
a detailed analysis of grid impacts and grid constraints for DER Q support at the
distribution level.

The theoretical and the technical assessment show a very good agreement in the
P and Q exchange at the T-D interface and the DER Q support potential for the
normal grid operation scenario without grid constraints for DER Q support. Grid
constraints for DER Q support are not considered in the theoretical assessment and
relevant deviations between the theoretical and technical assessment are determined, if
the DER Q support is i.e. constraint by the local DER voltage magnitude. Therefore,
the theoretical assessment should be accompanied by detailed grid simulations, i.e.
snapshot analysis (see also discussion in the next section).

Chapter 3 - Active and reactive power behavior of distribution grids: In
a next step, the status quo of the P and Q exchange at the T-D interface is investigated
and relevant temporal dependencies, impact factors and correlations are identified.
In the grid section, the maximum Q export3 of 0.3 pu at the T-D interface appears
especially at night-times and at low net demand periods. Otherwise, the maximum

1For the PF fix capability and the Q fix capability, the DER can not provide Q support for time
steps with PDER(t) < 0.1 · PN,DER. With the STATCOM capability, the DER Q support potential
is independent from the DER active power feed-in.

2The term "copper plate" is often used to describe an infinitely strong interconnection or a single
node model (e.g [16], [42]). This assumption is, for example, widely applied in active power grid
adequacy and market studies.

3The values are normalized by the maximum annual active power demand of the distribution level.
For example in a distribution system with an annual peak demand of 100 MW, a normalized Q
export of 0.3 pu corresponds with 30 Mvar.
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Q import of 0.09 pu appears especially in the summer season, around noon, and for
time steps with significant PV generation. Furthermore, the weekday type (workday
or weekend/holiday) has a significant impact on the Q exchange at the T-D interface.

The analysis of the P and Q exchange of the underlying MV grids shows that the
application of a fixed power factor for the underlying MV grids does not well represent
the Q exchange at the HV/MV interfaces, especially for low net demand periods with
high Q exports. A detailed study of a fully integrated MV and LV grid model of the
grid section Seebach shows that also the application of local DER Q control, such as
watt-power factor control PF(P) or volt-var control Q(V), can increase the Q import
and the Q variability at the HV/MV interface, and can effect the operation of other
voltage regulators at the distribution level. Finally, a simulation environment for a
future 2025 grid model is developed. The simulation of the 2025 grid model shows that
the maximum annual Q import (due to increased distributed generation) as well as the
maximum annual Q export at the T-D interface (due to additional HV and MV cables)
further increases in the investigated grid section, in case no additional measures for an
active Q management are applied.

Chapter 4 - Reactive power support potential by Distributed Energy
Resources: In this section different performance indicators for DER Q support at
the T-D interface are introduced and discussed. The performance indicators focus
on the availability of DER Q support in reactive power grid adequacy studies. The
performance indicators can be used to identify interesting DER plants, DER types, and
DER capability characteristics for an active Q management at the distribution level and
enable a transparent comparison of DER Q support potential for different case studies
and grid sections. For reactive power grid adequacy studies, especially the performance
indicators reactive capacity credit and reactive energy credit are considered as most
relevant. The reactive capacity credit describes the expected DER Q support potential
for the annual time steps with the highest Q compensation demand at the T-D interface.
The reactive energy credit describes, to what extent the unserved reactive energy at
the T-D interface can be reduced by DER Q support.

Two different models of Q sources are considered. In the time series model, the
DER Q support potential is modeled as a negative Q demand in the time domain. The
time series model can be applied for all DER types and is especially recommended for
DER with variable Q support potential (PF fix and Q fix capability). In the prob-
abilistic reliability model, the Q sources are modeled with their nominal Q support
capability and a forced outage rate. This model can be applied for DER with STAT-
COM capability or DER which are capable to provide a voltage induced redispatch.

Overall, the analyzed performance indicators (PI) increase with an advanced
Q(P) capability characteristic (PIPF fix ≤ PIQ fix ≤ PISTATCOM). In this summary, the
focus is set on the performance indicator reactive capacity credit and the time series
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model of DER. A high reactive capacity credit4 is determined for the six Hydro DER
and partly also the two Thermal DER with Q fix capability and for all DER types
with STATCOM capability. Furthermore, also PV DER can achieve a high reactive
capacity credit with Q fix capability for the maximum Q import use case (appears
with high PV generation) but achieves only no or low reactive capacity credit for the
Q export use case (appears especially at night), except a STATCOM capability for the
PV DER is applied. Furthermore, Wind DER and Pump storage DER achieve only
a low to medium reactive capacity credit with PF fix and Q fix capability. The per-
formance indicators for the probabilistic generator model are slightly lower compared
with STATCOM capability in the time series model, because forced outage rates of the
generators are considered.

Chapter 5 - Reactive power grid adequacy planning approach at the
distribution level: In this chapter, the additional Q compensation demand is de-
termined for a fixed Q range at the T-D interface. The defined Q range considers a
possible implementation of the ENTSO-E demand connection code in the case study
area. A main objective of this chapter is the introduction of a reactive power grid
adequacy planning approach, based on the annual duration curve of reactive power
deviations at the T-D interface.

Firstly, the additional Q compensation capacity in the grid section is determined
for a fixed compliance target level5 at the T-D interface. A full compliance at the T-D
interface (100 % of annual values) leads to a high additional Q compensation demand6

at the distribution level of 0.27 pu for the reference scenario without DER Q support
and i.e. 0.2 pu with DER Q support of all HV and HV/MV DER with Q fix capabil-
ity. Furthermore, lower compliance target level reduce the additional Q compensation
demand at the distribution level significantly. For a compliance target level of 95 %
of annual values, an additional Q compensation demand of 0.14 pu without DER Q
support and i.e. 0.04 pu with DER Q support of all HV and HV/MV DER with Q
fix capability is determined. Secondly, in the economic assessment a penalty fee for
unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface (2.3 EUR/Mvarh) is applied and a net
present value calculation for additional Q compensators is performed from DSO per-
spective. If a constant Q behavior at the distribution level is considered for the future
years, the highest net present value is determined at non or very low additional compen-
sation capacities and the penalty fee does not encourage the investment in additional

4The following wording for the evaluation of the reactive capacity credit rCC is used: high: ≥ 0.75 pu,
medium: between 0.25 pu and 0.75 pu, low: ≤ 0.25 pu. A rCC value of 1 pu means, that all DER
(of a specified type) can provide their nominal Q capability QN,DER for the time of the year with
maximum Q compensation demand at the T-D interface and the respective compliance target level.

5The compliance target level defines the percentage of annual values, which should be within the
defined Q range at T-D interface, i.e. 98 % of annual values.

6The values are normalized by the maximum annual active power demand of the distribution level.
For example in a distribution system with an annual peak demand of 100 MW, a normalized Q
export of 0.3 pu corresponds with 30 Mvar.
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Q compensators. If the expected future increase of Q compensation demand at the dis-
tribution level is considered, the investment in additional compensators is economically
viable. The highest net present value of additional Q compensators is here determined
between 0.12 pu without DER Q support (S0) and i.e. 0.03 pu with Q support of all
HV and HV/MV DER with Q fix capability, which corresponds approximately with a
compliance target level of 95 % of annual values for the year 2014.

Conclusion: The thesis provides a basic framework for reactive power grid
adequacy studies at the distribution level and gives for example answers to the following
questions for the investigated grid section:

• What is the Q reserve or the Q deviation to a predefined Q range at the T-D
interface? When are the most critical values for the reactive power grid adequacy
determined?

• What is the Q support potential at the T-D interface of different DER plants,
DER types or different DER Q capability characteristics? When and how often
DER Q support is expected for the investigated grid section?

• What is the additional Q compensation demand at the distribution level based
on economic criteria or fixed compliance target level for the reactive power grid
adequacy? And to what extent can DER Q support reduce the additional Q
compensation demand at the distribution level?

The developed framework is designed as a basic planning tool for reactive power
grid adequacy studies at the distribution level and should be followed up by detailed
implementation studies of DER Q support and additional Q compensators at the dis-
tribution level (see also discussion in the next section). The results of the reactive
power grid adequacy study are highly sensitive to the investigated grid section and
the applied case study and general conclusions, i.e. on the DER Q support potential
of different DER types or the economic benefit of additional Q compensators are not
recommended.

6.2. Discussion of results and outlook
According to European regulations [99], [100], transmission and distribution grid oper-
ators should cover their reactive power demands from the year 2021 through a transpar-
ent, non-discriminatory and market-based procedure, as long as the national regulatory
authority has not granted an exception, because it believes that market-based Q pro-
curement is economically inefficient [91]. The Q procurement procedures are currently
under discussion in the German energy sector (see BMWi report [91]). In the BMWi
report [91], three main decision procedures for Q procurement by the grid operators
are defined and outlined, the Q capacity planning, the Q operational planning, and
the real-time Q operation. According to [91], the Q capacity planning focuses on in-
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vestment decisions for additional Q compensators, the requested Q capability of new
generation plants, or the Q capability retrofitting of existing generation plants. The
developed reactive grid adequacy study can support the grid operator in the Q capac-
ity planning procedure, and can, for example, provide transparent, non-discriminatory
performance indicators for different Q sources for the Q capacity planning. Neverthe-
less, the thesis covers just some aspects for the Q capacity planning in power systems
and has relevant assumptions, which are discussed below.

Integrated transmission-distribution studies: In this thesis, the focus is
set on reactive power grid adequacy planning for a distribution section and a detailed
integrated transmission and distribution planning is not performed. The definition of
a Q balancing zone and a fixed Q range at the T-D interface is for most instances state
of the art and is considered in the relevant regulatory frameworks [1], [97]. Joint stud-
ies between the TSO and DSO are requested for example in the ENTSO-E Demand
Connection Code [1] and shall be used to define Q range requirements at the point
of TSO/DSO interconnection and should consider "the specific system characteristics,
variable structure of power exchange, bidirectional flows and the reactive power capa-
bilities in the distribution system" [1]. The developed framework can provide useful
information for joint TSO/DSO studies, such as the expected DER Q support poten-
tial at the T-D interfaces for a complete year or for defined use cases, or the expected
compliance level of a distribution section with different Q range requirements at the
T-D interfaces. Furthermore, coordination between TSO and DSO is required in the
detailed implementation planning of Q sources at the distribution level.

Practical applicability of the theoretical assessment approach: In the
developed theoretical assessment approach, detailed grid simulations are not required
(assumption "copper plate"). Therefore, possible grid constraints for DER Q support
are not considered, and the theoretical assessment should be accompanied with detailed
grid simulations. The applied technical assessment with annual quasi-static time series
simulations has considerable higher data, implementation and computation require-
ments compared with the theoretical assessment and may be impracticable within grid
planning procedures. In this case, the developed theoretical assessment approach can
be accompanied by snapshot analysis of relevant grid planning use cases, which are
widely applied within grid planning procedures. In the process, the theoretical assess-
ment can provide information on the frequency of events and an economic assessment.
And the snapshot analysis provides information on voltage stability aspects and possi-
ble grid constraints for reactive power grid adequacy studies. Solely a focus on snapshot
analysis is not recommended, because the identification of appropriate Q management
concepts requires reactive capacity and reactive energy related information.

Reactive power grid adequacy studies over several years: In this the-
sis the reactive power grid adequacy study is performed for the base year 2014 and
a projected year 2025. The results of the DER Q support potential and the Q sup-
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port demand at the T-D interface can be highly sensitive for different years. A high
sensitivity is especially determined for the reactive capacity credit of variable DER Q
potential (with PF fix and Q fix capability) and the design of additional Q compen-
sators on high compliance target level at the T-D interface. Similar to active power
grid adequacy studies, the assessment for several historic years of study is suggested,
to identify robust trends in the DER Q support potential and to avoid the design of
additional Q compensators on extreme or unusual years. Furthermore, the prospective
future Q behavior at the distribution level has a large impact on the results of the
economic assessment. Therefore, additional forecast scenarios of the Q demand and
DER Q support potential at the distribution level can further improve the investment
planning of Q sources in the integrated power system.

Scope of the thesis and further relevant studies: The developed frame-
work is designed as a basic planning tool for the reactive power grid adequacy at the
distribution level, which can analyze various scenarios and sensitivities and can pro-
vide a practicable cost-benefit estimation of different Q management concepts at the
distribution level. Nevertheless, a detailed implementation of an active Q management
concept at the distribution level is not considered and the reactive power grid adequacy
study should be followed up with detailed implementation studies. For example, only
the maximum DER Q support potential for different Q capability characteristics are
considered in the reactive grid adequacy study. Advanced Q management and con-
trol concepts are developed, tested, and assessed in further PhD theses by Stock [55],
Kämpf [96] and Wang [15]. Further relevant grid planning and grid operation aspects
are addressed, such as detailed control and coordination concepts of DER Q support,
voltage regulator control and eventually Q compensator control (i.e. [21], [23], [24],
[98]), stability aspects of the developed Q management concepts (i.e. Wang et al. [21]),
the DER Q support potential under n-1 conditions, the placement of additional Q com-
pensators in the grid section (i.e. Wang et al. [21]), or a detailed cost benefit analysis of
the developed Q management concepts, including the impact of Q support on the grid
losses (i.e. Kämpf et al. [24] and Wang et al. [21]). Furthermore, the consideration of
DER Q procurement costs are not in the scope of the thesis, but can become relevant
in Q capacity planning procedures. A detailed study on the 24/7 availability of DER Q
support and respective procurement costs is provided by Kämpf in [96]. Nevertheless,
the application of DER Q procurement costs (simplified in EUR/Mvarh) for the devel-
oped economic assessment approach is applied and discussed in appendix D.3. Finally,
the presented study focuses on the reactive power grid adequacy planning under stan-
dard conditions. Furthermore, controllable reactive power sources are also required for
exceptional events in power systems, such as black start and grid restoration proce-
dures. The planning and procurement of reactive power sources for these exceptional
events need to be addressed in further studies. The reactive power planning procedures
for normal conditions and exceptional events need to be coordinated.
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A. Simulation environment

The simulation environment, was developed in close cooperation with Haonan Wang
and his PhD thesis [15]. The grid operator Bayernwerk Netz GmbH provided com-
prehensive P and Q measurement data of HV DER, HV/MV DER and partly MV
DER and of the EHV/HV and HV/MV substations in the investigated grid section, as
well as power readings of connection lines to neighboring grid section, which are not
modeled in detail in the applied grid model. The applied grid model covers in detail
the EHV/HV interfaces, the HV level and the HV/MV interfaces of the investigated
grid section. Simplified models are applied for the upstream EHV and the downstream
MV grids. A major share of the work load in this thesis and the related projects is
set in the data preparation and the validation of the applied simulation environment.
This appendix provides additional information for chapter 2 Simulation environment.

A.1. Sign convention of active and reactive power
Figure A.1 shows the consumer and producer reference frame convention and the ap-
plied terminology of active and reactive power flow direction.

Figure A.1.: Applied convention and glossary of terms for active power and reactive
power (left: consumer reference frame, right: producer reference frame,
Note: Quadrant definition from [101]).
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A. Simulation environment

A.2. Preparation of the simulation model
As a first step, the original network model provided by Bayernwerk Netz GmbH is
converted into the pandapower format [102]. The provided network model is used for
snapshot analysis of a defined grid use case. Therefore, several adjustments and further
assumptions are required for the preparation of annual power flow simulations. The
annual time series simulation are performed with a time resolution of one hour. In this
subsection the preparation of grid model is described in detail.

Slack Nodes
The HV level covers nine EHV/HV substations, which are connected with the up-
stream transmission level. Since there is no detailed network model of the upstream
EHV level available, nine distributed slack nodes are connected to the respective EHV
substation busbars. Therefore, induced transit power flows in the HV level from the
transmission level are not considered in the simulation environment. The determined
voltage magnitude at the EHV substation busbars of the power flow calculation in the
original grid model are specified as the setpoint voltage of the distributed slack nodes.

EHV/HV substation transformer
The 17 EHV/HV substation transformers in the 9 EHV/HV substations are modeled
in detail in the applied grid model. The EHV/HV transformers are applied with a
continuous voltage control at the HV substation busbar. The voltage setpoint of the
EHV/HV transformers is adopted from the original grid model of the grid operator.
The EHV/HV transformer is operated by the TSO and the HV busbar of EHV/HV
substations is considered as the network connection point between transmission and
distribution level.

Generators at the HV level
The grid section covers 15 DER plants, which are directly connected to the HV level.
Table A.1 provides an overview on the HV DER plants. The DER plants are considered
for an active Q management in the case study analysis and are modeled as generators
in the simulation model. The considered DER Q capability is described in section
2.4.1. The active power feed-in is derived from P measurement data of the respective
DER plant (see appendix A.3.1).

HV/MV substation transformer
In the original network model, the HV/MV substation transformers are not considered
and aggregated load and generation models of the underlying distribution level are
directly connected to HV substation busbar. However, the HV/MV transformers can
have a relevant impact on the reactive power behavior of the case study area and also
the applied measurement data of the HV/MV transformers are provided for the MV side
of the HV/MV substations. The grid operator provided detailed models of all HV/MV
transformers in the investigated case study area and the HV/MV transformers are
implemented in the applied grid model and connected to the respective HV substation
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A.3. Preparation of the time series data

busbar. For the HV/MV transformers a continuous voltage control is applied, the
applied set voltage is 1.04 pu at the MV substation busbar.

Generators at the HV/MV substation
In the grid section 21 DER are identified, which are directly connected to HV/MV
substation and Table A.2 provides an overview on the HV/MV DER plants in the
investigated grid section. The DER plants are considered for an active Q management
in the case study analysis and are modeled as generators directly connected to the MV
busbar of the HV/MV substation. The considered DER Q capability is described in
section 2.4.1. The active power feed-in is derived from P measurement data of the
respective DER plant (see appendix A.3.1).

Residual load at HV/MV substations
At the HV/MV transformer substation (MV busbar) a residual load model is connected.
The residual load encompass the P and Q behavior of the underlying MV and LV
grids, including all MV and LV loads and generators (excluding HV/MV DER). The
P and Q time series of the residual load is derived from measurement data at HV/MV
transformer (see appendix A.3.4).

Equivalent branches and edge elements
The equivalent edge elements and branches in the original grid model represent the
connected neighboring HV networks only for a defined use case and are not applicable
for annual power flow simulations. Therefore, the equivalent branches are deactivated
for the annual simulation and the edge elements are modeled by a PQ load. The P
and Q behavior of the edge elements is derived from P and Q measurement data at
the respective grid location (i.e. HV line).

A.3. Preparation of the time series data
For the development of the simulation environment extensive measurement data of HV
DER, HV/MV DER, EHV/HV substations and HV/MV substations are provided for
the year 2014 and 2015. The focus in the assessment is set on the year 2014, because
here the most complete data set is identified. The measurement data is provided in
15 minute or one hour resolution and for the theoretical and technical assessment one
hour time resolution is applied. Therefore, 15 minute data is re-sampled by the hourly
mean value. In the following subsections, the time series preparation is described in
detail.

A.3.1. Generators at the HV level

Table A.1 provides an overview on the HV DER plants. For the simulations, P and
Q measurement data for all HV DER in the grid section are provided. Firstly, the
measurement data is scanned and allocated to the DER in the applied grid model.
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A. Simulation environment

The power readings of all DER are drawn in a P(Q) diagram and P(t), Q(t) diagram
(see example Figure A.2) and an initial visual data check is performed. The visual data
check covers multilateral aspects, i.e. time stamp information, power sign convention,
Q(P) behavior, switching operations or longer data gaps. Figure A.2 shows, that the
PV DER unit is already providing reactive power in the year 2014 and different fixed
power factors are applied over the year.

Table A.1.: Overview on HV DER in the investigated grid section. PN,DERi is normal-
ized by eq.2.10.

Name PN,DERi Comment Type

Hydro_DER1_HV 0.013 suitable measurement data Hydro
Hydro_DER2_HV 0.004 suitable measurement data Hydro
Hydro_DER3_HV 0.004 suitable measurement data Hydro
Hydro_DER4_HV 0.004 insufficient data, DER not considered Hydro
Hydro_DER5_HV 0.004 suitable measurement data Hydro
Hydro_DER6_HV 0.003 suitable measurement data Hydro
Hydro_DER7_HV 0.022 suitable measurement data Hydro
Pump_DER1_HV 0.007 suitable measurement data Pump
Pump_DER2_HV 0.024 suitable measurement data Pump
PV_DER1_HV 0.013 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER2_HV 0.005 suitable measurement data PV
Thermal_DER1_HV 0.029 suitable measurement data Thermal
Thermal_DER2_HV 0.005 suitable measurement data Thermal
Wind_DER1_HV 0.009 suitable measurement data Wind
Wind_DER2_HV 0.005 suitable measurement data Wind

Total capacity HV DER 0.152

In a next steps, a semi-automatic procedure for data handling is developed and
applied. The following criteria are considered for the data analysis of the generator
power readings:

• Nan values: share of annual Not a number (Nan) values.
• Zero values: share of annual values with PDERi(t) < 0.03 · PN,DERi. Provides

information about the occurrence of time steps with no DER active power feed-in.
• Maximum normalized generation: ratio of the maximum measured power

PDERi,max to the nominal DER power PN,DERi. Provides information, if the mea-
sured values reasonable compared to PN,DERi in the applied grid model.

• Negative values: share of values with PDERi(t) < 0.03 ·PN,DERi. Provides infor-
mation about the occurrence of time steps with DER active power consumption
from the network. Negative values are expected for pump storage DER. For
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Figure A.2.: Example: Measured power readings of a PV DER in 2014 (producer ref-
erence frame convention).

other DER a relevant share of negative values can indicate mixed profiles with
consumption or also a different sign convention.

Figure A.3.: Data analysis of HV DER for the year 2014.

Figure A.3 shows the data analysis for the HV DER for the year 2014. The
typical zero values differ depending on the DER type. The share of Nan values in
the year 2014 is for all HV DER below 0.6 %. For the technical and theoretical
assessment, the NAN values are set to the last non Nan value in the respective time
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series data. The maximum normalized generation is expected between 70 % and 120 %
of nominal power. Untypical values are determined for Hydro_DER4_HV with a
maximum normalized generation PDERi,max/PN,DERi above 200 %. Overall, the time
series data of Hydro_DER4_HV is not reasonable and the DER is not considered
in the theoretical and technical assessment. In the technical assessment the DER is
simulated with nominal power and unity power factor.

A.3.2. Generators at the HV/MV substation

Figure A.4.: Data analysis of HV/MV DER for the year 2014.

Similar to the HV DER, the measurement data of the HV/MV DER is firstly
scanned and allocated to the DER in the applied grid model. Measurement data for
14 of the 21 DER at the HV/MV interface could be identified and allocated. The
power readings of all DER are drawn in a P(Q) diagram and P(t), Q(t) diagram
and an initial visual data check is performed. Figure A.4 shows the data analysis
for the HV/MV DER for the year 2014. The typical zero values differ depending on
the DER type, i.e. for Wind DER or PV DER. Overall, no "Not a Number" (Nan)
values are determined in the measurement data. Nevertheless, for PV_DER12_HVMV
and PV_DER13_HVMV an untypical high or low maximum normalized generation
is determined, and these measurement data are not considered for the theoretical and
technical assessment. Therefore, Two data handling methods are applied, to deal with
incomplete data of the HV/MV DER:

• Method 1 - For PV DER with incomplete data: The P generation profile
is derived from satellite data according to the installed DER capacity and the
DER location. In the reference case S0 the DER are operated with unity power
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factor.
• Method 2 - For Wind DER with incomplete data: The P generation

profile is randomly drawn from a normalized profile of another Wind DER in the
grid area and with suitable and complete data. The profile is scaled according to
the installed DER capacity. In the reference case S0 the DER are operated with
unity power factor.

Figure A.5.: Applied normalized PV profiles (left) and Wind profiles (right) for DER
with incomplete or insufficient measurement data (producer reference
frame convention).

For method 1 the grid area is separated in nine grid zones around the nine
EHV/HV substations, and the DER are allocated by the nearest neighbor method to
the different zones. The data preparation from satellite data is described in detail
in [67]. For PV DER connected to the HV/MV interface and MV level an optimal
orientation to the south and a slope of 30 degrees is considered. Figure A.5 shows
the applied normalized PV profiles (left) and Wind profiles (right), used for DER with
incomplete or missing measurement data. An overview on all HV/MV DER and the
applied data handling method is shown in Table A.1.
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Table A.2.: Overview on HV/MV DER in the investigated grid section. PN,DER,i is
normalized by eq. 2.10.

Name PN,DER Comment Type

PV_DER10_HVMV 0.003 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER11_HVMV 0.004 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER12_HVMV 0.002 incomplete data, method 1 applied PV
PV_DER13_HVMV 0.001 incomplete data, method 1 applied PV
PV_DER14_HVMV 0.001 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER15_HVMV 0.003 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER16_HVMV 0.002 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER17_HVMV 0.002 no data, method 1 applied PV
PV_DER18_HVMV 0.001 no data, method 1 applied PV
PV_DER19_HVMV 0.001 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER3_HVMV 0.002 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER4_HVMV 0.002 incomplete data, method 1 applied PV
PV_DER5_HVMV 0.001 no data, method 1 applied PV
PV_DER6_HVMV 0.001 no data, method 1 applied PV
PV_DER7_HVMV 0.004 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER8_HVMV 0.002 suitable measurement data PV
PV_DER9_HVMV 0.001 no data, method 1 applied PV
Wind_DER3_HVMV 0.003 incomplete data, method 2 applied Wind
Wind_DER4_HVMV 0.001 incomplete data, method 2 applied Wind
Wind_DER5_HVMV 0.004 suitable measurement data Wind
Wind_DER6_HVMV 0.003 suitable measurement data Wind

Total capacity HV/MV DER 0.043

A.3.3. EHV/HV substation data

The P and Q measurement data were provided for the 17 EHV/HV transformers in
the nine EHV/HV substations (HV side). As part of the data processing, a detailed
analysis of the P and Q measurement data is carried out. Firstly, the power readings
of all EHV/HV transformers are drawn in a P(Q) diagram and P(t), Q(t) diagram and
an initial visual data check is performed. The visual data check covers multilateral
aspects, i.e. time stamp information, power sign convention, Q(P) behavior, switching
operations or longer data gaps. Furthermore, the data is checked for NaN values
and ongoing readings close to zero. Before aggregating the substation data for the
investigated grid section, the Nan values are replaced with zero values.

For the reference scenario S0, an operation of all DER units with unity power
factor is considered. However, as highlighted in appendix A.3.1, HV DER in the case
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study area were partly providing reactive power support for the grid operation in the
year 2014. Hence for scenario S0, the measured DER Q support is subtracted from the
measured Q exchange at T-D interface for the theoretical assessment (see eq. A.1 and
A.2). The set GHV−DER encompass all DER at the HV level in the investigated grid
section.

Qtheo
T-D,S0 = Qmeasured

T-D −
∑

i∈GHV−DER

Qmeasured
DER,i (A.1)

P theo
T-D,S0 = P measured

T-D (A.2)

A.3.4. HV/MV substation data

The investigated grid section covers 192 HV/MV transformers and a semi-automatic
procedure for data handling is developed and applied. The measurement data is pro-
vided for the MV side of the HV/MV substation transformers. Firstly, the power
readings of all HV/MV transformers are drawn in a P(Q) diagram, and a P(t) and
Q(t) diagram and a visual data check is performed. The visual data check covers mul-
tilateral aspects, i.e. time stamp information, power sign convention, Q(P) behavior,
switching operations or longer data gaps. Secondly, the power readings are categorized
in suitable data and incomplete data. The following criteria for the suitable data are
determined:

• P and Q measurements of HV/MV transformer reading is available and can be
clearly assigned to the grid model.

• Share of Nan value of P and Q measurements is very low (below 3 % of annual
values).

• Share of zero values of P and Q measurements is reasonable.
• Visual check of measurement data is passed and no unusual values or behavior

are determined.

Overall, 92 of the 192 transformer measurements for the year 2014 are catego-
rized as complete and suitable data for the annual power flow simulations. For the
rest 100 transformers, the measurement data is either not available, incomplete, or the
data allocation is unclear. Nevertheless, also these substation transformers need to be
considered appropriately in the annual power flow simulations. Therefore, a clustering
process of the HV/MV substation data is performed. Based on the aggregated nom-
inal load PN,load (peak load case) and the aggregated installed PV capacity PN,PV at
the HV/MV transformer busbar (MV side) in the applied grid model, the HV/MV
transformers are clustered. In the investigated grid section PV is dominant generation
type and it is therefore assumed, that the load and PV capacity are the main impact
factors on the power flow at the HV/MV substation transformer. Overall, six clusters
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(CL) for the HV/MV measurement data are considered:

• CL0 PV low, load low: PN,loadk ≤ 10 MW and PN,PVk ≤ 20 MW
• CL1 PV high, load low: PN,loadk ≤ 10 MW and 20 MW > PN,PVk ≤ 50 MW
• CL2 PV very high: PN,PVk > 50 MW
• CL3 PV high, load high: 10 MW < PN,loadk ≤ 30 MW and 20 MW > PN,PVk ≤

50 MW
• CL4 PV low, load high: 10 MW < PN,loadk ≤ 30 MW and PN,PVk ≤ 20 MW
• CL5 very high load: PN,loadk > 30 MW

Figure A.6.: Clustering of HV/MV transformer data.

Figure A.6 provides an overview on the clustering of the HV/MV transformer
data. For HV/MV transformers with incomplete or missing measurement data, a mea-
surement profile of another HV/MV transformer of the same cluster (e.g., CL0) and
with complete measurement data is once randomly drawn, and applied for the an-
nual power flow simulations. Compared to the application of an average profile, this
approach has the advantage, that typical power flow variations at the HV/MV trans-
formers are considered (no smoothing effects of variations) and also regional difference
in the investigated HV grid section are considered, i.e. load or PV dominated areas.
The validation results of the grid model in section 2.3.3, confirms the effectiveness of
the applied approach.
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A.4. Sensitivity matrix for DER Q support
The sensitivity matrix fSQ,ij describes the ratio of the determined change of Q transfer
at a T-D interface j and the provided Q support of a DER unit i (see eq. A.3) for a
defined use case.

fSQ,ij =
ΔQtech

T-D,j

ΔQtech
DER,i

(A.3)

Figure A.7 shows the sensitivity matrix for all HV DER units in the peak load /
low generation use case (top) and the low load / high generation use case (bottom).

A detailed description of the derived sensitivity matrix is provided in [15]. In [15]
a reactive load is placed at the network connection point of all DER units. In a next
step, the reactive load at all DER units are varied separately in a range from 10 Mvar
(underexcited) to 10 Mvar (overexcited) and the impact on the Q exchange for all
EHV/HV transformers are noted. Figure A.7 shows the mean value of the sensitivity
factor fSQ,ij for the different Q set values. For example, for HV DER 5 a sensitivity
factor of 0.70 (T-D interface 4), 0.27 (T-D interface 5), and 0.03 (T-D interface 3) is
determined for the low load / high generation use case. Hence a Q provision of 1 Mvar
of HV DER 5 effects T-D interface 4 in mean by 0.7 Mvar and T-D interface 5 in mean
by 0.27 Mvar. Other T-D interfaces are not relevantly effected by the Q provision of HV
DER 5. For all T-D interfaces in the grid section (top row in Figure A.7), a sensitivity
factor fSQ,ij between 1.0 and 1.02 is determined for all HV DER.

Figure A.8 shows the sensitivity matrix for all HV/MV DER units in the grid
section for the peak load / low generation use case (top) and the low load / high
generation use case (bottom).
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Figure A.7.: Sensitvity matrix HV DER for the peak load / low generation use case
(top) and for the low load / high generation use case (bottom) (based on
simulations in [15]).
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Figure A.8.: Sensitvity matrix HV/MV DER for the peak load / low generation use
case (top) and for the low load / high generation use case (bottom) (based
on simulations in [15]).
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A.5. Reactive power potential at the HV/MV interface
by MV DER

In a previous publication by Haonan Wang and the thesis author [19] the Q flexibility
potential at the HV/MV interface by MV DER is analyzed for several MV grids. The
assessment is performed by snapshot analysis of relevant grid planning use cases. In
Figure A.9 the Q flexibility potential is shown for the low load / peak generation use
case.

Figure A.9.: Q flexibility potential at HV/MV interface for the low load / peak gener-
ation use case for selected MV grids (source [19]). Scenario 1: theoretical
assessment, scenario 2: technical assessment with standard transformer
control, scenario 3: technical assessment with advanced transformer con-
trol.

In the theoretical assessment approach (scenario 1, blue and green bars) the Q
flexibility potential is derived based on the expected DER feed-in behavior and the
applied power factor (cosphimin = 0.9 or 0.95) without the application of detailed grid
simulations. The point in Figure A.9 determines the reference Q exchange for the use
case without a central DER Q control (local DER Q(V) control can be considered).
For the technical assessment snapshot grid simulations are performed. In scenario 2 a
standard HV/MV transformer control is applied (fixed voltage setpoint) and in scenario
3 an advanced HV/MV transformer is applied (current compounding setpoint). The
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results show overall a significant Q flexibility potential for the investigated MV grids.
Especially for the underexcited DER Q support, no grid constraints are determined
and an good agreement between the theoretical and technical assessment approach is
determined. However, the overexcited DER Q support is relevantly constrained by the
voltage magnitude at the MV level and significant deviations between the theoretical
and technical assessment approach are determined. The advanced transformer control
(scenario 3) can improve the voltage regulation at the MV level and hence can also
increase the overexcited DER Q support potential for the defined use case compared
with standard transformer control (scenario 2).
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B. Reactive power demand of
distribution grids

In this appendix, additional information for the chapter 3 Active and reactive power
behavior of distribution grids is provided: appendix B.1 describes the Q consumptions
of standard grid assets; appendix B.2 describes the determination of the Q charging
capacitance of MV lines for selected MV grids; appendix B.3 summarized the impact
of local DER reactive power control on the operation of other voltage regulators, and
the appendix B.4 describes the preparation of the 2025 grid model.

B.1. Reactive power consumption of distribution assets

B.1.1. Reactive power consumption of distribution lines

This subsection provides a short overview on the Q consumption of selected grid assets,
such as overhead lines (OHL) and cables. The focus is set on the Q characteristics of
cables and OHL at different voltage levels. The Q characteristics of lines can differ by
the conductor and isolation material, conductor assembly, soil structure or tower design
and other factors, which are not further discussed in this overview. Furthermore, only
the Q demand at the fundamental frequency (50 Hz) is considered in this thesis. For
detailed information on the general conduction theory of overhead lines and cables the
basic literature [103] and [104] is recommended. An overview, on the Q consumption
of power transformer is provided in appendix B.1.2.

Figure B.1 shows the reactive consumption Q′
self,line of selected standard line types

in the HV, MV and LV level based one a simple two bus system experiment (for line
properties see Table B.1). The point in Figure B.1 highlights the charging reactive
power per unit length Q′

C,line at no load conditions and the star marks the natural
load Pnat (or surge impedance load) of the lines. The natural load is the load, where
the line element neither consumes or exports reactive power. Below Pnat, the lines
behave like a capacitance and export reactive power and above Pnat, the lines behave
like a reactor and consume reactive power. HV cables are operated significantly below
Pnat (Pnat,line ≈ 200% to 250% SN,line) and have a strong capacitive behavior. MV
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cables can achieve Pnat only at high loading conditions (Pnat,line ≈ 80% to 100% SN,line)
and behave capacitive over a wide operational range. Furthermore, HV OHL behave
capacitive only under low loading conditions (Pnat,line ≈ 25% to 35% SN,line) and become
inductive at higher loading conditions. Otherwise, MV and LV OHL and LV cables are
mainly operated above Pnat,line and hence mostly consume reactive power. The natural
load Pnat,line of a line can be calculated by eq. B.1 and for a loss less line the surge
impedance Z0,line (or characteristic impedance) can be calculated by eq. B.2. Table
B.1 provides an overview of the applied standard line types.

Pnat,line = V 2
N

Z0,line
(B.1)

Z0,line =
√

L′
line

C ′
line

(B.2)

Figure B.1.: Reactive power consumption for selected HV line types (left), MV line
types (middle) and LV line types (right).

A major challenge for the Q management in the case study area is the high Q
export at the T-D interface at low load and load generation conditions (see section
3.1), hence the charging reactive power of the line types in the different voltage level
and their contribution to the Q export at the T-D interface is of interest. The charging
reactive power Q′

C,line can be calculated by eq. B.3.

Q′
C,line = V 2

N · ωC ′
line (B.3)
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The total line length lline,sum of cables and OHL per voltage level is provided in
[105] for the respective DSO. Based on this information, a rough estimate on the total
charging reactive power QC,line,sum for OHL and cables per voltage level is provided in
the following simplified example.

• HV OHL: lline,sum = 8733 km, line type example: 149-AL1/24-ST1A/110 kV
(Q′

C,line = 33.2 kvar/km), QC,line,sum ≈ Q′
C,line · lline,sum= 290 Mvar

• HV cables: lline,sum = 313 km, line type example: N2XS(FL)2Y 1x240 RM/35
64/110 kV (Q′

C,line = 513.2 kvar/km), QC,line,sum ≈ Q′
C,line · lline,sum= 161 Mvar

• MV OHL: lline,sum = 17852 km, line type example: 149-AL1/24-ST1A /20 kV
(Q′

C,line = 1.3 kvar/km), QC,line,sum ≈ Q′
C,line · lline,sum= 24 Mvar

• MV cables: lline,sum = 28344 km, line type example: NA2XS2Y 1x240 RM/25
12/20 kV (Q′

C,line = 38.2 kvar/km), QC,line,sum ≈ Q′
C,line · lline,sum= 1083 Mvar

• LV cables: lline,sum = 94464 km, line type example: NAYY 4x150 (Q′
C,line =

0.013 kvar/km), QC,line,sum ≈ Q′
C,line · lline,sum= 1.2 Mvar

• LV OHL: lline,sum = 4615 km, line type example: 15-AL1/3-ST1A /0.4 kV (Q′
C,line

= 0.001 kvar/km), QC,line,sum ≈ Q′
C,line · lline,sum= 0 Mvar

Overall, especially MV cables are expected to provide a significant charging reactive
power QC,line,sum in the DSO grid section. Furthermore, also HV cables and HV OHL
are expected to provide a relevant QC,line,sum. Otherwise, MV and LV OHL and LV
cables do not provide a relevant charging reactive power, because Q′

C,line increases
quadratically with the voltage VN (see eq B.3) and overhead lines have a significant
lower line capacitance C ′

line compared with cables (see Table B.1).
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Table B.1.: Applied standard line types in pandapower [102].

Line type R’ in
Ohm/km

X’ in
Ohm/km

C’ in
nF/km

Imax in
kA

type A in
mm2

149-AL1/24-ST1A 10.0 0.194 0.315 11.25 0.47 OHL 149
149-AL1/24-ST1A 110.0 0.194 0.41 8.75 0.47 OHL 149
149-AL1/24-ST1A 20.0 0.194 0.337 10.5 0.47 OHL 149
15-AL1/3-ST1A 0.4 1.8769 0.35 11 0.105 OHL 16
184-AL1/30-ST1A 110.0 0.1571 0.4 8.8 0.535 OHL 184
184-AL1/30-ST1A 20.0 0.1571 0.33 10.75 0.535 OHL 184
24-AL1/4-ST1A 0.4 1.2012 0.335 11.25 0.14 OHL 24
243-AL1/39-ST1A 110.0 0.1188 0.39 9 0.645 OHL 243
243-AL1/39-ST1A 20.0 0.1188 0.32 11 0.645 OHL 243
305-AL1/39-ST1A 110.0 0.0949 0.38 9.2 0.74 OHL 305
48-AL1/8-ST1A 0.4 0.5939 0.3 12.2 0.21 OHL 48
48-AL1/8-ST1A 10.0 0.5939 0.35 10.1 0.21 OHL 48
48-AL1/8-ST1A 20.0 0.5939 0.372 9.5 0.21 OHL 48
490-AL1/64-ST1A 220.0 0.059 0.285 10 0.96 OHL 490
490-AL1/64-ST1A 380.0 0.059 0.253 11 0.96 OHL 490
94-AL1/15-ST1A 0.4 0.306 0.29 13.2 0.35 OHL 94
94-AL1/15-ST1A 10.0 0.306 0.33 10.75 0.35 OHL 94
94-AL1/15-ST1A 20.0 0.306 0.35 10 0.35 OHL 94
N2XS(FL)2Y 1x120 RM/35 64/110 kV 0.153 0.166 112 0.366 Cable 120
N2XS(FL)2Y 1x185 RM/35 64/110 kV 0.099 0.156 125 0.457 Cable 185
N2XS(FL)2Y 1x240 RM/35 64/110 kV 0.075 0.149 135 0.526 Cable 240
N2XS(FL)2Y 1x300 RM/35 64/110 kV 0.06 0.144 144 0.588 Cable 300
NA2XS2Y 1x185 RM/25 12/20 kV 0.161 0.117 273 0.362 Cable 185
NA2XS2Y 1x240 RM/25 12/20 kV 0.122 0.112 304 0.421 Cable 240
NA2XS2Y 1x95 RM/25 12/20 kV 0.313 0.132 216 0.252 Cable 95
NAYY 4x120 SE 0.225 0.08 264 0.242 Cable 120
NAYY 4x150 SE 0.208 0.08 261 0.27 Cable 150
NAYY 4x50 SE 0.642 0.083 210 0.142 Cable 50

B.1.2. Reactive power consumption of power transformers

Figure B.2 shows the reactive consumption Qtrafo,self of selected standard transformers
at the EHV/HV, HV/MV and MV/LV level, based one a simple two bus system experi-
ment (for electrical properties see Table B.2). A detailed description on the calculation
of the reactive power consumption of power transformers is provided by Joksimovic
[106]. The colored points in Figure B.2 mark the no load reactive power consumption
of the transformer, which is defined by the magnetization of the transformer shunt
admittance. And the triangle in Figure B.2 marks the reactive power consumption
at rated current IN, which is defined by the magnetization of the transformer shunt
admittance and the leakage fluxes of the transformer at rated power.
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Figure B.2.: Reactive power consumption for selected EHV/HV transformers (bottom),
HV/MV transformers (bottom) and MV/LV transformers (right).

Table B.2.: Applied standard transformer types in pandapower [102].

Transformer Type SN in kVA V1 in kV V2 in kV usc in % uscr in % PFe in kW i0 in %

0.25 MVA 20/0.4 kV 250 20 0.4 6 1.44 0.8 0.32
0.4 MVA 20/0.4 kV 400 20 0.4 6 1.425 1.35 0.3375
0.63 MVA 20/0.4 kV 630 20 0.4 6 1.206 1.65 0.2619
25 MVA 110/20 kV 25000 110 20 11.2 0.282 29 0.071
40 MVA 110/20 kV 40000 110 20 11.2 0.302 31 0.08
63 MVA 110/20 kV 63000 110 20 11.2 0.322 33 0.086
100 MVA 220/110 kV 100000 220 110 12 0.26 55 0.06
160 MVA 380/110 kV 160000 380 110 12.2 0.25 60 0.06

B.2. Charging capacitance of MV grids
In this section the relationship of the charging capacitance of MV lines QC,line,sum and
the maximum Q export at the HV/MV interface QHV MV,0.25p is analyzed for 18 MV
grids. The Figures B.3 to B.5 show the P and Q exchange at the HV/MV interface
(MV side), the 0.25th to 99.75th percentile range (dashed black lines), the determined
charging capacitance of all MV lines (yellow line) and the P and Q exchange for the
no load/ no generation power flow simulation (black star). The Table B.3 provides an
overview on the properties of the analyzed MV grids, such as total MV line length,
share of MV cables or the determined QC,line,sum.
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Figure B.3.: P and Q measurement data at the HV/MV interface (heatmap) and
QC,line,sum of MV lines (yellow line) for MV grid 1 to MV grid 6.
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Figure B.4.: P and Q measurement data at the HV/MV interface (heatmap) and
QC,line,sum of MV lines (yellow line) for MV grid 7 to MV grid 12.
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Figure B.5.: P and Q measurement data at the HV/MV interface (heatmap) and
QC,line,sum of MV lines (yellow line) for MV grid 13 to MV grid 18.
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Table B.3.: Additional information on the analyzed MV grids.

Grid
Nr.

Length
MV
lines in
km

Share MV ca-
bles in % (to-
tal length)

QC,line,sum

in Mvar
QHV MV,p0.25

in Mvar
Grid model
status

Time period
measure-
ment data

1 175.1 56 3.49 -3.58 no information
(2013 to 2014)

2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

2 322.5 not complete
data, line type

3.88 -3.53 2013-04-30 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

3 130.3 not complete
data, line type

2.32 -3.59 2013-04-30 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

4 264.7 77.1 6.79 -3.80 2012-08-27 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

5 349.9 49.2 5.42 -6.46 2013-03-27 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

6 117 77.2 3.13 -2.05 2013-04-04 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

7 220.9 52.4 3.89 -3.70 no information
(2013 to 2014)

2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

8 166.6 84.9 5 -3.91 2013-03-28 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

9 100.4 59.7 1.87 -1.76 2013-03-26 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

10 88.2 60.3 1.63 -0.80 2013-03-26 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

11 128.7 40.1 1.7 -1.72 2013-03-26 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

12 293.9 38.4 3.89 -2.58 no information
(2013 to 2014)

2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

13 242.5 not complete
data, line type

4.01 -4.09 2013-04-30 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

14 178.1 52.2 3.07 -2.79 2013-03-26 2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

15 123.8 66 2.59 -2.04 2013-03-26 2013-04-04 to
2013-12-31

16 125.3 34.3 1.44 -0.43 noinformation
(2013 to 2014)

2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

17 197.4 61.4 4.11 -4.22 no information
(2013 to 2014)

2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31

18 83.3 56.9 1.59 -1.07 no information
(2013 to 2014)

2013-01-01 to
2013-12-31
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B.3. Impact of local DER reactive power control on
the operation of voltage regulators

In Kraiczy et al. [45] the impact of local DER Q control on the reactive power ramps at
the HV/MV interface in the grid region Seebach is investigated. In the applied Seebach
grid model from the year 2012 only the DER connected to the MV grid are applied with
a local DER Q control. For the simulations, solar irradiation data with high temporal
and spatial resolution are considered and the distributed PV fleet is modeled by an
approach by Wirth [107], which considers the smoothing effect of solar variability in
the grid section appropriately. Figure B.6 shows the P and Q exchange (left) and the
determined Q ramps (right) at the HV/MV transformer considering different DER Q
control strategies for a day with highly variable solar irradiation. The results show,
that local DER Q control can lead to an increase of reactive power ramps and reactive
power variability at the HV/MV interface.

Figure B.6.: P and Q transfer at the HV/MV transformer (MV side) (left) and deter-
mined Q ramp rates at the HV/MV transformer (MV side) considering
different DER Q control strategies for a day with highly variable solar ir-
radiation (results from [45]). Legend: Sim = simulation results, Mode 1:
MV DER with PF = 1, Mode 2: MV DER with PF = 0.95 (underexc.),
Mode 3: MV DER with PF(P) control, Mode 4: MV DER with Q(V)
control.

The additional Q flow and the increase of Q variability can effect the operation
of voltage regulators (VR) at the distribution level, i.e. in Kraiczy et al. [45], [47],
[63] and [44], the DER Q control lead to an increase of tap operations of the on-load
tap changer (OLTC) transformer at the HV/MV substation. In these publications, a
fixed voltage setpoint at the MV substation busbar is defined for the OLTC controller.
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A low impact of local DER Q control on the number of OLTC switching operations
was determined in [44], [45], [47], [63], for the DER Q(V) control characteristic, while
the fixed PF control and the PF(P) control lead to a noticeable increase of OLTC
operations especially at days with highly variable PV generation. Otherwise, for other
OLTC transformer control strategies, such as a current compounding control in Kraiczy
et al. [46] or a remote voltage control node (i.e. feeder end) in Kraiczy et al. [62] an
appropriate setting of the local DER Q control, could also significantly reduce the
number of OLTC tap operations, while still supporting the voltage regulation at the
distribution level. Overall, the following main findings are derived from the studies by
Kraiczy et al. [62], [46], [45], [47], [63], and [44]. The focus is set on local Q control of
variable DER, such as PV DER, and VR control on a fixed voltage setpoint:

• Local DER Q control can increase the Q flow and Q variability at the distribution
level and can effect the operation of other voltage regulators, such as an increase
or decrease of voltage regulator operations or the VR reaches earlier the maximum
or minimum tap position.

• In Kraiczy et al. [44] a pre-liminary test is introduced, to check, whether local
DER Q control leads to an increase or decrease of voltage variations at the control
node of the VR:

– In case the VR controls the voltage at a rather weak grid node (e.g. feeder
end with low short-circuit power and low X/R ratio); local DER Q control
can likely reduce the voltage variations caused by DER active power feed-in
at this node and likely reduce the number of VR switching operations.

– In case the VR controls the voltage at a rather strong grid node (e.g. MV
substation busbar with high short-circuit power and high X/R ratio), the
voltage at this node is especially sensitive to the Q flow and Q variations.
Hence local DER Q control will likely increase voltage variations at this
node and likely increase the number of VR switching operations.

• In case, the number VR switching operations is a relevant criteria in grid planning
and operation or unintended interactions between local DER Q control and VR
control are feared. Detailed studies on the interaction and coordination of local
DER Q control and VR control are recommended (see for example studies by
EPRI [108], Agalgaonkar et al. [109], Mather [110], Kraiczy et al. [44], [62]).

B.4. Preparation and assumptions of the target grid
model 2025

The grid operator provided a detailed 110 kV grid model of the investigated grid
section for the year 2025, which considers all planned grid reinforcement and expansion
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measures at the HV level. The provided network model is used for snapshot analysis
of a defined grid use case. Therefore, several adjustments and further assumptions are
required for the preparation of annual power flow simulations.

B.4.1. Preparation of the simulation model

Figure B.7 provides an overview on the installed DER capacity for the applied 2014 and
2025 grid model. In the 2025 grid model, the installed DER capacity increases about
60 % compared with the installed DER capacity in the year 2014. The majority of
additional DER installations is connected to the MV and LV level, where 100 % of the
additional PV and Bio DER capacity and 40 % of the additional Wind DER capacity
are connected. In the HV level and at the HV/MV interface 60 % of the additional
Wind DER capacity is connected. For the conventional generators, such as Thermal
DER, Pump DER and Hydro DER the installed capacity is considered as constant
compared with the base year 2014.

Figure B.7.: Installed DER capacity for the applied 2014 and 2025 grid model. Values
are normalized by eq. 2.10.

Slack nodes
Similar to the 2014 network model, a total of 9 Slack nodes are connected to the
respective EHV busbars of the EHV/HV substations in the 2025 grid model.

Additional charging reactive power of MV lines
Due to the existing network planning, the cabling at the MV level will increase in the
year 2025. As a result, higher reactive power exports at the HV/MV interfaces are
expected for the 2025 scenario under low loading conditions. Therefore, the additional
charging capacitance of MV lines is modeled as an fixed reactive power offset (overex-
cited) at the HV/MV substations in the 2025 grid model. The sum of all "reactive
loads" is approx. 0.053 pu (capacitive consumption, normalized by eq. 2.7) and this
reactive power is distributed to the HV/MV substations on the basis of information
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provided by the grid operator.
Generators at the HV level and HV/MV interfaces

The DER connected to the HV level and the HV/MV interface (existing and additional
DER) are modeled individually and are actively controlled by a central Q controller.
The existing DER in the 2014 grid model are also considered in 2025 grid model.
Furthermore, 10 % of additional Wind DER capacity is connected to the HV busbar
and 50 % is connected to the MV busbar of the respective HV/MV substation (see
allocation in section 3.3).

Residual load at HV/MV substations
In the applied 2025 grid model, a change in the residual load demand is not consid-
ered, hence similar time series data are considered for the residual load at the HV/MV
substations in the 2014 and 2025 grid model. Load changes can be considered by rep-
resentative standard load profiles for the expected future load demand (i.e. additional
electric vehicles and heat pumps). However, this is not in the scope of this thesis.
Otherwise, additional DER at the MV and LV level are simulated by an aggregated
generator model at the MV busbar, distinguished by primary energy source.

Equivalent branches and edge elements
The equivalent edge elements and branches in the 2025 grid model represent the con-
nected neighboring HV networks only for a defined use case in the year 2025 and are
not applicable for annual power flow simulations or a future scenario. Therefore, the
equivalent branches are deactivated for the annual simulation and the edge elements
are modeled by a simple PQ load. The P and Q behavior of the edge element is de-
rived from P and measurement data of the year 2014 at the respective grid location.
Therefore, possible changes in power transfers of edge elements between the 2014 and
2025 grid model are not considered.

HV/MV transformers
Similar to the original 2014 grid model, there is no information about the HV/MV
transformers in the 2025 grid model. The grid operator provided detailed models of
all HV/MV transformers in the investigated case study area for the year 2014 and the
HV/MV transformers are implemented in the applied 2025 grid model and connected
to the respective HV substation busbar. Due to the increased DER capacity, it may
happen that the nominal power of the existing transformers are not sufficient for the
corresponding supply area. In this case additional HV/MV transformers will be added
in the corresponding HV/MV substation.

B.4.2. Preparation of the time series data

For the times series simulation of the year 2025, the base year 2014 is basically remod-
eled under the grid conditions of the target year 2025. Hence, coincident time series
data from the year 2014 are applied and modified for the simulation of the additional
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DER in 2025:

Figure B.8.: Aggregated PV profile (mixed profile for MV and LV PV, left) and selected
Bio DER power readings and determined mean Bio DER profile (right).
The values are normalized by eq. 2.8.

• For additional PV DER an active power profile is generated from satellite
irradiation and temperature data of the grid section in the year 2014 and the
PV model developed in the thesis of Al Fakhri [67]. The normalized aggregated
PV profile for MV and LV PV DER in Figure B.8 is the combination of MV PV
profiles (assumption: 30 degree slope and optimal orientation to the south) and
LV PV profiles (a mix of east and west orientation is applied according [107]).

• For additional Wind DER the P generation profile is randomly drawn from a
normalized profile of an other Wind DER in the grid area and with suitable data
for the year 2014. The profile is scaled by the installed additional Wind DER
capacity at respective HV/MV substation.

• The grid operator provided comprehensive measurement data of Bio DER (not
necessarily in the investigated grid section) for the year 2014. Similar to the
data preparation in appendix A.3 a data analysis and validation is performed.
Finally, 35 Bio DER power readings are considered as suitable. For the annual
simulations, the P profile of additional Bio DER is once randomly drawn from
a normalized profile of an existing Bio DER for the year 2014. The profile is
scaled according to the installed additional Bio DER capacity at the HV/MV
substation.
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Distributed Energy Resources

This appendix provides additional information for the chapter 4 Reactive power support
by Distributed Energy Resources.

C.1. Functions for the probabilistic reliability models

C.1.1. Reactive capacity outage probability table

The following python code shows the minimal example for the developed calculation
function of the capacity outage probability table (COPT). This code can be used for
the rCOPT calculation for a small number of units. However, for larger number of
units a more efficient code is used, which bases on convolution of different DER outage
states combinations. Care must be taken on the exact definition of the cumulative
probability function CPF. For example, in [71], [83] the CPF is defined as Pr(Yout ≥
Capacity outage(s)) and in [82] as Pr(Yout > Capacity outage(s)).

1 def calc_COPT(Qn_DER,FOR):
2 # calculates and returns the Capacity outage probability table (minimal

example)↪→

3 # Input:
4 # FOR: forced outage rates, i.e. [0.05,0.05] for 2 Q source with FOR 5%
5 # Qn_DER: Qn of Q sources, i.e. [40,40] for 2 Q source with Qn of 40 Mvar
6 # Output:
7 # Combination: Outage state of units (0 = no outage, 1 = outage)
8 # Probability: Probability of a outage state s
9 # Capacity outage: total capacity outage for outage state s

10 # Cum_Probability: Cumulative probability Pr(Y>= Capacity_outage(s))
11 # Cum_Probability2: Cumulative probability Pr(Y> Capacity_outage(s))
12 # combinations increase exponential with number of DER, therefore, the applied

simple COPT function should only be used for small numbers of DER↪→

13

14 lst = [list(i) for i in itertools.product([0,1], repeat= len(Qn_DER))]
15 df_lst = pd.DataFrame(lst)
16

17 COPT = pd.DataFrame(columns=['Combination','Capacity_Outage',
'Probability'],index = np.arange(0,len(lst)))↪→
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18

19 for i in COPT.index:
20 COPT['Combination'].loc[i] = lst[i]
21 COPT['Capacity_Outage'].loc[i] = sum(np.array(lst[i]) * np.array(Qn_DER))
22 COPT['Probability'].loc[i] = np.prod(abs(1 - np.array(lst[i]) - FOR))
23 COPT = COPT.sort(columns='Capacity_Outage')
24 aggregate_functions = {'Combination':'first','Capacity_Outage':

'first','Probability':'sum'}↪→

25 COPT_new = COPT.groupby(COPT['Capacity_Outage']).aggregate(aggregate_functions)
26 COPT_new = COPT_new.reset_index(drop=True)
27

28 for i in COPT_new.index:
29 if i == 0:
30 COPT_new['Cum_Probability'] = np.nan
31 COPT_new['Cum_Probability'].loc[i] = 1
32 COPT_new['Cum_Probability2'] = np.nan
33 COPT_new['Cum_Probability2'].loc[i] = np.round(1-

COPT_new['Probability'].loc[i],9)↪→

34 else:
35 COPT_new['Cum_Probability'].loc[i] = 1 -

sum(COPT_new['Probability'].loc[0:(i-1)])↪→

36 COPT_new['Cum_Probability2'].loc[i] = np.round(1 -
sum(COPT_new['Probability'].loc[0:(i)]),9)↪→

37 return COPT_new

The developed functions are validated by the assumptions and results of the
COPT in the IEEE reliability test system 1979 [71] (see Figure C.1).

Figure C.1.: Probability of capacity outage for the IEEE reliability test system 1979
[71] for the developed function (red points) and the reference results (blue
points, from [71]).
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C.1.2. Loss of reactive power requirements estimation

The loss of Q requirements estimation (LOQRE) is based on the loss of load estimation
(LOLE) in active power grid studies. The following python code shows the minimal
example for the developed LOQRE calculation function. The developed functions are
validated by the assumptions in the IEEE reliability test system 1979 [71] and the
LOLE results for the IEEE reliability test system in Singh et al. [86]. In Singh et al.
[86] a LOLE value of 9.335 h/year is determined and with the applied function a LOLE
of 9.394 h/year is determined for IEEE reliability test system, which corresponds with
a result error of 0.41 %.

1 def rLOLE(COPT_new,data,Qn_DER,Q_offset):
2 # Calculates Loss of load estimation for the year and different Q_offset values
3 # Input:
4 # COPT_new: capacity outage probability table
5 # data['devQ']: demand time series (sorted descending)
6 # Qn_DER: Qn of Q sources, i.e. [40,40] for 2 Q source with Qn 40 Mvar
7 # Q_offset: Array used to shift the demand time series data, i.e.

[-40,-39,...,39,40]↪→

8 # Output:
9 # LOLE['LOLE']: Loss of Load estimation for the year and different Q_offset

values↪→

10 LOLE =pd.DataFrame(index=Q_offset,columns=['LOLE'])
11 for o in Q_offset:
12 data2 = data + o
13 LOLE['LOLE'].loc[o] = sum(rLOLP(COPT_new,data2['devQ'], Qn_DER)['LOLP'])
14 return LOLE
15

16 def rLOLP(COPT_new,demand,Qn_DER):
17 # Calculates Loss of Load probability for each time step t
18 # probability, that the demand can not be met by the installed capacity and

the defined FOR↪→

19 # Input:
20 # COPT_new: capacity outage probability table
21 # demand: demand time series (sorted descending) with Q_offset
22 # Qn_DER: Qn of Q sources, i.e. [40,40] for 2 Q source with Qn 40 Mvar
23 # Output:
24 # data['LOLP']: Loss of Load probability for each time step t
25 data = pd.DataFrame(index=np.arange(0,len(demand),1))
26 data['y'] = sum(Qn_DER) - demand
27 # y = installed Q capacity minus Q demand (reserve)
28 data['LOLP'] = np.nan
29 for i in data.index:
30 #Probability that capacity outage > reserve y
31 idx = COPT_new[COPT_new['Capacity_Outage'] >

data['y'].loc[i]].first_valid_index()↪→

32 if idx is None:
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33 data['LOLP'].loc[i] = 0
34 else:
35 data['LOLP'].loc[i] = COPT_new['Cum_Probability'].loc[idx]
36 return data

C.1.3. Estimated reactive energy not served

The estimated reactive energy not served (Eprob
fee ) is based on the estimated energy

not served in active power grid studies. The following python code shows the min-
imal example for the developed Eprob

fee calculation function. The developed function
is validated by the assumptions in the IEEE reliability test system 1979 [71] and the
estimated energy not served results for the IEEE reliability test system in Singh et al.
[86]. In Singh et al. [86] a estimated energy not served of 1168 MWh is determined and
with the applied function a estimated energy not served of 1167 MWh is determined
for IEEE reliability test system, which corresponds with a result error of −0.1 %.

1 def rEENS(COPT_new,demand,Qn_DER):
2 # Calculates reactive estimated energy not served
3 # Input:
4 # COPT_new: capacity outage probability table
5 # data: demand time series (sorted descending)
6 # Qn_DER: Qn of Q sources, i.e. [40,40] for 2 Q source with Qn 40 Mvar
7 # Output:
8 # Estimated reactive energy not served for each time step
9 data = pd.DataFrame(index=np.arange(0,len(demand),1))

10 data['d'] = demand
11 data['EENS'] = np.nan
12 COPT_new1 = COPT_new.copy(deep=True)
13 for a in np.arange(0,len(demand),1):
14 COPT_new1['ENS'] = np.nan
15 COPT_new1['EENS'] = np.nan
16 for i in COPT_new.index:
17 COPT_new1['ENS'].loc[i] = np.clip(data['d'].loc[a] - (sum(Qn_DER) -

COPT_new1['Capacity_Outage'].loc[i]),a_min= 0,a_max=None)↪→

18 COPT_new1['EENS'].loc[i] = COPT_new1['ENS'].loc[i] *
COPT_new1['Probability'].loc[i]↪→

19 data['EENS'].loc[a]=sum(COPT_new1['EENS'])
20 return data

C.1.4. Probability mass function and cumulative probability
function for scenarios

Figure C.2 and Figure C.3 shows the probability mass (PMF) and the cumulative
probability function (CPF) of the rCOPT for the different DER types.
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Figure C.2.: Probability mass function and cumulative probability function for the dif-
ferent DER types (underexc. operation).
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Figure C.3.: Probability mass function and cumulative probability function for PV
DER and Wind DER (overexc. operation).

The PMF and CPF are identical (outage capacity normalized) for underexcited
and overexcited operation of Thermal DER, Hydro DER and Hydro Pump Storage
DER, because all DER are connected to the HV level. For PV and Wind DER different
PMF and CPF are determined for the overexcited and underexcited operation, because
the underexcited and overexcited DER Q capability is different for HV DER and MV
DER.

C.2. Reactive capacity credit

C.2.1. Sensitivity of the probabilistic reliability model of
generators on the compliance target level

Figure C.4 shows the reactive capacity credit rCCprob
S2.x for various compliance target

level treq and for the probabilistic reliability model of generators. Also for the proba-
bilistic reliability model, a high variability of the rCC is determined for high compliance
target level (treq < 150 h/year), because here only a few extreme Q demand values are
considered for the rCC calculations. However, for lower compliance target level (treq

> 150 h/year) the rCC results become less sensitive. If feasible for a reliable and secure
reactive power capacity planning, high compliance target level for Q exchange at the
T-D interface (treq < 150 h/year) should be avoided to increase the robustness of the
rCC results for different DER types.
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Figure C.4.: rCCprob,import
S2.x (left) and rCCprob,export

S2.x (right) for various time steps treq and
for the probabilistic reliability model of generators.

C.2.2. Combination of time series model and probabilistic
reliability model of generators

In the recommended procedure by the IEEE PES Task Force on Capacity Value of
Wind Power [35] the variable renewables are modeled as negative load and conventional
generators are modeled by their rated capacity and by their expected forced outage
rates. In this section, a combination of a time series model for PV and Wind DER
(Q fix capability in scenario S2.x) and probabilistic reliability model for conventional
generators, such as Hydro DER, Hydro Pump Storage, and Thermal DER, is applied.

First, the loss of Q requirements estimation (LOQRE) is calculated for all conven-
tional generators with the Q deviations at the T-D interface for the reference scenario
S0 (devQT−D,S0) in eq. 4.11 and eq. 4.12. In a second step, the LOQRE is recalcu-
lated for all conventional generators with the Q deviations at the T-D interface for the
scenario with PV or Wind DER Q support in the time series model (devQT−D,S2.x) in
eq. 4.12. The Q support potential of PV and Wind DER is considered in the prob-
abilistic reliability model as a reduced Q compensation demand in the time domain
(devQT−D,S2.x compared with the reference scenario S0 devQT−D,S0). Figure C.5 shows
the LOQRE based on the combination of the probabilistic and the time series model
of the generators (left). The grey line shows the LOQRE with solely Q support by the
conventional DER (probabilistic reliability model). The yellow and green line show the
LOQRE for the combination of the time series model for PV and Wind DER and the
probabilistic reliability model for conventional generators. With PV and Wind DER
Q support higher Q deviations at the T-D interface (devQT−D,max) are achieved for
the same LOQRE or the other way around, lower LOQRE are achieved for the same
Q deviations at the T-D interface. The time series model and probabilistic reliability
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model of Q sources are combined by different time series input data for the probabilistic
LOQRE calculations.

In Figure C.5 (right, blue bars) the rCC of PV and Wind DER (time series
model) is calculated in consideration of a probabilistic reliability model of conventional
generators and based on the LOQRE calculation in section 4.4.1.2. This approach is
equivalent to the recommended procedure by the IEEE PES Task Force on Capacity
Value of Wind Power for active power grid adequacy studies [35]. In Figure C.5 (right,
hatched green bars) the rCC of PV and Wind DER is calculated based on the reference
scenario S0 and the rCC calculations of the time series approach in section 4.4.1.1. The
results of the rCC calculation for PV and Wind DER for both approaches are widely
identical, differences can appear because of the different reference scenarios for the rCC
calculation.

Figure C.5.: LOQRE (Q import) based on a combined probabilistic and time series
model of the generators (left). The rCCimport

S2.x (right) for PV and Wind
DER (Q fix capability) based on a combined probabilistic (Hydro, Ther-
mal and Pump DER) and time series model (PV and Wind DER) of the
generators .

C.3. Availability of reactive power support for relevant
grid planning use cases

The availability assessment provides a statistical evaluation of the DER Q support
potential for relevant grid planning use cases. The availability assessment of DER Q
support was introduced in a previous publication by Kraiczy et al. [70] and [52].
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C.3.1. Description

The relevant grid planning use case for the availability assessment can be defined
individually for different case studies. In this case study, the relevant grid planning use
cases are set on the maximum annual Q import at high distributed generation1 and
the maximum annual Q export at the T-D interface. Overall, a reasonable number of
annual time steps should be considered for the statistical evaluation. In this assessment
the 100 most critical time steps TUC at the T-D interface for each use case (UC) are
selected for the availability assessment (Figure C.6). The focus is set on the time series
model of generators. The following allocation of the DER Q support availability is
defined:

Figure C.6.: Definition of use cases at the T-D interface with the DER Q support
potential for scenario S1.1. (colorscale, PV DER with PF fix capability).

• DER Q potential with full availability (e.g. 100th perc., qflex,Sx,p100):
minimum available DER Q potential for all considered time steps;

• DER Q potential with very high availability (e.g. 98th perc., qflex,Sx,p98):
minimum available DER Q potential for at least 98 % of considered time steps;

• DER Q potential with high availability (e.g. 90th perc., qflex,Sx,p90): min-
imum available DER Q potential for at least 90 % of considered time steps;

• DER Q potential at median availability (50th perc., qflex,Sx,median): mini-
mum available DER Q potential for at least 50 % of considered time steps.

• DER Q potential with minimum availability (0th perc., qflex,Sx,p0): maxi-
mum determined DER Q potential for all considered time steps.

1For the Q import use case just time steps with a low net demand PT−D(t) < 0.25 pu are considered.
This restriction avoids that time steps at high reverse power flow conditions (high distributed
generation) and time steps at peak load are combined in the same use case.
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The Q support potential QDER,Sx,sum of the individual DER units in a scenario
Sx are aggregated in the time domain and correlations between the DER units are
fully considered. The total DER Q support availability for a defined use case QUC

flex,Sx

is determined for a set of relevant time steps TUC in eq. C.1.

QUC
flex,Sx = QDER,Sx,sum(TUC) (C.1)

The DER Q support availability QUC
flex,Sx,px for a scenario Sx and a use case is a defined

percentile in the set QUC
flex,Sx (see eq. C.2), i.e. for the full availability (Qflex,Sx,p100) the

0th percentile is drawn from the data set (minimum value) and this Q support potential
is at least available for all time steps TUC.

QUC
flex,Sx,px =

(
QUC

flex,Sx

)
1−px

[Mvar] (C.2)

Where: px ∈ {1.0, 0.98, 0.9, 0.5, 0}
The performance indicator qUC

flex,Sx,px is normalized by the total nominal DER Q
capability QN,DER,Sx,sum of the specific scenario in eq. C.3.

qUC
flex,Sx,px =

(
QUC

flex,Sx

)
1−px

QN,DER,Sx,sum
[pu] (C.3)

Where: px ∈ {1.0, 0.98, 0.9, 0.5, 0}

C.3.2. Assessment for different generation types

In the availability assessment, the focus is set on the underexcited DER Q support
potential for the maximum Q export use case and the overexcited DER Q support
potential for the maximum Q import use case. Furthermore, the focus is set on DER
Q support potential with very availability, which potentially can replace additional
Q compensators. Figure C.7 shows the availability of the DER Q support potential
for the two defined use cases (dark blue bars indicate a full or very high availability,
and light green bars indicate a low availability). For the maximum Q export use case
(bottom figure) and the DER PF fix capability, a DER Q support potential qexport

flex,Sx,p98

with very high availability of only 0.16 pu is determined for all considered DER. Hence,
only about 16 % of the total nominal Q capability of all DER units has a very high
availability for the maximum Q export use case and the PF fix capability characteristic.
The Q fix characteristic for all DER more then doubles the DER Q support potential
with very high availability qexport

flex,Sx,p98 to 0.35 pu for the Q export use case. Furthermore,
the DER STATCOM capability enables a DER Q support potential of 1.0 pu for all
DER and for all analyzed time steps (100th percentile). Overall, a very high availability
qexport

flex,Sx,p98 is especially determined for Hydro DER with a DER Q support potential of
0.42 pu (PF fix) and 0.9 pu (Q fix). Furthermore, Thermal DER can partly provide
a relevant DER Q support potential with very high availability for the Q export use
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Figure C.7.: Reactive power support availability assessment for maximum Q import
(top) and maximum Q export use case (bottom).

case. Otherwise, Wind DER, Pump DER and PV DER can not provided a DER Q
support potential with very high availability for the Q export use case, except if the
STATCOM capability is applied for the DER systems.

For the Q import use case, a total DER Q support potential qimport
flex,Sx,p98 with very

high availability (All DER) of 0.44 pu (PF fix), 0.67 pu (Q fix) and 1.0 pu (STATCOM)
is determined. The DER Q support potential for the Q import use case is greater (PF
fix and Q fix capability) or equal (STATCOM capability) compared with the Q export
use case. This is especially because also PV DER can provide a significant DER Q
support potential with very high availability qimport

flex,Sx,p98 of 0.55 pu (PF fix) and 0.97 pu (Q
fix) and 1.0 pu (STATCOM) for the maximum Q import use case. The high availability
of the PV DER can be explained with Figure 3.3. The maximum Q import at the T-D
interface appears especially for time step with a significant reverse active power flow
at the T-D interface, and hence especially for time steps with a very high PV feed-in.
The availability assessment can provide input information about the DER Q support
potential for further detailed snapshot or probabilistic load flow analysis of the defined
use cases.

In Figure C.8 the Q flexibility potential at the T-D interface for all considered
DER is determined for the two applied use cases and the different DER Q capability
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Figure C.8.: Determined reactive power flexibility at the T-D interface for the Q import
and Q export use case (all DER, theoretical assessment).

characteristics. Here the point marks the center (median of analyzed time steps) of
the defined use case and the bars indicate the availability of Q flexibility potential
at the T-D interface. For the Q import use case, the DER Q support (PF fix, Q fix
and STATCOM capability) can fully compensate the Q import at the T-D interface
(objective: qT−D = 0 pu) with at least a very high probability (98th percentile). Oth-
erwise, the Q export at the T-D interface can not be fully compensated (objective:
qT−D = 0 pu), even in case a STATCOM capability for all DER at the HV level and
HV/MV interface is applied. Nevertheless, the DER Q support can relevantly reduce
the Q export at the T-D interface.

C.3.3. Summary
The availability assessment describes the expected probability of DER Q support
capacity for relevant grid planning use cases. The results are derived based on historic
DER feed-in data for the use cases and the considered DER Q capability characteristic.
The availability assessment can provide relevant information for (worst-case) snapshot
analysis, such as the accountable DER Q support potential for a certain DER type
and Q capability characteristic for a use case.

Figure C.9 provides an overview on qflex,p98 (very high availability) for different
DER types and Q(P) capability characteristics and the maximum Q import (left) and
Q export (right) use case. Overall, a high DER Q support potential with very high
availability is determined for the Hydro DER (Q fix capability) and all DER systems
with STATCOM capability for the maximum Q import and the maximum Q export use
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Figure C.9.: Overview qimport
flex,p98 (maximum Q import use case, very high availability) and

qexport
flex,p98 (maximum Q export use case, very high availability) for different

DER types and Q(P) capability characteristics..

case. Furthermore, also the PV DER can provide a high DER Q support potential with
very high availability for the maximum Q import use case (Q fix capability, appears
with high PV generation), but can not provide any DER Q support with very high
availability for the maximum Q export use case (appears especially at night times).

C.4. Comparison of the technical and the theoretical
assessment

C.4.1. Reactive capacity credit

Figure C.10 provides an overview on the derived reactive capacity credit in the theo-
retical assessment (top), technical assessment (middle) and the deviations between the
technical and theoretical assessment (bottom) for the maximum Q import (left) and
the maximum Q export (right). The deviations between the technical and theoretical
assessment are discussed in section 4.6.1.
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Figure C.10.: Reactive power capacity credit for the theoretical assessment (top), the
technical assessment (middle) and the deviation between the theoretical
and technical assessment (bottom).

C.4.2. Reactive energy credit

Figure C.11 provides an overview on the derived reactive energy credit in the the-
oretical assessment (top), technical assessment (middle) and the deviations between
the technical and theoretical assessment (bottom) for the annual Q import (left) and
the annual Q export (right). The deviations between the technical and theoretical
assessment are discussed in section 4.6.1.
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Figure C.11.: The reactive energy credit rEC for different DER types for the theoreti-
cal assessment (top) and the technical assessment (middle) and derived
deviation between the technical and theoretical assessment (bottom).

C.4.3. Availability of reactive power support for relevant grid
planning use cases

Figure C.12 shows the availability of DER Q support for relevant grid planning use
cases in the technical assessment.

Figure C.13 shows the absolute deviation Δqflex,Sx between the technical and
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Figure C.12.: Definition of use cases at the T-D interface for the technical assessment
(top). Reactive power support availability assessment for maximum Q
import (middle) and maximum Q export use case (bottom) of the tech-
nical assessment.

theoretical assessment (see eq. C.4).

Δqflex,Sx,px = qtheo
flex,Sx,px − qtech

flex,Sx,px (C.4)

In Figure C.13 (top) the relevant use case time steps T tech
UC of the technical assess-

ment are derived from the PQ exchange at the T-D interface of the technical assess-
ment. For the majority of percentiles and scenarios, |Δqflex,Sx| is smaller 0.03 pu and
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Figure C.13.: Deviation Δqflex,Sx between the technical and theoretical assessment for
the Q import (left) and Q export use case (right). In the top figure,
the set of relevant time steps T tech

UC is derived from the PQ exchange at
the T-D interface of the technical assessment and theoretical assessment.
In the bottom figure, identical time steps for the two use cases in the
theoretical and technical assessment are considered T tech

UC = T theo
UC .

the technical and theoretical assessment lead to similar results. However, especially for
the Thermal DER partly significant Δqflex,Sx are determined, i.e. Δqimport

flex,Sx,p90 = 0.85 pu
(Thermal DER, Q fix capability). The result deviations are cause by the selection of
different time steps TUC in the theoretical and technical assessment. Similar to the re-
active capacity credit rCC (see Figure 4.8), especially the outcome of Thermal DER is
highly sensitive to the considered time steps. In the investigated grid section only two
Thermal DER are considered, and Thermal DER 1 is only partly activated (see also
Figure 3.3), but has an overall significant DER Q support capability. Because differ-
ent time steps TUC are considered in the technical and theoretical assessment, relevant
Δqflex,Sx are partly determined. In Figure C.13 (bottom), identical time steps for the
two use cases in the theoretical and technical assessment are considered T tech

UC = T theo
UC .
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C. Reactive power support by Distributed Energy Resources

Here the outcome of the technical and theoretical assessment is for both use cases
and all percentiles identical (|Δqflex,Sx| < 0.01 pu). This means that the DER Q sup-
port potential is not constrained by the local DER voltage magnitude in the technical
assessment for the analyzed case study.
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D. Reactive power grid adequacy
planning approach at the
distribution level

This appendix provides additional information for chapter 5 Reactive power grid ade-
quacy planning approach at the distribution level.

D.1. Calculation of the expected growth factor of
unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface

The growth factor fcomp,Sx,y describes the expected increase of unserved reactive energy
at the T-D interface for a year y compared to the base year 2014. Equation D.1 defines
the calculation of the growth factor fcomp,Sx,Q0,2025 for the year 2025 without additional
Q compensators (Qx = 0 Mvar).

fcomp,Sx,Q0,2025 = Efee,Sx,Q0,2025

Efee,Sx,Q0,2014
(D.1)

Figure D.1 (left) shows the unserved reactive energy Efee,Qx,S0 for the annual
power flow simulations of the year 2014 and the year 2025 (black lines). Based on the
the unserved reactive energy for the year 2014 Efee,Qx,S0,2014 and the determined growth
factor fcomp,S0,Q0,2025; the unserved reactive energy in the year 2025 Efee,Qx,S0,2025 can
be estimated (colored lines). The determined growth factor fcomp,Sx,Q0,2025 describes
exactly the growth of unserved reactive energy Efee,Qx,S0,2025 without additional com-
pensators (Qx = 0 Mvar), but tend to underestimate the growth of Efee,Q0,Sx,2025 for
scenarios with additional compensators (Qx > 0 Mvar, see Figure D.1, left, blue dotted
line). Therefore, also the growth factor fcomp,Sx,MAE,2025 is derived in eq. D.2 to D.4,
which achieves the lowest mean absolute error (MAE) for all considered Qx values.
The growth factor fcomp,Sx,MAE,2025 is determined by an iterative approach, where FSx

is a set of considered growth factors (eq. D.2), QSx is a set of additional compensator
capacities (eq. D.3), and Qx,Sx,p0 is the Q compensation capacity, which achieves a full
compliance at the T-D interface for the scenario Sx.

FSx = {fcomp,Sx,Q0,2025 − 0.5, fcomp,Sx,Q0,2025 − 0.45, ..., fcomp,Sx,Q0,2025 + 0.5} (D.2)
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Figure D.1.: Unserved reactive energy Efee,Qx,S0 for the years 2014 and 2025 (simulated
results (black lines) and results for the year 2025 based on the determined
growth factors (colored lines, left). Determined growth factor fcomp,Sx,MAE,y

for the different scenarios and different years (right).

QSx = {0, 1, ..., Qx,Sx,p0} (D.3)

The growth factor fcomp,Sx,MAE,2025 is defined as the factor f which achieves the
lowest MAE for all considered Qx values (eq. D.4).

fcomp,Sx,MAE,2025 = min
f∈FSx

{∑
Qx∈QSx |Efee,Sx,2014(Qx) · f − Efee,Sx,2025(Qx)|

Qx,Sx,p0 + 1

}
(D.4)

For the NPV calculation a constant annual increase of fcomp,Sx,MAE,y is consid-
ered until the projected year 2025. After 2025 a constant fcomp,Sx,MAE,y is considered
for the NPV calculation (see Figure D.1, right). In section 5.4.1, the growth factor
fcomp,Sx,MAE,y is used to calculate the expected unserved reactive energy at the T-D
interface EFee,Qx,Sx,y and the losses of the variable compensators Elcomp,Qx,Sx,y for future
years (see also eq. 5.8 and eq. 5.10 in section 5.4). Table D.1 provides an overview on
the determined growth factors fcomp,Sx,2025 for the different DER Q support scenarios.
In fcomp,Sx,2025 the change of Q demand and also the change of DER Q support poten-
tial in the case study area for future years is considered. The growth factor is only
determined on the base year 2014 and the future benchmark year 2025. Therefore,
additional forecast scenarios of the future Q demand and DER Q support potential at
the distribution level can further improve the investment planning of Q sources in the
integrated power system, and should be addressed in further studies. In section 5.5.6
also a sensitivity analysis of the NPV calculation considering different growth factors
fcomp,Sx,2025 is performed.
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Table D.1.: Growth factors fcomp,2025,Sx for the different DER Q support scenarios.

fcomp,Sx,Q0,2025 fcomp,Sx,MAE,2025

S0 2.6 3.0
S1.12 (All DER: PF fix) 2.9 3.2
S2.12 (All DER: Q fix) 3.0 3.4
S3.12 (All DER: STATCOM) 1.8 1.7

D.2. Economic assessment results for a fully
compensated distribution section

In the developed grid planning approach, the additional Q compensation demand is
analyzed based on the annual duration curve devQ0+

T−D and different Q ranges at the T-
D interface can be easily evaluated. In this appendix, a fully compensated distribution
section at the T-D interface is requested. The focus is set on the Q export at the T-D
interface, the underexcited DER Q support potential and the demand for additional
reactors at the distribution level. Figure D.2 (left) shows the PQ exchange at the
T-D interface for the reference scenario S0 and the determined Q deviation devQ0+

T−D

at the T-D interface (colorscale). Figure D.2 (right) shows the annual duration curve
devQ0+

T−D for different scenarios with DER Q support for the years 2014 and 2025.

Figure D.2.: PQ exchange at the T-D interface (left) for the reference scenario (tech-
nical assessment, year 2014 (colorscale in front), year 2025 (grey in back-
ground)). Annual duration curve devQ0+

T−D (right) for different scenarios
of DER Q support for the years 2014 and 2025. All power values are
normalized by the annual peak demand PT−D,max,2014 of the year 2014.

The maximum Q deviations at the T-D interface are determined for the reference
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scenario S0 (devQ0+
T−D,S0,max = 0.3 pu) and are only slightly higher compared to the

DCC interpretation in chapter 5 (devQ0+
T−D,S0,max = 0.27 pu). However, the occurrence

of Q deviations and the unserved reactive energy increases significantly with the fully Q
export compensation requirement at the T-D interface. In example, for the reference
scenario S0 the level of non-compliance increases from tQ0,2014 = 1270 h/year (DCC
interpretation) to tQ0,2014 = 8225 h/year (fully Q export compensation requirement).

D.2.1. Results for different reactive power penalty fees

In this NPV calculation three different penalty fees cfee for an unserved reactive energy
at the T-D interface are considered. The assumptions and calculations are identical
with section 5.5.1, except a fully Q export compensation requirement is considered at
the T-D interface. Figure D.3 (left) shows the present value of the different cash flows
and Figure D.3 (right) shows the total NPV and the level of non-compliance tQx for
various additional compensation capacities Qx.

Figure D.3.: Present value of different cost and revenue factors (left) and the net present
value NPVQx and level of non-compliance tQx (right) for different penalty
fees cfee. Qx is normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

Due to the very frequent appearance of Q deviations at the T-D interface and
the high utilization of additional Q compensators, the saving of a Q penalty fee
ΔPrVfee,Qx (Figure D.3, left, colored dashed lines) exceed significantly the costs of
additional Q compensators and the investment in additional compensators is highly
advisable from an economic perspective. Therefore, a positive NPV is determined
for all additional compensation capacities Qx and also in case a low Q penalty fee
(cfee = 1.15 EUR/Mvarh) is applied.
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D.2.2. Results for different compensator technologies

This NPV calculation compares the investment in variable and fixed compensators.
This examples, highlights the relevance of capital expenses (CAPEX) and operational
expenses (OPEX) of additional compensators on the NPV calculation. The assump-
tions and calculations are identical with section 5.5.2, except a fully Q export com-
pensation requirement is considered at the T-D interface. Figure D.4 (left) shows the
present value of the different cash flows. Figure D.4 (right) shows the total NPV and
the level of non-compliance tQx for various additional compensation capacities Qx for
the variable (black line and grey bandwidth) and the fixed Q compensators (magenta
line and bandwidth).

Figure D.4.: Present value of different cost and revenue factors (left) and the net present
value NPVQx and level of non compliance tQx (right) for different Q com-
pensator models (fix. = fixed compensator, var.= variable compensator).
Qx is normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

Due to the very frequent appearance of Q deviations at the T-D interface and the
high utilization of additional Q compensators, the compensation loss costs PrVlcomp,Qx

(Figure D.4, left black dotted lines) of the variable compensator significantly increases
compared with the DCC Q range requirement in section 5.5.2. The compensation loss
costs PrVlcomp,Qx of the fixed compensator (activated the entire year) are identical to
the DCC Q range requirement in section 5.5.2. Therefore, the fixed Q compensator
becomes with high utilization rates more competitive and can achieve higher NPV for
all additional compensation capacities Qx compared with the variable compensator.
However, the variable compensator can have additional benefits in grid operation, such
as lower grid losses or additional flexibility for Q management and voltage regulation,
which are not addressed in this economic assessment. In future studies, also the allo-
cation of fixed and variable compensators can be addressed more in detailed, i.e. an
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optimal combination of fixed and variable Q compensators at the distribution level.

D.2.3. Results for different DER reactive power support scenarios

In this NPV calculation the DER Q support potential is considered. The assumptions
and calculations are identical with section 5.5.3, except a fully Q export compensation
requirement is considered at the T-D interface. Figure D.5 (left) shows the present
value of the different cash flows and Figure D.5 (right) shows the total NPV and
the level of non-compliance tQx for various additional compensation capacities Qx and
different scenarios Sx with DER Q support.

Figure D.5.: Present value of different cost and revenue factors (left) and the net present
value NPVQx,Sx and level of non compliance tQx,Sx (right) for different DER
Q support scenarios Sx and different compensation capacities Qx. Qx is
normalized by PT−D,max,2014.

Due to the very frequent appearance of Q deviations at the T-D interface and the
high utilization of additional Q compensators, the saving of a Q penalty fee ΔPrVfee,Qx

(Figure D.5, left, colored dashed lines) exceed significantly the costs of additional
Q compensators and the investment in additional compensators is highly advisable
from an economic perspective and for all scenarios with or without DER Q support.
However, the DER Q support can reduce the demand for additional compensation
capacity both for the determined economic optimum (stars in Figure D.5, right) and a
fixed compliance target level (circles in Figure D.5, right) compared with the reference
scenario S0. Interesting is that the economic optimum Qx,opt for different scenarios Sx
is determined at an identical level of non-compliance tQx,opt = 1190 h/year ≡ 13.6 %
(colored stars in Figure D.5, right). This result is explained in detail in a further
simplification of the developed economic assessment approach in appendix D.4.
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D.3. Consideration of DER procurement costs in the
economic assessment

In chapter 5.5.3 no DER Q procurement costs and DER Q support priority is consid-
ered. However, especially for advanced DER Q capability characteristics and services
beyond the grid code requirements, i.e. STATCOM capability, DER Q procurement
costs are likely applied. This chapter provides a description and a simple example, how
DER Q procurement costs can be considered in the developed economic assessment ap-
proach. A detailed study on the 24/7 availability of DER Q support and respective
procurement costs is provided by Kämpf in [96].

D.3.1. Methodology of the economic assessment approach

Simplified coordination concepts of DER Q support and compensator control can be
considered in the developed assessment, such as DER Q support priority or compen-
sator support priority. In grid operation, the Q compensation device with lowest op-
erational costs, appropriate location, and appropriate flexibility is usually activated in
priority. In the assessment in section 5.5 without DER Q procurement costs, the DER
Q support priority is considered (see Figure D.6, left). In this section with DER Q
procurement costs, the reactor Q support priority is considered. Therefore, the shunt
reactors will provide the necessary reactive power to compensate the Q deviations at
the T-D interface, and DER Q support is only activated, when the shunt reactor cannot
fully compensate the Q deviations at the T-D interface (see Figure D.6, right). Here,
the additional compensators can also reduce the reactive energy provided by the DER
ElDER,Qx,Sx and hence can reduce possible DER Q procurement costs. In the follow-
ing assessment, variable shunt reactors with reactor Q support priority, a constant Q
compensation demand and a constant DER Q support potential is considered for the
additional compensator lifetime.

The financial compensation and accounting for DER Q support within and be-
yond the grid code requirements is currently under discussion in Germany [91], [95]. In
the applied economic assessment different DER Q procurement costs clDER,Sx can be
considered, dependent on the Q(P) DER operation point, i.e. within PF fix capability,
within Q fix capability or within STATCOM capability. In Wang et al. [93] maximum
Q related loss costs for a MV Wind park (PN = 26 MW) of 0.6 EUR/Mvarh (within
Q fix capability) and 3.5 EUR/Mvarh (within STATCOM capability) are determined.
As an example, this values are considered as Q procurement costs for DER Q support
within different Q(P) ranges (clDER,S1.x = 0 EUR/Mvarh (within PF fix capability),
clDER,S2.x = 0.6 EUR/Mvarh (within Q fix capability, excluding reactive energy within
PF fix capability), clDER,S1.x = 3.5 EUR/Mvarh (within STATCOM capability, exclud-
ing reactive energy within PF fix or Q fix capability). Reactive energy provided within
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Figure D.6.: Annual duration curve devQ0+
T-D for Scenario S0, S1.12, S2.12 and determi-

nation of Efee,Qx,S2.12, ElDER,Qx,S2.12 and Elcomp,Qx,S2.12 for Q support DER
priority (left) and Q support reactor priority (right).

the PF fix capability is not reimbursed. Investment costs for an advanced DER Q
capability are not considered, but can be applied in future studies. The annual DER
Q procurement costs ClDER,Qx are determined in eq. D.5, where ElDER,Qx is the reac-
tive energy provided by DER systems within the defined Q(P) capability and clDER

are the relative DER Q procurement costs within the Q(P) capability characteristic in
EUR/Mvarh.

ClDER,Qx = ElDER,Qx,S1.12 · clDER,S1.12 + ElDER,Qx,S2.12 · clDER,S2.12

+ElDER,Qx,S3.12 · clDER,S3.12
(D.5)

The reactive energy provided by DER within different DER Q(P) capability
characteristics can be derived from the annual duration curves devQ0+

T-D of the scenarios
S1.12 (all DER, PF fix capability), S2.12 (all DER, Q fix capability), and S3.12 (all
DER, STATCOM capability) by eq. D.6 to D.9 (see also Figure D.6).

CT =
⎧⎨
⎩1 ,if DER Q support priority

0 ,if Reactor Q support priority
(D.6)

ElDER,Qx,S1.12 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∫ tQ0,S0
0 devQ0+

T−D,S0 (t) dt

− ∫ tQ0,S1.12
0 devQ0+

T−D,S1.12 (t) dt ,if CT=1∫ tQx,S0
0

(
devQ0+

T −D,S0 (t) − Qx (t)
)

dt

− ∫ tQx,S1.12
0

(
devQ0+

T −D,S1.12 (t) − Qx (t)
)

dt ,if CT=0

(D.7)
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ElDER,Qx,S2.12 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∫ tQ0,S1.12
0 devQ0+

T−D,S1.12 (t) dt

− ∫ tQ0,S2.12
0 devQ0+

T−D,S2.12 (t) dt ,if CT=1∫ tQx,S1.12
0

(
devQ0+

T−D,S1.12 (t) − Qx (t)
)

dt

− ∫ tQx,S2.12
0

(
devQ0+

T−D,S2.12 (t) − Qx (t)
)

dt ,if CT=0

(D.8)

ElDER,Qx,S3.12 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∫ tQ0,S2.12
0 devQ0+

T−D,S2.12 (t) dt

− ∫ tQ0,S3.12
0 devQ0+

T−D,S3.12 (t) dt ,if CT=1∫ tQx,S2.12
0

(
devQ0+

T−D,S2.12 (t) − Qx (t)
)

dt

− ∫ tQx,S3.12
0

(
devQ0+

T−D,S3.12 (t) − Qx (t)
)

dt ,if CT=0

(D.9)

The annual reactive energy of the additional Q compensator Elcomp,Qx,Sx is calcu-
lation by eq. D.10. For DER Q support priority, Elcomp,Qx,Sx is calculated by the annual
duration curve devQ0+

T−D,Sx with DER Q support of scenario Sx. For reactor Q support
priority, the annual reactive energy of the additional Q compensator Elcomp,Qx do not
depend on the DER Q support potential and is calculated by devQ0+

T−D,S0 without DER
Q support S0 (see also Figure D.6).

Elcomp,Qx,Sx =
⎧⎨
⎩(Efee,Q0,Sx − Efee,Qx,Sx) ,if CT=1

(Efee,Q0,S0 − Efee,Qx,S0) ,if CT=0
(D.10)

D.3.2. Results for different DER reactive power support scenarios

Figure D.7 shows the outcome of the economic assessment for the scenarios with DER
Q procurement costs. The assumptions and calculations are identical with section
5.5.3, except DER Q procurement costs and reactor Q support priority are considered.
In the assessment, variable shunt reactors with reactor Q support priority, a constant
Q compensation demand and a constant DER Q support potential is considered for
the compensator lifetime.

The main benefits of DER Q support are the savings of Q penalty fee ΔPrVfee,Qx

(see Figure D.7, colored dashed lines, left), but DER Q support can also lead to
additional DER Q procurement costs PrVlDER,Sx (see Figure D.7, colored solid lines,
left). The additional compensators Qx can further increase the savings ΔPrVfee,Qx and
can reduce the DER Q procurements costs PrVlDER,Sx. In Figure D.7 (right) the total
NPV is derived with DER procurement costs. For the Q fix capability, the relative
DER Q procurement costs (clDER,S2.x = 0.6 EUR/Mvarh) are below the relative Q
penalty fee (cfee = 2.3 EUR/Mvarh) and the scenario S2.12 (Q fix capability, yellow
line) achieves a higher NPV compared with the PF fix capability (magenta line) and
also the reference scenario S0 (black line). Here the additional benefit of the Q fix
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capability, further savings of a penalty fee ΔPrVfee,Qx exceeds the additional expenses of
DER Q procurement (see also Figure D.7, left). Otherwise, the STATCOM capability
(Figure D.7, cyan lines) achieves a lower NPV compared with the Q fix scenario,
because here the relative DER Q procurement costs (clDER,S3.x = 3.5 EUR/Mvarh)
are higher then the relative Q penalty fee (cfee = 2.3 EUR/Mvarh). The STATCOM
capability achieves a higher NPV compared with the PF fix capability and the reference
scenario S0, because the STATCOM capability includes the benefits of the PF fix
capability and the Q fix capability.

Figure D.7.: Outcome NPV calculation for additional Q compensation capacity Qx for
different scenarios with DER Q procurement costs (reactor Q support
priority).

For the economic assessment, different planning objectives can be considered:

1. Identify the economic optimum between the payment of a Q penalty fee, DER
Q procurement and the investment in new compensation devices. Here no fixed
compliance target level at the T-D interface is defined.

2. Identify the highest net present value for a fixed compliance target level at
the T-D interface.

For the first objective, a DER Q procurement with 3.5 EUR/Mvarh (STATCOM
capability) for the reduction of a Q penalty fee of 2.3 EUR/Mvarh is not advisable, and
the payment of a Q penalty fee in combination with the application of DER Q support
with Q fix capability (clDER,S2.x = 0.6 EUR/Mvarh) is here the most economic solution.
For the second objective, a DER Q procurement with 3.5 EUR/Mvarh (STATCOM
capability) can be economic. In example, the highest NPV for a full compliance at the
T-D interface (Figure D.7, right, large colored circles) is determined for the scenario
with STATCOM capability, followed by the Q fix capability and the PF fix capabil-
ity. Figure D.8 shows the total NPV for different compliance target level at the T-D
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interface. The colored crosses describes the NPV without additional compensators
(Qx = 0 Mvar), the colored circles describe the results for the defined compliance tar-
get level treq,px and the colored dashed lines in the background describe the required
additional compensation capacity Qx (y2-axis). The STATCOM capability achieves
the highest NPV compared with the other scenarios, especially for very high compli-
ance target level at the T-D interface (i.e. treq,p0). For very high compliance target
level at the T-D interface, the utilization of additional Q compensators is very low, i.e.
a devQT−D,S0 > 0.2 pu appears less than 200 h/year for the reference scenario S0. The
DER STATCOM capability can reduce the demand for additional Q compensators Qx

and the DER Q procurement costs (operational costs in EUR/Mvarh) are not so rele-
vant at low utilization rates. With lower compliance target level (i.e. tQx,p5), the benefit
of the STATCOM capability compared with the other scenarios reduces. Because with
lower compliance target level, also the required additional compensation capacity Qx

reduces, hence the utilization of the additional compensators increases, and the addi-
tional compensators becomes more competitive. However, for the defined compliance
target level (treq,p0, treq,p2, treq,p5) and the applied case study, the application of DER
Q support with STATCOM capability provides the most economic solution and can
reduce the demand for additional compensation capacities Qx.

Figure D.8.: Outcome NPV calculation with DER Q procurement costs (reactor Q sup-
port priority) for different level of (non-)compliance at the T-D interface.

Further, aspects can be addressed in future studies with applied economic assess-
ment approach:

1. Consideration of possible investment costs for advanced DER Q(P) capability
characteristics, such as STATCOM capability.

2. Consideration of expected changes of the Q compensation demand and the DER
Q support potential in the investigated grid section for future years.
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D.4. Simplified calculation of the economic level of
compliance

Some of the previous results, such as scenario S0, S1.12 and S2.12 in section D.2.3,
show that the maximum NPV is achieved at an identical level of non-compliance tQx,opt,
even if different scenarios with DER Q support are applied. The introduced NPV cal-
culation of additional Qx is based on a detailed assessment of the annual duration
curve devQ0+

T−D,Sx. The following curve sketching of the NPV curve shows that the eco-
nomic optimum level of non-compliance tQx,opt is under certain conditions independent
of devQ0+

T−D,Sx and depends solely on the present values of a reactive capacity based
cost factor PrVQ (in EUR/Mvar) and a reactive energy based cost factor PrVEQ (in
EUR/Mvarh). Section D.4.1 provides the mathematical derivation of the simplified
calculation and section D.4.2 compares the results of the simplified calculation with
the economic assessment results in section 5.5.4. The focus is set on DER Q support
priority and no DER Q procurement costs.

D.4.1. Mathematical explanation for the simplified calculation

This section presents a curve sketching and derives the local maximum for the NPVQx

curve. The calculation of the NPVQx curve is based on the curve devQ0+
T-D,Sx and is

therefore applicable for different DER Q support scenarios, i.e. S0, S1.12, S2.12, S3.12.
Figure D.9 shows the devQ0+

T-D curve and the calculation of EQx. The reactive energy
EQx represents the provided reactive energy by additional Qx and is calculated by eq.
D.11 to D.14.

Figure D.9.: Annual duration curve of Q deviations at the T-D interfaces devQ0+
T-D and

calculation of EQx.

f (t) := devQ0+
T −D (t) (D.11)
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0 ≤ tQx ≤ tQ0 (D.12)

f(tQx) = devQ0+
T −D (tQx) = Qx (D.13)

EQx =
∫ tQ0

0
f(t)dt −

∫ tQx

0
f (t) dt + f(tQx) · tQx (D.14)

EQx can be used to calculate the compensator losses Elcomp,Qx (variable compen-
sator) and the reduction of unserved reactive energy at the T-D interface ΔEfee,Qx (see
eq. D.15).

EQx = Efee,Q0 − Efee,Qx = Elcomp,Qx (D.15)

The cash flows for the NPV calculation can be separated in a reactive capacity
dependent cash flow (Qx · PrVQ) and a reactive energy dependent cash flow (EQx ·
PrVEQ) (see eq. D.16 and D.17).

NPVQx = Qx · PrVQ + PrVEQ · EQx (D.16)

NPVQx = f (tQx) · PrVQ + PrVEQ ·
(∫ tQ0

0
f(t)dt −

∫ tQx

0
f (t) dt + f(tQx) · tQx

)
(D.17)

In the following section D.4.2, the calculation of PrVQ and PrVEQ is explained in
detail for the applied case study. In this section, the local maxima of the NPV curve is
calculated dependent on the constant cost factors PrVQ (in EUR/ Mvar) and PrVEQ

(in EUR/ Mvarh) by eq. D.18 to D.21. If NPVQx has a local extrema at tQx = t∗
Qx,opt

and NPVQx is differentiable at tQx,opt, then NPV′
Qx (tQx,opt) = 0 (first derivation test):

NPV′
Qx(tQx) = f ′ (tQx) · PrVQ + PrVEQ · (0 − f (tQx) + f ′ (tQx) · tQx + f(tQx)) (D.18)

NPV′
Qx(tQx) = f ′ (tQx) · PrVQ + CEQ · f ′ (tQx) · tQx (D.19)

0 = f ′ (
t∗
Qx,opt

)
· PrVQ + PrVEQ · f ′ (

t∗
Qx,opt

)
· t∗

Qx,opt (D.20)

t∗
Qx,opt = −PrVQ

PrVEQ
(D.21)

The determined local extreme value t∗
Qx,opt is independent of the actual Q de-

viation at the T-D interface devQ0+
T-D and solely depends on the applied cost factors
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PrVQ and PrVEQ. The superscript ∗ is here used to highlight the results of the simpli-
fied calculation approach. The second derivation test is used to determine, if t∗

Qx,opt is
whether a local maximum or a local minimum. If NPVQx(tQx) is a function of tQx and
is twofold differentiable at a stationary point t∗

Qx,opt, then NPVQx has a local maximum
at t∗

Qx,opt if NPV′′
Qx(t∗

Qx,opt) < 0.

NPV′′
Qx

(
t∗
Qx,opt

)
= f ′′ (

t∗
Qx,opt

)
·PrVQ +PrVEQ ·f ′′ (

t∗
Qx,opt

)
· t∗

Qx,opt +PrVEQ ·f ′ (
t∗
Qx,opt

)
(D.22)

Inserting t∗
Qx,opt = −PrVQ

PrVEQ
we get:

NPV′′
Qx

(
t∗
Qx,opt

)
= PrVEQ · f ′ (

t∗
Qx,opt

)
(D.23)

In the economic assessment, a maximum value of the NPV calculations is wanted.

0 > PrVEQ · f ′ (
t∗
Qx,opt

)
(D.24)

The second derivation test for a local maximum of NPVQx at t∗
Qx,opt is fulfilled,

if the following conditions are fulfilled:

• PrVEQ > 0 and
• f ′

(
t∗
Qx,opt

)
< 0.

Because f ′(t) ≤ 0 is a sorted function with descending order, the other solution with
PrVEQ < 0 and f ′

(
t∗
Qx,opt

)
> 0 is not possible. For the confirmation, that NPVQx has

also a global maximum at t∗
Qx,opt within the interval [0, tQ0], the following conditions

should be fulfilled:

• NPVQx(0) < NPVQx(t∗
Qx,opt) and

• NPVQx(tQ0) < NPVQx(t∗
Qx,opt).

Otherwise, the global maximum tQx,opt is at tQx,p0 = 0 h/year or at tQ0.

D.4.2. Results for the simplified calculation

As described in the previous section, the maximum of the NPV calculation is expected
at the level of non-compliance t∗

Qx,opt (see eq. D.25).

t∗
Qx,opt = −PrVQ

PrVEQ
(D.25)

The reactive capacity based cost factor PrVQ (in EUR/Mvar) and the reactive
energy based cost factor PrVEQ (in EUR/Mvarh) are calculated by eq. D.26 to D.28.

CompType =
⎧⎨
⎩1 ,if variable compensator

0 ,if fixed compensator
(D.26)
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Reactive capacity based cost factors (in EUR/Mvar) of compensators are investment
costs cinv, maintenance cost (fmain · (−cinv)) and for the fixed compensator also com-
pensator loss costs (clcomp · plcomp · tyear).

PrVQ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

−cinv + ∑N
y=1

fmain·(−cinv)
(1+i)y ,if CompType =1

−cinv + ∑N
y=1

(fmain·(−cinv))−(clcomp·plcomp·Tyear)
(1+i)y ,if CompType =0

(D.27)

Reactive energy based cost and revenue factors (in EUR/Mvarh) of compen-
sators are the savings of a penalty fee cfee and for the variable compensator also the
compensator loss costs (clcomp · plcomp).

PrVEQ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∑N
y=1

fcomp,Sx,y ·(cfee−(plcomp·clcomp))
(1+i)y ,if CompType =1∑N

y=1
fcomp,Sx,y ·cfee

(1+i)y ,if CompType =0
(D.28)

All values (except a possible growth factor fcomp,Sx,y
1) can be derived from the

cost assumptions in section 5.4.1. If fcomp,Sx,y is one (constant Q behavior and DER
Q support for future years considered), the present values PrVQ and PrVEQ are inde-
pendent from the actual Q deviation devQ0+

T-D,Sx at the T-D interface. This enables a
simplification and generalization of the developed economic assessment, because t∗

Qx,opt

is independent of the actual Q exchange at the T-D interface and is therefore applicable
for different DER Q support scenarios or different grid sections, if certain conditions
are fulfilled. The following conditions for a NPV maximum at t∗

Qx,opt are derived in the
previous section:

1. NPVQx is twofold differentiable in the interval [0, tQ0].
2. 0 < t∗

Qx,opt < tQ0; t∗
Qx,opt is identified between tQx,p0 = 0 h/year (full compliance)

and tQ0 (compliance level without additional Q compensation). Otherwise the
NPV maximum is determined at tQx,p0 or tQ0.

3. PrVEQ > 0; the energy based cost factor is positive with greater revenues than
expenditures for one Mvarh compensator operation.

4. devQ′
T-D (tQx,opt) �= 0; no saddle point of devQT−D (sorted descending) at tQx,opt.

Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of the optimal level of (non-) compliance for
the economic assessment tQx,opt in section 5.5 (solid colored lines) and the simplified
calculation approach t∗

Qx,opt (dashed colored lines). The results for both assessment
approaches have a very good correlation, if the 2nd condition is fulfilled and t∗

Qx,opt is
identified between tQx,p0 = 0 h/year (full compliance) and tQ0 (compliance level without
additional Q compensation). If the 2nd condition is not fulfilled, the simplified equation

1The factor fcomp,Sx,y is derived from the duration curve devQ0+
T-D,Sx of the year 2014 and 2025.
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Figure D.10.: Outcome of the sensitivity analysis for the economic assessment (solid
lines) and the simplified equation (dashed lines) for the scenario S0 (ref-
erence scenario), with tQx,opt (left) and Qx,opt (right). The values in the
legend brackets are the respective reference values.

determines t∗
Qx,opt above tQ0 (level of non compliance without additional compensation),

and the additional compensation demand Qx,opt is zero.
The simplified calculation in this section provides only information on the ex-

pected level of (non-) compliance at the T-D interface t∗
Qx,opt under the applied cost

assumptions. Nevertheless, for the calculation of the additional compensation capacity
Q∗

x,opt the annual duration curve devQ0+
T−D is required.

Q∗
x,opt = devQ0+

T−D

(
t∗
Qx,opt

)
(D.29)

D.5. Results of the sensitivity analysis of the economic
assessment

This sections shows the results of the sensitivity analysis of the economic assessment for
the scenarios with DER Q support S1.12 (PF fix capability, see Figure D.11) and S2.12
(Q fix capability, see Figure D.12). In the dashed lines the results for the simplified
calculation approach (see previous section) are shown. The results of the simplified
calculation have a very good correlation with the economic assessment results, if t∗

Qx,opt

is identified between tQx,p0 = 0 h/year (full compliance) and tQ0 (compliance level
without additional Q compensation).
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Figure D.11.: Outcome of the sensitivity analysis for the economic assessment (solid
lines) and the simplified equation (dashed lines) for the scenario S1.12
(PF fix), with tQx,opt (left) and Qx,opt (right). The values in the legend
brackets are the respective reference values.

Figure D.12.: Outcome of the sensitivity analysis for the economic assessment (solid
lines) and the simplified equation (dashed lines) for the scenario S2.12
(Q fix), with tQx,opt (left) and Qx,opt (right). The values in the legend
brackets are the respective reference values.

D.6. Comparison of results with detailed compensator
implementation study

In Wang and Kraiczy et al. [98] a cost-benefit analysis is performed for the investigated
grid section, for the base year 2014 and for a detailed implementation study of addi-
tional Q compensators. In the study, additional Q compensators (scenario S3: 2 x 50
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Mvar, scenario S4: 4 x 50 Mvar) are placed in the investigated grid section and detailed
control concepts for DER Q support and Q compensator control are implemented and
annual power flow simulations are performed. A detailed description on the applied
simulation environment and the developed control concepts is provided in [98]. For the
comparison of the results, the following changes of the described economic assessment
in section 5.4 are applied:

• The cost benefit analysis is changed from a net present value calculation to a
equivalent annual costs method similar to [98].

• A former interpretation of the DCC Q range requirements at the T-D interface
is applied (see [98] and also ENTSO-E response on DCC interpretation in [5]).

• The cost assumptions in [98] are applied.

Figure D.13 provides a comparison of cost-benefit results for the detailed im-
plementation study (short: detailed implementation study) in [98] and the developed
economic assessment approach based on the annual duration curve devQT−D (short: Q
duration curve study).

Figure D.13.: Comparison of cost-benefit results for the detailed implementation study
in Wang and Kraiczy et al. [98] and the developed economic assessment
approach based on the annual duration curve devQT−D.
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The investment costs are for both approaches identical, because identical cost as-
sumptions (cyan and magenta bars in Figure D.13) are applied. Furthermore, also the
penalty fee of unserved reactive energy show a very good agreement for both studies
(red bars). Grid losses (dark green bars in Figure D.13 left) can not be determined
in the Q duration curve study. However, for the detailed implementation study, the
changes of annual grid losses have only a minor impact on the total annual costs of the
Q management concepts, i.e. annual additional costs for grid losses at the HV-level
of about 10 TEUR/year in S1 to S4 are determined. The additional compensators
(shunt reactors) in the detailed implementation study are place at the two EHV/HV
substations (HV side) with the highest annual Q exports and a rule based control
concept of DER Q support and Q compensator control is applied. A losses optimiza-
tion is not applied. Furthermore, the costs for losses of the additional compensators
(light green bar in Figure D.13) are in the detailed implementation study higher com-
pared with the Q duration curve study, i.e. 18 TEUR/year (detailed implementation
study) and 7 TEUR/year (Q duration curve study) for scenario S4. The reason is the
different considered Q compensator models. In the detailed implementation study a
discrete variable compensator (4x50 Mvar steps) and in the Q duration curve study
a continuous variable compensator (adjustable in range [0;200 Mvar]) are considered.
Furthermore, also a deadband in the control of the compensators is considered in the
detailed implementation study [98], which is not considered in the Q duration curve
study.

In conclusion, the detailed implementation study and the annual duration curve
study show a very good agreement in the total annual costs for the different Q man-
agement concepts. The highest total cost saving (black stars in Figure D.13) of about
200 TEUR/year is determined in both approaches for the scenario S2 (DER Q support
of all HV and HV/MV DER and no additional Q compensators).
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Markus Kraiczy

Reactive power grid adequacy 
studies for distribution grids with 
high distributed generation

Vol 12Energy Management and Power System Operation

Nowadays distributed energy resources (DER) can provide cer-
tain reactive power flexibility for voltage support in alternat-
ing current power systems. Besides local voltage support at the 
distribution level, the DER can also provide reactive power flex-
ibility at the transmission-distribution (T-D) interface, which 
can improve the reactive power grid adequacy of the distribu-
tion level. The term reactive power grid adequacy describes the 
compliance level of a distribution grid with a predefined reac-
tive power range at the T-D interface. However, a challenge in 
grid planning procedures is the consideration of the usually in-
termittent reactive power flexibility potential by the DER. This 
study aims to develop practicable grid planning procedures for 
advanced reactive power management at the T-D interface by 
making use of controllable reactive power sources at the distribu-
tion level, like DER and distributed reactive power compensators. 
The study is performed for a real German distribution grid section 
with very  high-distributed  generation.
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